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DC-3 Sets Down Without Lights

State Police Investigate
Plane Landing At Airport

UNDER INVESTIGATION — The landing of this Douglass DC-3 twin-engine airplane Saturday night at the Murray(
Calloway County Airport currently is under investigation by the Kentucky State Police. Police officials have talked
to the crew of the plane but declined to comment any further about the incident.

Kentucky State Police currently are
investigating the landing of a Douglass
DC-3 twin-engine airplane with a crew
of three Saturday night at the MurrayCalloway County Airport.
The Federal Aviation Administration
has ordered that the plane not leave the
airport grounds, according to Joe Pat
Cohoon of the KSP. Cohoon added that
he talked to the three crew members.
He declined to comment further on the
incident.
According to airport manager
Johnny Parker,the landing of that type
of plane at the local airport is not uncommon. However, Parker said he felt
the incident was "fishy" since the plane
did not use its lights or turn on the runway lights to make the landing.
The runway lights can be turned on

Some May Be In Prison

Hostages Cause 'Concern' For U.S. Officials
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The State
Department today registered "deep
concern" about several of the
American hostages in Iran and said a
number of them may be in prison.
Spokesman John H. Trattner said the
Americans are not receiving adequate
medical attention and many 4_ the 52
have not been heard from recently.

"We would welcome any improvement in the circumstances in which
they are being held," Trattner said.
"Contrary to Iranian reports in recent
days that they hostages are now housed
in luxury hotels, we have reports that a
number of them may, in fact, be in
prison,"
The U.S. spokesman reiterated that
the government of Iran will be held accountable for the well-being of all of the

State Department Denies
That Talks To Be Chaired
By the Associated Press
Algerian intermediaries will chair
"detailed negotiations" between Iran
and the United States in London this
week over the fate of the 52 American
hostages, a British newspaper reported
today. The State Department said it
had no knowledge of such a meeting.
The British newspaper Daily
Telegraph gave no source for its brief
report, the second such account of upcoming secret negotiations on the
hostages to appear in less than a week.
A French news agency published a
similar report in Paris on Dec. 18,

which the State
denied.

Department also

The latest report came one day after
Iran demanded the United States
deposit some $24 billion in cash and gold
in the Algerian central bank before the
hostages are freed.
Secretary of State Edmund Muskie
called the demands "unreasonable"
and said the hostages would not be
home by Christmas: A top Iranian official said Iran could hold the 52 captives "for 10 more years." They began
their 415th day in captivity today.

hostages. He said Iran had not
respected even minimal standards of
treatment expected of the world community.
Trattner said he did not know how
many Americans may be in prison or on
what grounds. Another U.S. official
said the information came in letters
from hostages.
The State Department took this
hardened line after Iran's latest terms
were denounced as unreasonable by
Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie.
Hopes or a Christmas homecoming apraear_to have evaporated.
. .44
Defense Secretary Harold Brown`gas
declared, meanwhile, that the United
States would not pay ransom to Iran to
end the hostages'415-day captivity.
The two Cabinet officers, giving
bleak assessments in separate televised interviews Sunday, indicated there
is little chance of a settlement during
the month left to the Carter administration.
Muskie, on NBC's "Meet the Press,"
said it would be, very difficult to agree
to terms by Jan. 20, and "It certainly is
not going to happen by Christmas."
Brown, on CBS' "Face the Nation,"
declared that the United States could
not accede to paying "ransom ... money
that was never in this country'. to gain
release of the hostages.

Reagan Prepares To Unveil Four
More Cabinet-Level Selections
— Ronald
WASHINGTON ( A P
Reagan prepared to unveil four more
Cabinet-level selections today, including a black for housing secretary
and a woman for U.N. ambassador,
sources on the president-elect's transition team said.
The sources, who declined to be identified, said New York attorney Samuel
R. Pierce was picked to head the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, making him the first
black man selected for a Reagan
Cabinet post.
The sources said Georgetown University professor Jeane Kirkpatrick was to
be announced as the president-elect's
choice for U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations,a post that will be given
Cabinet-level rank and, thus, allow
Reagan to fulfill a pledge to include a
woman in his top circle of appointments.
Reagan also planned to name conservative Colorado attorney James G.
Watt as interior secretary and former

South Carolina Gov. James B. Edwards
as energy secretary,said the sources.
Formal announcements were to be
made at an afternoon news conference
here.
In an unexpected development this
morning, Reagan's transition team
decided to hold up announcement of a
fifth Cabinet-level appointment, Illinois
Agriculture Director John R. Block, as
agriculture secretary.
Over the weekend, Reagan's top advisers told Senate Republicans that
Block would be among the choices announced today, but the decision was
made this morning to postpone the announcement.
Several sources said Block still appeared to be in line for the job, but they
could not explain the reason for the
delay.
One source speculated that Reagan
wanted to save the announcement for
Tuesday when the transition may
disclose its choice for education
secretary, the last department head to

be chosen. Reagan has had trouble finding candidates for this job because of
his pledge to eliminate the Department
of Education.
Reagan press spokesman James
Brady said additional Cabinet announcements would be made Tuesday
but would not elaborate.
Reagan already has announced his
first 10 Cabinet-levelCations.
In Los Angeles, w re he is staying,
t he hoped to
Reagan would say old
complete his Cabinet selections by
Christmas.
Block, director of the Illinois
agriculture department and the owner
of a 3,000-acre farm,flew to Washington
Sunday,one Senate source said.
Reagan apparently settled on Block
following a meeting with him last
Thursday. Block visited Reagan at the
presidentelect's Pacific Palisades
home along with the other top contender for the post, Richard I.yng,
former president of the American Meat
Insitute.

Asked if Iran's terms, delivered Friday to the State Department,amounted
to ransom, Brown said "anything that
goes beyond the status quo ... of the
situation beforehand, I think, could well
be seen in that light."
Iran is calling on the United States to
deposit $23 billion in Algeria's central
bank as a guarantee for recovery of all
deposits Iran had in western banks
before militants seized the U.S. Embassy in Tehran in November 1979.
Some of the deposits are subject to
claims filed against Iran for -losses
allegedly suffered during the revolution
that overthrew the late Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.
Muskie said Iranian officials seemed
to think terms could be set and met with
"just the flick of their fingers."
'We regard the response as
unreasonable and as requiring of us actions beyond the power of the president
to take," he said.
But Muskie said that the administration was willing to lift the economic
sanctions imposed by President Carter
after the hostages were seized and that
it had offered to help set up an international claims commission to handle
suits against Iran.
Yet Muskie said the United States has
no responsibility for deposits placed in
western banks before the embassy
takeover. He also said the United States
could not make cash guarantees that
the deposits would not be seized to offset claims.
"That's not our responsibility," he
said.
Muskie said he had discussed the
situation with Carter before the television appearance. Therefore, Muskie
said, his remarks reflected the administration's "official reaction"
although it was not a formal response to
Iran's message.
Later, Muskie told reporters there
would be a U.S. reply once officials
completed their evaluation of Iran's
terms.

GOOD GRIEF! ONLY
2 SHOPPING PAYS'
LEFT TIL CHRISTMAS!

3

by airplane controls, Parker said.
A bright moon and clear flying conditions Saturday made it possible to land
without the use of the lights, Parker
said.
After the plane landed around 10:30
p.m., Parker said that he called the
state police.
Parker said that the pilot stated he
landed because the left engine went out
and the propeller continued to feather,
or rotate, causing a drag on the left side
of the plane.
The pilot also said the generator light
on the right engine was not working and
that he lost the left generator with the
left engine, Parker said.
The airplane attempted to turn
around on the runway, Parker said.
Since it lost its engine, the plane could
not and had to be towed to the ramp by
wreckers, Parker added. The pilot did
pay for the tow, Parker said.
State police officials questioned the.
pilot and the crew. But the pilot refused

Indian Ocean Battle
Group Returns To U.S.
By R.D. GERSH
Associated Press Writer
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — For 7,000
Navy men,the eight-month job of maintaining a U.S. presence in the Middle
East ended today as a threeship Indian
Ocean Battle Group sailed home to Norfolk.
The sailors of the aircraft carrier
Eisenhower and cruisers Virginia and
South Carolina will be home for
Christmas with the families and friends
they last saw 251 days ago.
The Virginia was the first to dock at
9:44 a.m., and the South Carolina docked immediately afterwards.
Families were allowed to board the
cruisers as the Virginia's loudspeakers
played the song, "I'll be Home for
Christmas."
The Eisenhower's gangplank was
lowered shortly before 10:30 a.m.
Among those on the docks was Mary

KWW Officers
To Be Elected
In Spring
The election of directors of Kentucky'
Western Waterland will be conducted
by mail before the 1981 annual spring
meeting, according to Bob Maxwell,
chairman of the nominating committee.
Any KWW member may recommend
one member for director from their
county to the nominating committee by
filing the name and their signature not
later than Jan. 23, 1981. The newly
elected directors will serve two-year
terms.
Directors whose terms will expire
and may be re-elected are: Calloway
County — Tom Brown, Grayson McClure; Caldwell County — Harold Button, Dottie Phelps, Sam Steger; Christian County — Sol Fritz: Livingston
County — Julia Badger; Lyon County —
Mike Farmer, Jim Suitor; Marshall
County — Bud Heerde, Dick Hoffman,
Ruth Ryan, Joe Warren; McCracken
County — Neel Carroll, John Williams;
and Trigg County — Billy Burke, Roger
Thomas.
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Israeli Troops Patrol Streets Of
Bethlehem As Pilgrimage Begins

The Murray State University basketball Racers dropped the consolation game of the Montana Classic to the University of Maine. For complete details, see today's sports section.

BETHLEHEM, Israeli-occupied
West Bank AP) — Israeli troops
patrolled the streets of Bethlehem Monday as thousands of visitors walked
through the ancient Church of the
Nativity on a Christmas pilgrimage to
the traditional site of Christ's birth.
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Soldiers in battle gear stood sentry
outside the church as busloads of
pilgrims rolled into Manger Square for
a pre-Christmas visit to the Holy
Manger in a tiny incence-filled grotto.
Israeli authorities said security
precautions would be as strict as usual
despite an appeal by the Arab mayor of
Bethlehem, Elias Freij, to dispense

with the Christmas eve roadblocks and
body searches, which he says dampens
the seasonal spirit.
Colored lights and nativity scences in
the souvenir shops, flapping pennants
and a 30-foot decorated tree in Manger
Square gave Bethlehem its traditional
festive appearance.
But shopkeepers were unseasonally
gloomy and complained inflation was
keeping sales down.
Israeli officials said they expected
about 33,000 pilgrims on organized
tours, slighty fewer than in previous
years. About 10,000 were expected in
Bethlehem on Christmas eve, where

Homan Catholic pontifical high Mass
will be broadcast on a 20-foot-square
television screen from inside the church.
Worshippers also will feel the inflation pinch this year with only three
foreign choirs — about half the usual
number — entertaining the crowd on
Christmas eve.
Bethlehem city officials said the
Israeli government had trimmed its
subsidy of the celebrations, including
partial financing of foreign choirs. Joining the local choirs will he the Anderson
Crusader Choir of Atlanta Ga. and
choirs from France and Southwest
Africa
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to let authorities search the plane,
Parker said.
The DC-3 was the first true passenger
airliner used in this country, Parker
said. As an airliner, it could seat 25 to 30
passengers, Parker said.
Manufactured from the late 1930's until the late 1940's, the planes were used
extensively in World War II as
transports and in Viet Nam as gunships, Parker said.
Use of the the DC-3 today still is "fairly common," Parker said. He added the
plane is not fast by today's standards
but is used many times because of its
large cargo area.
Parker said, in his opinion, that he
felt the DC-3 that landed was in "fair
shape."
The plane was white with a blue
stripe and the registration number,
N625E, was written by the tail.
State police would make no further
comment about the investigation of the
incident.

Sunny this afternoon with highs
38 to 44. Partly cloudy tonight
with lows in the upper 20s to low
30ts. Partly cloudy Tuesday with
highs in the mid 40s to around 50.
Winds south to southeast 5 to 15
mph this afternoon and tonight
and southerly 10 to 20 mph on
Tuesday. The outlook for
Christmas is fair and cold.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.5
Kentucky lake
154.5

qrr.7.

Jane Waldman of Norfolk and her 17month-old son Brad, waiting for Petty
Officer Jeffrey Waldman.
"It's a great Christmas present for
Brad and me," Mrs. Waldman said.
Alice Bourget was waiting for her
husband Lawrence to come ashore and
see 5L2-month-old Jennie for the first
time. Jennie was born while her father
was at sea, and Mrs. Bourget moved to
Norfolk a month ago from West Bend,
Wis.,to be here for the homecoming.
The Navy arranged to have official
greetings from Navy Secretary Edward Hidalgo, Atlantic Fleet commander Adm. Harry Train and local officials presented aboard the ships as
they sailed into port so the docks would
be free for family reunions.
The three nuclear-power.' '';:_.s left
April 15 to relieve the Indian Ocean Battle Group led by the carrier Nimitz,
which carried the ill-fated helicopters
used on the aborted mission to rescue
the hostages in Iran.
Although no such spotlight fell in the
Ike, as the carrier is known, the IranIraq fighting kept it on station through
cancelled port calls for 152 straight
--days at sea, to surpass the post-WorldWar-II record just set by the Nirnitz.

Forty Jurors
Summonsed For
District Court
Forty jurors have been summonsed
for jury duty in Calloway County
District Court. The jurors are to report
at 9 a.m. Friday,Jan. 16.
The names drawn include: Jane Lenty Barton, Mildred Barber, James
Huston Bass, Joe Brooks Bowden,
Hawley Bruce Bucy, Nellie R.
Caldwell, Hellon I.. Carlin, Steve W.
Compton, Harold Doran, Mrs. J. B.
Dover. Howard C. Edward, Neva Fitts,
Greta Brooks Gargus, William Hodge,
Wanda P. Howard, Clifton Brent Hutson, Norman Lane, Dolores D. Lawson,
Mary Lou Lyles, Ed M. Maddox.
Bill Mahan, John Malone, Howard D.
Mathis, Gene Orr Miller, Sylvia B.
Miller, Lorene McCage, Floyd McClure, Genella Nesbitt, Reldon
Norsworthy, George H. Potts, Billy Joe
Pyle, Steve Sexton, Justine Story,
Jearlean Sullivan, William Cody
Tidwell, Joan L. Turner, Oneida White,
Darlene H. Workman, Robert Dean
Wynn and Hilda N. Parkhill.

Three Boy Scouts
Troops Will Hold
Court Of Honor
Three Boy Scout Troops — 45, 13, and
77 — will hold a city-wide court of honor
tonight ( Monday), Dec. 22, at 7 p.m. at
the First United Methodist Church,
South Fifth and Maple Streets, Murray.
"This will be an Eagle Court of
Honor." according to leaders for the
Scout troops.
Awards and recognition will be made
to all Scouts of the three units for their
achievements during the past few months.
All parents and interested persons
are invited to attend. the Scout leaders
said.
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U'omen Of Brooks
CluTel Hold Meet
:it The Parsonage

.Celebration Planned Sunda
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones
of Murray will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Dec. 28, at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Hosted by their children, the
reception will be held from 2 to
4:30 p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
and no invitations are being
sent. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones . were
married Dec. 24, 1930, in the
home of the late Rev. I.. V.
Henson of Benton. Their attendants were Earl Douglas of
Murray and Mrs. Urban Webb
of Apopka, Fla.
Mrs. Jones, the former
Ruby Mae Williams, is the
daughter of the late C. J.
Williams and Mrs. Gladys Key
Williams who resides near
Lynn Grove.
Mr. Jones is the son of the
late T. Alvis'Jones and Pearl
Erwin Jones. He is an
employee of Parker Ford,
Murray.
They have three children —
Will Mac Jones of Lakeland.
Fla., Sara Jane King of
Nashville, Tenn., and Gwendolyn Ann Barber of
Charlotte, N. C. Their seven
grandchildren are Cregg.
Randy, Elaine, and Jell
Jones, Janene King Channel.
and Edward and Scott Barber
MA'AMA-wt.etascAMMO-A;.a
-

Reception 70 Be Hosted By
Children At Fellowship Hall
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Qt‘cst/./1 Nly mother, a
widow in her sixties, recently spent a whole day
with a beauty consultant
having herself "made over."
I think she's too old for
this. Should I be ctincerned?

liis

ar.

Answer: There is no age
limit to feeling good about
one's appearance. Cosmetics
are beneficial to people
throughout their lives. According to an independent
study conducted by research psychologists the use
of cosmetics helps people
The Adult Sunday School retain a lively appearance,
Class of Russell's Chapel to communicate vigor and
United Methodist Church held competence, and to grow
older gracefully with a sense
a hayride Sunday evening. of
dignity and pride.
The gpoup traveled on a truck
Particularly in making the
load of hay going through the transition to senior citizen
Faxon-Sugar Creek, Center status, it is critical, to feel
Ridge, and Russell's Chapel self-confident and attractive. Your mother is assertcorrynunities.
ing her vitality and her
As they traveled through the commitment
to life. So aparea they sang Christmas plaud her, and plan to do
carols and presented baskets the same when you're her
of fruit to the elderly and to age.
those who are not able to atROBERT F.SCOTT
tend church due to illness.AT SOUTH POLE
Santa accompanied the
Robert Falcon Scott reachgroup and as he approached ed the South Pole Jan. 18, 1912,
houses along the way,the eyes one month after the
of the children lit up as he talk- Norwegian explorer Ronald
ed with them and gave them Amundsen reached it. Scott,
candy treats, a dais who was backed by the British
spokesman said.
and Dominion governments,
Participating in the had begun his sledge journey
Christmas event were the in November of 1911. The
Rev. and Mrs. Billy Henson British explorer and his four
and Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. companions all perished on
Blondie McClure, Mr. and the return journey because of
Mrs. Junior Garland, Mr. and sickness, shortage of food and
Mrs. Ralph Harris, Mr. and the severe weather. Their reMrs. Don Stom, Gary, Penny, mains and Scott's journal
and Sherry Lovett, and Lisa were found by a search party
Garland.
the following November.

Russell's Chapel
Adult Class Has
Hayride On Sunda
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,Jo Burkeen. Local Scene Editor

Pre-Register
For

Boys & Girls
Gymnastic Classes
Starting January 12th
tA

MURRAY
GYMNASTIC
CENTER

Hwy. 641
Murray, Ky.
753-0129

Gsm-Kin leotards Dealer

Give Entertainment
Give Murray Theatre Tickets
ClInt,
Give 1 or 100•Good Anytime Eastwood, 1
On Sale At Cheri & Cine
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Community Happenings
Monday,Dec.22
Front Porch Swing will not
rehearse tonight.
Christmas party at Fern
Terrace Lodge will be held at 7
p.m. All interested persons
are invited.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open for activities by
the Senior Citizens with lunch
at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglass at 12 noon. -
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be
program
-Christ:mas
held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Bethany Chapel Pentecostal
Church.

Monday,Dec.22
Community Chorus will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Library Arts Annex of the
Calloway Public Libraray to
go caroling at the nursing
homes and other homes of
shut-ins.
----Coldwater Baptist Church
Women will have a Christmas
party at 7 p.m. at the home of
Judy Darnell. Sunshine
friends will be revealed and
names drawn for new ones.

Tuesday,Dec.23
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center.

Tuesday,Dec.23

Singles Class will meet at 7
p.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.

Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at630 p.m.
For information call 753-5995
or 435-4385.

Alcoholics Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West KenLive Nativity Scene will be tucky Livestock and Exposishown from 7 to 9 p.m. in front tion Center.
of the Kirksey United
Senior Citizens Group will
Methodist Church.
meet as follows: Dexter at
Boy Scout Court of Honor Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.;
will be held at Fellowship Hazel and Douglas from 10
Hall, First United Methodist a.m.to 2 p.m.; Murray at Ellis
Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Church,at7 p.m,

,-

...- .„.......

Wednesday,Dec. 24
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
The student practical nurses
at the' Murray Vocational
Center-- will
serve
refreshments at 10 a.m. at the
convalescent division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Down the

arden Path.;
1•?
:?.;•.;:.szo By MRS.W.P. WILLIAM
Decorations are up
everywhere, lights are
twinkling, wreaths are appearing at doors, red bows on
lamp posts. And lighted
Christmas trees are beginning to be seen through windows. What a Wonderful time
of the year this is. It is the
most colorful and to me the
most beautiful time. Ills so
full of meaning that it gives
one a feeling of security to be
a part of it.
I am reminded of the
Christmas trees as I
remember,them as a child.
The preparation for the tree
was almost as time consuming as the rest of the holiday
plans. For popcorn had to be
popped and strung.
Cranberry strings gave that
added touch of color. Sweet
elm balls were covered with
tin foil and were as pretty as
any "store-bought" decorations. A big star or an angel
always was at the very top,
either of them usually home
made. But nobody ever missed anything because the tree
was always so beautiful.
Now there are myriads of
decorations to choose from,
all colors. But best of all is a
green tree with glistening
balls or red and silver. I love
the tiny lights on small trees,
but the big ones don't really
need them.
I received a gift of an Advent wreath this year. It is
made of native seed pods and cones and-sweet gum-balls all
beautifully woven together, a
truly professional work,
made especially worthwhile
because it was made by
thoughtful hands by loved
ones.
I can never get enough of
the color of Christmas. I love
the wreath of holly at my

.

front door, the big
poinsettias, the big fat red
candles, the choir boy and
Santa candles.1 love them all
whether you light them or
not. But whatever you have to
brighten the season, don't
forget a Manger scene. For
that is the center, the core of
all Christmas activities. The
Nativity sets come in all
sizes, big handsome ones and
little ones. But they all carry
the same message and are a
reminder of what Christmas
is really for.
Put it in the center of other
lovely decorations, so that
you may see and be thankful
for that first Christmas Day.
For that was the day when
God sent His only begotten
Son into the world, because of
the love He had for mankind.
I stood one evening on
Shepherds Field on the outskirts of Bethlehem. I could
picture the shepherds keeping watch over their sheep
that night on the grassy treebordered slope. I felt an awe
and wonder that brought me
peace. I could almost see the
Angels as they came through
the sky singing "Glory to God
in the Higheit. Peace on Earth, Good will to men."
Perhaps we can absorb
enough of the beauty and inspiration of Christmas this
year to carry some with us into the new year.
May each one of you haves
merry and a blessed
Christmas. God bless you.

BRADDOCK BOY
Mr: and Mrs. Ted Braddock
of Sturgis Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, Eric
Martin, weighing seven
pounds 11 ounces, measuring
21 inches, born on Monday,
Dec 15, at 1:10 p.m. at the
Methodist Community
Hospital,Henderson.

The local affiliate of the National Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association
met at the Brass Lantern at
Aurora on Dec. 8 for a
Christmas party.
Present for the holiday occasion *ere Judith Darnell,
Wanda Housden, Judy Curd,
Wanda Futrell, Debbie Griffin, Linda Thompson, Bettis
Starkey, Fay Hurt, Mary Ann
McCuiston, Geraldine McClard, Jo Dortch, Glenda
McNutt,. Daytha Outland,
Aleta Beane, Kathryn Lax,
Wanda Nolin, Kay Dalton,
Leta Taylor, Hells Tina Olson,
and Paulette Wilferd.
The members recently attended a color seminar, sponsored by the Heil Beauty Supply,at Leta's Beauty Salon.

MOBLEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mobley
of Route 6, Paris, Tenn., announce the birth of a baby boy,
Jason Allen, weighing nine
pounds, born on Thursday,
Dec. 18, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Debbie Blakely.

The mother is the former
Debra Billington of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs.T. P. Braddock of Sturgis
and Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Billington, Jr., of Murray.
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Ruby Fox of Sturgis and Mrs.
Estelle Parker and Mrs.
Lucille Billington of Murray.
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Monday, Dec. 22
Golden Pond Visitors Center
Theater in the Land Between
the Lakes will be closed today
through Dec. 31.

Railroad porters were first
issued "red caps" to match
the red carpet rolled out for
passengers on the legendary
Twentieth Century Limited.
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Gymnastics Classes Start Jan.7th at

•

Lyndia Cochran Dance
&GymnasticsStudio
Studio 9th C.4 Fait-lane-753-4647
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HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special
service.
*FREE HEARING TESTS
*HEARING AID ANALYSIS
•CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
*BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

Hairdressers Hold
Christmas Party
At Brass Lantern
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The Murray High School
student Council sponsored a
Christmas party for deserving
children on Saturday. Dec. 1.1
at the high school cafeteria.
Games and clowns entertained the children during the
morning hours.
Santa arrived with gifts to
distribute. The remainder of
the gifts were turned over to
the Red Cross to be distributed
to other deserving children to
CHRISTMAS FUN — Shown are just a few of the gifts the Calloway County Chapter of
brighten their Christmas
holidays, a council spokesman the American Red Cross will distribute to deserving children this week.
Photo Ii v Martha Mt(Atm
said.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
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The United Methodist
Women of the Brooks Chapel
-- United Methodist Church met
at the parsonage, 808 Broad
Street. Murray, on Tuesday,
Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. Madge
Woodard was hostess.
Mrs. Lola Jones, president,
led the program on "Candles.
Carols, and Gifts of Christmas
Celebration." Each one present participated in the event.
Punch and cookies were
served.
Present were Mary Jo Mitchell, Gladys Jones, Rachel
Crick,
Jackson, Marsha
Mickey Burkeen, Venice
Travis, Tane Alexander, Sue
McKinney, Tom Ed Travis,
Rita Culver, Lola Jones, Martha Jones, Elizabeth Puckett,
Mina Ramsey, Madge
Woodard, and the Rev. Dean
Woodard

Party Is MN 111
Student Council

See your doctor first...
Then visit us for professional service!
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055
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JEAN CLOAR—
Local County Extension Agent In Horne Economics—

Says Use Microwave Oven For Thawing

J.

an

Microwave oven owners need
not wait two or three days to
safely defrost a turkey in the
refrigerator. The quick and easy
microwave process requires a
few turns but it mn save a meal
if a cook forgets to start the
thawing earlier in the week.
You'll need to fallow slightly
different steps to thaw a whole
turkey, half or parts.
First figure the amount of
tune to defrost. Whole or half
turkesy require 312 to 5'2
riunutes per pound on 50 per cent

power or a medium setting. On
30 per cent power or a low setting figure 542 to 8 minutes per
pound. Defrost turkey parts for 3
to 6 minutes per pound at 50 per
cent or 7 to 917 minutes per
pound on low setting.
No matter what type of turkey
you're planning, always remove
the packaging before you start.
For a whole bird, place it
breast-side-down in a baking
dish. Defrost one-fourth of the
total time. Turn the turkey
breast-side-up, and defrost for
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"Democracy is the art of
running the circus from the
monkey cage." -- H. L.
Mencken.
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Even a monkey can
choose the best finesse of
three losing finesses. It's
clearly the one that will
leave you with a plus score,
even if it loses.
South opens a game
demand and North responds
with an immediate jump to
game. This conventional bid
describes -a hand with at
least four trumps, no aces,
kings or singletons.
West doesn't like his lead
prospects so he leads a
trump. On the bidding; that
choice should certainly not
cost a trick. Declarer wins
in dummy and it's time to
try a finesse. Should it be
the heart finesse or the club
finesse?
Neither is the winning
answer. If he tries either
one, it loses and West exits
with a card of the same suit
and declarer must lose
another trick for one down.
It is unlucky to lose two of
two finesses, but there is a
foolproof line of play.
Instead of an immediate
finesse, declarer leads a diamond to his ace and reenters dummy with a
trump. Next comes a ruffing finesse in diamonds -dummy's queen is led while
declarer discards one of his
losers.
West wins this finesse, but
the defense is helpless.

12-22-A

•Q io 9
•72
•QJ 10 9 8
•6 3
WEST
•5
•K J 9
•K 6 5 3 2
•K J 8 4

EAST
*3
•10 8 6 5 4 3
•7 4
4 10 9 7 5

SOUTH
•AKJ7642
•A Q
•A
4AQ2

Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
2•
t.

West
Pass
Pass

North
4•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Spade five
Declarer wins the next lead,
enters dummy again in
trumps and discards his
remaining
losers
on
dummy's high diamonds
Bid with Coro

South holds

Many Persons Are Visitors Here
By Mrs. Herbert Alton
Dec. 1, 1980
Jim Burton is a patient at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mrs. Judy Wilson of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Billie Moody
shopped in Murray last week.
Mrs. Moody had Thanksgiving
dinner with the WiLson family.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny White,
Brian and Bradley, Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly White, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth White, and Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Wilson were
Thanksgiving supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cunningham of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Alton, Linda,
David, and Robyn of
Buchanan, Tenn., were
Thanksgiving supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth White
joined the group later in the
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Salmon and son, and Charles
Nance attended church at Mt.
Sinai at Buchanan, Tens., on
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Cherry of Murray were dinner
guests Sunday of her parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
of Puryear,ten.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lamb
and children of Humboldt,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Robinson and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Ray and
children, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Ray and children were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudie Alton
and Bobby Alton and children
returned to their homes in
Royal Oak, Mich., after spending two weeks at their farm
home in the Hazel community.
Kenny Futrell of Nashville,
Tenn., spent Wednesday night
with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Winburn Alton. Mrs.
Alton went home with him to
spend Thanksgiving with her
daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. George Futrell.
Mrs. Everton Dodd and
children of Buchanan, Tenn.,
visited Mrs. Nora Dodd on
Thanksgiving day.
Mrs. Nancy Hammond and
children of Michigan have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Gann and children.
A good crowd attended ser-

Lanette Thurman Will
Receive Ph. D. Degree

South

s
thIs
llyId
terrbia
an ae
h rmay
upon her formally
month
Peabody College and its
Department of Educational
Leadership.
The title of her dissertation
Send bridge questions to The Aces
is "College Faculty PercepP0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
tions of Faculty-Student Inwith self-addressed. stamped envelope
teraction
Beyond
the
for reply
Copyright 19110
Classroom Relative to Role
United Feature Syndicate
Expectations, Student Retention and Institution Recognition and Reward."
Based on data gathered at
Ifir- ,--a- •.' "
four regional, tax-supported
$ '
'
universities in Tennessee, it
deals with faculty members'
beliefs with respect to conWest Jefferson St Codo Ky
- ---' - .....
Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor
• tacts with students outside the
Acce led 552-163
classroom.
Ho i •ay Schedule Only Dec. 21-Jan. 3
The daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Howard of
Dec 21
Dec 22 Dec 21
Calvert City, Dr. Thurman
Dec 24
Dec 25 Dec 26 Dec 2
Open
Lanette Thurman
Closed
graduated from Calvert City
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Open
quirements for a Ph. D. High School before earning an
degree in education ad- undergraduate degree at MurDe( 28
Dec 31
Dec 29 Dec 10
Ian 1
Jan. 2
Ian I
ministration at Vanderbilt ray State in 1956 and a
Open
Open
Closed
Closed
Closed
Open
Open
master's degree in 1966 at the
University, Nashville, Tenn.
The degree will be conferred some school. She also holds a
specialist in college teaching
degree.
1'(751 Arralan U,,,,, he, in
kr .'West Area
While at Murray State, she
nas been a supervising instructor in business education
at the former laboratory
school and an instructor in the
Department of Office Administration.
Although currently director
of the university's Personnel
Enrichment Center in the Office of Student Development,
she still teaches in the Department of Office Administration
and Business Education.
Dr. Thurman is married to
Billy P. Thurman, Murray insurance and real estate
broker, and they have two
sons:
Mark, 23, who holds two
All of us don't have the luxury of a four, or even a five
degrees in business from the
day week. Sunday may be the only day we can really
University of Kentucky and
call our own.
presently a personnel superGod gave us seven days every week. Giving Him a
visor with Texas instruments
few hours in return on Sunday doert"..arem a lot to ask.
at Versailles, Ky., and Scott,
We get so much from Him and most of us give back so
20, a sophomore business adlittle.
ministration major at Western
At the Christian Church r Disciples of Christ) we are
Kentucky University.
trying to show God our gratitude for His wealth of givThey live at 1209 Dogwood
ing. Come on in Sunday and give God back an hour or
Drive in Murray.
so.
We can give Him more if you're here with us.
ANSWER: Two diamonds.
With 11 points, it's best to
make a two over one response
even though the singleton
spade may be a minus factor.

and then half the suggested time
turned breast-side-up. They do
not require all the "turn over"
steps necessary for whole
turkeys.
They do require, however,
that you rinse them in cool water
and let them stand an additional
10 matures until they are no
longer icy.

Around Hazel—
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from the body, and difrust the
reanammg tune.
Place the bird in cool water
and allow it to stand 20 to 30
minutes. Remove ttw giblets and
Turn the turkey over again, nee*. At this point, the cavity
rotate the dish a half turn, and should be cool but not icy.
defrost for one-fourth of the
Defrost turkey breasts and
time. Turn the turkey over half turkeys half the suggested
again. Loosen the legs and wings time, turned breast-side-down,

one-fourth of the time. Cover any
btown or warm spots with foil if
allowed in your oven or with
plastic.

Mrs. Lanette Thurman, a
member of the Murray State
University faculty since 1966,
has completed her re-

vices at the Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church at Buchanan, Tenn.,
Sunday night. A film, "The
Grim Reaper," was shown.
The youth revival is in progress this week with the Rev.
Tony McAlister as the
evangelist.

Anniversary Event Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Dunn of
Mayfield Route 6 will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday,
Dec. 27, with a reception at the
P. C. A. Building, 328 E.
Broadway, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are
invited to call during the afternoon hours of 1 to 5 p.m.
The couple was married on
Dec. 29,1930, by the Rev. H. H.
Oliver at the First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tenn. Their attendants were the late Macon
and Ira Wrye.
Mrs. Dunn, the former
Mignon Baucum, is the
daughter of the late Wallace
and Parne Baucum of New
Concord. Mr. Dunn is the son
of the late Benjamin and
Alpha Dunn, also of New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn have orie
daughter, Mrs. Sue Rust of
Mayfield Route 6, and one
grandson, Duane.
IlhallIgc11.c.
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Women's Aglow To Meet

The Gilbertsville Chapter of
the
Women's
Aglow
Fellowship will hold this
month's meeting on Tuesday,
Dec. 30, instead of the fourth
Tuesday, Dec. 23.
Officers said the meeting
this month will not feature any
coffee or tea.
speaker, but rather, the
Friday — meatloaf, mixed women who attend wit be engreens, parslied potatoes, hot couraged to share a word of
roll, margarine, banana, mdk, testimony of what the Lord
coffee or tea.
has done in their lives duriag
the past year.
The meeting will be held at
the Gateway Steakhouse.
KOUGH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kough
of Farmington Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, Adam
Ryan, weighing seven pounds
nine ounces, measuring 19 3.4
inches, born on Sunday, Dec.
14, at 6:20 ptilt at the MurrayWESTSIDE
Calloway County Hospital.
The couple are self
employed farmers. They have
another son, Patrick, 4, and a
daughter, Amanda,9.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John 0. Kough, John McCuan, and Mrs. Margaret McCuan, all of Farmington Route
1. Great grandmothers are
Mrs. Lela Stockton and Mrs.
Terry McCuan, both of
Mayfield.
-gVtne5Vcg"VSV

Highway 68, Draffenville, at
10:30 a.m. An early luncheon
will be served and the meeting
will begin at 11:30 a.m.
"The Women's Aglow is a
Charismatic,
non denominational fellowship of
women who come together to
worship and lift up the name
of Jesus,- said Ruth Holland
and Susan Whitby.
The public is invited to attend and for information call
Holland at 1-527-8343 or Whitby at 1-898-6740.

Nutrition Program Menus
For The Week Are Listed
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels were released today for the week. Meals
are served at 12 noon at
Douglas arid at 11:45 a.m. at
Hazel, Monday through Friday, and at 12_ noon on Tuesday and Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Meals are also sent
out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sloppy joes,
peas, scalloped potatoes, hot
roll, margarine, apple, milk,
coffee or tea.
Tuesday
saus1N, cabbage, white beans, cornbread,
margarine, peach cobbler,
milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — roast turkey,
cranberry sauce, peas with
whole carrots, sage dressing,
hot roll, margarine, cherry
cobbler, milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — fruit bag —
cheese sticks, two crackers,
margarine, apple, orange,
banana, pear, danish, milk,

C
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Open Tonight
Till 8:30
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Sunday's my
only free day.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Chorus Will
Go Caroling

The Community Chorus will
meet tonight( Monday)at 7:30
p.m. at the Library Arts Annex of the Calloway Public
I.ibrary. They will carol at the
nursing homes and other
homes of shut-ins.
The next regularly scheduld
meeting will be Monday, Jan.
12, in the meeting room of the
public library.

GIFT HEADQUARTERS

BUY NOW ...
before Christmas

el4
Ladies and Girl's
Outerwear
Coordinates
Dresses
Pant Suits
Blouses
Tops
Sweaters
Robes
Shoes
Nightwear
Sportswear
Men's and Boys
Outerwear
Sport Shirts
Knit Shirts
Sweaters
Slacks
Suits
Flannel Shirts
Velour Shirts
AND MORE!
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SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!

You Must see these Fantastic Savings...

FOR LAST MINUTE SHOPPERS
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10 Years Ago
A branch hank of the Bank of Murray
will be constructed by the bank on U. S.
Highway 641 North, according to Joe
Dick, president.
Deaths reported include Clancy
Vance, 83, Mrs. Nellie Gray Ward, 80,
Mrs. Ada Bradley, 76, and Charles A
Winslow,80.
Rue Overby and Codie Caldwell of the
Murray Lions Club are pictured as the
club began delivery of over 58
poinsettias to shut-ins here.
•
Mark Etherton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Etherton, has been named winner
of the 1970 Soil Conservation Essay Contest, sponsored by the Courier-Joininal,
The Louisville Tilnes,and WHAS Radio
and Television.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Fuqua of the
Backusburg Community will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home on Dec. 27.
They were married on Dec. 25, 1920.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Greer on Dec. 17.
The Murray congregation of
Jehovah's Witnesses has completed its
new meeting hall for worship on North
16th Street Extended.

EDITOR JAL

Is There
A Santa Clans?
Under the above headline in
the New York Sun appeared in
1897 an editorial that has for
many years been recognized as
one of the immortaloChristmas
pieces of the ages.
This editorial has been
reprinted in newspapers
throughout the country, including this one,since its initial
appearance 83 years ago.
As always, a number of
readers have asked that we
again reprint the editorial. The
message contained in this
editorial applies to everyone.
We consider it a privilege to bring it to our readers. It reads as
follows:
"Dear Editor — I am 8 years
old.
"Some of my little friends
say there is no Santa Claus.
"Papa says If you see it in
The Sun it's so.'
-Please tell me the truth, is
there a Santa Claus?"
VIRGINIA O'HANI.ON
115 W.95th Street
Virginia, your little friends
are wrong. They have been affected by the skepticism of a
skeptical age. They do not
believe except they see. They
think that nothing can be which
is not comprehensible by their
little minds..
All minds, Virginia, whether
they be men's or children's, are
little. In this great universe of
ours, man is a mere insect, an
ant, in his intellect, as compared with the boundless world
about him, as measured by the
intelligence capable of grasping the whole of truth and
knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists as certainly
as love and generosity and
devotion exists, and you know
that they abound and give to
your life its highest beauty and
joy. Alas! how dreary would be
the world if there were no Santa
Claus! It would be as dreary as
if there were no Virginias.
There would be no childlike
faith then, no poetry, no
romance to make tolerable this
existence. We should have no
enjoyment, except in sense and
sight. The eternal light with

20 Years Ago

which childhood fills the world
would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus!
You might as well not believe in
fairies! You might get your
papa to hire men to watch on all
the chimneys on Christmas Eve
to catch Santa Claus, but even
if they did not see Santa Claus
coming down, what would that
prove? Nobody sees Santa
Claus, but that is no sign that
there is no Santa Claus. The
most real things in the world
are those that neither children
nor men can see. Did you ever
see fairies dancing on the
lawn? Of course not, but that's
no proof that they.are not here.
Nobody can conceive or imagine all the wonders there are
unseen and unseeable in the
world.
You tear apart the baby's rattle and see what makes the
noise inside, but there is a veil
covering the unseen world
which not the strongest man,
nor even the united strength of
the strongest men that ever lived,could tear apart. Only faith,
fancy, poetry, love, romance,
can push aside that curtain and
view and picture the supernatural beauty and glory
beyond. Is it all real? Ah,
Virginia, in all this world there
is nothing else real and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God,
he lives, and he lives forever! A
thousand years from now,
Virginia, nay ten thousand
years from now, he will continue to make glad the heart of
childhood.

) Making A House A Home
The White House is a national
monument to millions of Ainericans, but to the housewife who
will have An live there, it is a
residence'to be made homey.
_And, one surmises, that is why
Nancy Reagan was moved to
wish aloud recently that she
could get started redecorating
the White House living quarters.
Unfortunately, what was heard
and mistakenly repeated by
someone was a wish that the
present occupants would hurry
and move out, a sentiment that
has touched off one of those little ministorms that Washington
likes to revel in.
Mrs. Reagan has assured Ro-
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salyn Carter that she never said
that. She merely wished, in the
abstract, that the decorators
could get an earlier start. And
President Carter, who has been
gracious about the whole-thing,
gallantly agreed that Mrs.
Reagan didn't say what they
said she said and wasn't trying
to evict the outgoing First Family before their lease runs out
next Jan. 20.
Of course she wasn't. But
while the president-elect is
planning the transfer of power
next month, Mrs. Reagan is conducting her own transition, one
that, to her at least, is just as
challenging as her husband's.
Si who can blame the future
first lady for wistfully uttering
the eternal housewife's lament,,
as she faces the trials that upwardly mobile families have to
meet? There is a new house to
be redecorated, the family treasures to be packed and moved
all the way across the country
from California:'Meanwhile, not

enough can be. done in the rootless limbo of transition, which is
to be endured in temporary — if
comfortable — quarters. The
sooner it's all over, the sooner
Nancy Henan can start making
the White House into her family's home. And what's more natural than a housewife's impatience about that?

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTI.INE: I am a veteran. A
friend of mine (also a veteran) wrote
and told me about a new VA publication, but did not tell me too much about
it. I live out in the country and have no
phone. I can't get around very easily.
Can you tell me what this new publication has in it so I can decide whether or
not its worth the trouble to me to go get
it? A.G.
ANSWER: A new Veterans Administration publication, "Veterans
Benefits for Older Americans," is
available through VA regional offices
and veterans service organizations.
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The free pamphlet highlights
eligibility for VA medical care, compensation and pensions programs, and
burial benefits. It includes a quick
reference inventory for listing a
veteran's VA file number and other information for use in case of an
emergency.
The pamphlet is another in a series of
steps VA is taking to meet the needs of
the aging veteran population.
According to VA statistics, some 3
million veterans are 65 years of age or
older, and by 1985 this number is expected to be 5 million and by 1990 it will
be over 7 million.
VA is also developing video tape
cassettes to explain VA benefits to
elderly beneficiaries. Early next year
the tapes will be made available to
senior citizen groups and veterans
organizations.
To receive the pamphlet, write, visit
or telephone the nearest VA regional office. The address and toll-free

telephone number may be found in the
white pages of local telephone directories under "U.S.Government."
HEARTLINE: Can you please tell us
the changes in the amounts a person
will have to pay out-of-pocket for
hospital care when on Medicare for
1981? R.W.
ANSWER: In 1981, a Medicare patient will have to pay the first $204 of his
or her hospital bills, $24 more than the
1980 charge of $180. In.addition, a patient's daily bill for hospital care for the
61st through the 90th day will be increased from $45 to $51, and the daily
costs for post-hospital care in a skilled
nursing facility for the 21st through the
100th day will go up from $22.50 to
$25.50. If a beneficiary uses "lifetime
reserve" days, the extra 60 hospital
days a beneficiary can use when he or
she needs more than 90 days of hospital
care in the same benefit period, he or
she will pay $102 a day for each reserve
day used, instead of the 1980 charge of
$90 per day.

30 Years Ago
The Murray Council for Education
was oganized on Dec. 19 when representatives fronv30 church and civic groups
met at the court house here. Officers
elected were A. B. Austin, R. L. Cooper,
and Mrs.011ie Barnett.
Winners of the Essay Tuberculosis
Contest, sponsored by the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, were Billy Cole, first, and Bobby
Starks,second, both from Murray High
School, and Billy Joe Hosford, third,
New Concord High School, according to
the committee composed of Mrs. A. G.
Outland, Mrs. Clarence Mitchell, and
Mrs. Joe Parker.
The three music clubs of the piano
pupils of Miss Lillian Watters held
Christmas parties at the homes of Mrs.
Denny Smith, Mrs. T. C. Doran, and
Mrs.Gingles Wallis.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Wilson, Dec. 16, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roach, Dec.
17, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arlon
Willoughby, Dec. 17.
Charlene Orr of Winslow, Ariz., and
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Allbritten of Dallas,
Texas, will be guests of their mother,
Mrs. Laverne Orr.

Capitol-Ideas

Reagan Sets Morning
For Inauguration

Attire

By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
AP) — If all
members of Congress invited to Ronald
Reagan's inauguration take his advice.
and wear striped trousers, he will be
getting off to a better start than John F.
Kennedy did.
Reagan, who plans to wear morning
attire when he takes the oath Jan. 20,
suggested through the Congressional
Joint Committee on Inaugural
Ceremonies last week that members attending follow suit.
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Young Scott Newberry, son of Janice McCuiston Newberry and
Jackie Newberry, was fatally injured when the 14 year old lad on a
motorcycle collided with a car driven by Lowry Parker on the Old
New Concord Road. lie was buried in Elm Grove Cemetery.
The Murray Democrat ceased publication as a daily newspaper
on June 30, however would continue indefinitely as a weekly newspaper. After 35 years of newspaper publication, 12 of which was
in a daily operation, the authors of this book wrote: "We are physically unable to work hing hours in the mechanics of the plant . . .
rising costs of materials, utilities, taxes, and labor, not discounting
declining revenues." Frankly, we were too old to cut the mustard,
too poor to convert from hot lead to offset production, and too
dadgasted onery to throw in the rag.
Calloway County was allocated $310,108 from the state secondary road fund for the coming year, according to a published newspaper account which included a brief description of the history of
the fond: "It originated in 1948 when the General Assembly recognize(l the need to improve farm to market roads and other rural
roads." Sounds familiar? It should, for 24 years previously the
plan for levying a 2-cent per gallon tax for rural roads was formulated right here on this old typewriter being used in 1980-32 years
later, by the editors of this volume.
Murray-Calloway County Fair held its annual week of festivities
beginning July 12 With its guaranteed menu to satisfy the most
discriminating appetite, well flavored with a peppery motorcycle
race during the week and sky-diving for the Saturday afternoon
dessert. But the apple dumpling deliciously handed out the first
of the week was the crowning of the queen, Joyce Hopkins.
While the big show at the fair grounds was in full blast, the
unscheduled show at the main fire station was a hair raiser July 18
when the brakes failed for fireman James Spann and he leaped
seconds before the fire truck ground into the back porch and kitchen
of the house of Mrs. C. T. Rushing after running across Poplar
Street. Back in the olden days fire horses would tremble and shake
when the fire gong went off and heavy harness dropped from a
rack overhead on the nervous animals in preparation to charging
to the fire. However, Murray never had a horse propelling fire
engine, but did have some nervous animals when the brakes failed.

•

During November the sale of Series E
and H Savings Bonds in Calloway County amounted to $12,875 to bring the total
for the 11 months to $232,000, accordng
to Max W. Beale, bond chairman for the
county.
, Deaths reported include Mrs. Carl
McDaniel,80.
The Girl Scouts of Murray donated
cookies and the Town and Country
Homemakers Club the punch for the
open house held recently by the
Murray-Calloway County Library at its
new location at 105 North Sixth Street,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Vinson, Sr., will
be honored by their children with an
open house in celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary at their
home at Model,Tenn.,on Dec. 26.
Don Spiceland, Joe Lassiter, John
Paul Nesbitt, Betty Osborn, Linda
Barberton, Linda Allbritten, Jo Ann
Sliger, Cheryl Stubblefield, Grace Garrison, Pat Wilson, and Diane Cothran
took part in the program at the meeting
of the New Concord 4-H Junior Club.

7b Be Continued

In the 1960 inauguration, Kennedy
passed the word that the traditional
high silk hat would be the proper
headgear, although President Dwight
D. Eisenhower abandoned it in favor of
a homburg.
On inauguration day, both Kennedy
and the departing Eisenhower wore silk
toppers, but congressional homburgs
were spotted in the stands.
A contemporary account of George
Washington's first inaugural, in 1789 in
New York, said he wore "a complete
suit of homespun cloths; the cloth was
of a fine fabric, and as handsomely
finished as any European superfine
cloth."
Top hat was the correct wear from
1853, when Franklin Pierce was inaugurated, until Eisenhower broke the
tradition 100 years later. Kennedy wore
his only briefly, doffing it before he
spoke.
Lyndon B. Johnson opted fo/ a tuxedo
and Richard M. Nixon for a cutaway.
Jimmy Carter strode down Pennsylvania Avenue in a blue business suit
with a vest. Reagan plans to go hatless.
As for parades, although Reagan inaugural planners flirted briefly with the
idea of having no weapons, martial
displays have been part of inaugural
day from the beginning.
A troop of cavalry escorted
Washington. Thomas Jefferson was accompanied by a company of Maryland
artillery. Full-scale military parades
began with the Madison inaugural in
1809. James Monroe had an escort of
Marines and Georgia riflemen. Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant had eight full divisions. More than 700 airplanes, led by
five B-36's, flew over when Harry S.
Truman was inaugurated. And
Eisenhower's first inaugural parade
featured a 280-millimeter atomic cannon.
Reagan planners have pledged to
hold the parade to one hour. When
Grover Cleveland was inaugurated in
1893, it took six hours.
In "Facts About the Presidents,"
Joseph Nathan Kane says 36 of the 48 inaugurations have been held on the East
front of the Capitol. Others were in the
Senate or House chamber, or in New
York or Philadelphia, or at the White
House.
This year, the congressional joint
committee decided to hold the inauguration on the West front, facing the
Washington Monument.
Aide Tom Decker said the niove trimmed the estimated cost of the inauguration by $100,000, holding the appropriation for the Architect of the Capitol, who
builds the inaugural stands, to $375,000.
In 1853, when Franklin Pierce donned
his precedent-setting topper to take the
oath, things were a little different. The
bill for setting up the stands, taking
them down and hiring 16' policemen
came to $322.
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Bible Thought
And the disciples did as Jesus had
appointed them; and they made
ready the passoyer. Matthew 26:19.
A faithful disciple of Christ is an
obedient follower.
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Today In History
I
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 22, the 357th
day of 1980. There are nine days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. n, 1894, a French army officer, Alfred Dreyfus, was convic'41
treason in a court martial that trip
gered world-wide charges of antisemitism.
On this date:
In 1696, the founder of the colony of
Georgia, James Oglethorpe, was born
in London.
In 1968, 82 crewmen of the U.S. intelligence ship Pueblo were released by
North Korea, 11 months after their capture.
Ten years ago: North Vietnam
disclosed it was holding 339 American
war prisoners.
Five years ago: Argentine air force
officers ended their revolt against
President Isabel Peron.
One year egg: Iran's Ayatollah
for
Ruhollah Khomeini cleared the
clergymen to visit the American
hostages so the captives could
celebrate Christmas in "peace."
Today's birthdays: Lady Bird
Johnson, the former first lady, is 68
years old. Orchestra conductor Andre
Kostelanetz is 79.
Thought for today: While we are
postponing, life speeds by. — Marcus
Seneca, Roman scholar i about 54 B.C.-.
39 A.D.).
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Jeanna Cooper

Leland Sleek

Cooper, Steely Honored
Jeanna Cooper and Leland
Steely have been chosen as
Calloway County Outstanding
4-H girl and boy in the Courier
Journal Award of Excellence
Contest.
The contest, sopnsored by
the Courier Journal and The
Louisville Times, and the
University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service, judges 4-H'ers 60 percent
on their physical, academic,
moral and social development
and 40 percent based on an
essay, "How Can I Make My
Community A Better Place To
Lice." Their entries will he
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Jennifer Jarrett

Dale Outland and Bobby
Outland, Intray, have been
recognized as Master Dealers
by Pfizer Genetics Inc., producers and marketers of Trojan brand hybrid seed corn
and Pfizer Genetics soybean
and sorghum seed.

In announcing the commendation, John R. Crabtree,
director of sales at Pfizer
Genetics' national headquarters in St. Louis,
Missouri, said the company's
Master Dealer insignia and title are awarded to its best

Distemper-HepatitisKennel Cough Vac
$195
Not $5.95
Which Was In Friday's Paper,

Buchanan Feed & Seed

dealers
for
their
achievements and professionalism in serving their
customers.
To qualify, dealers must
successfully complete Pfizer
Genetics' School
of
Seedsmanship,sell a specified
amount of seed and make a
contribution to their local
agricultural community.
In recognition of their
achievements,
Master
Dealers_ace presented with an
engraved plaque, a blazer and
lined windbreaker with the
Master Dealer emblem, and
an emblem decal for their
dealer sign.
Outland's dealership is
located on Route 2.

champion, knitting 1, blue and
champion, Jennifer Jarrett,
Foods 4, blue and champion,
Speech, blue and champion.
Completing Senior 4-11
records were:
Mark Bazzell, career exploration, blue and champion,
horticulture, red arts and
crafts, red Health, blue and
champion; Jeanna Cooper,
teen leadership, blue and
champion; Tracy Beach,
foods, blue and champion,arts
and crafts, red, health blue;
John Warren Nix, field
crops, blue and champion,
horticulture, red; Leland Stee-

ly, beef, blue and champion;
horticulture blue and chain.
pion, food preservation blue
and champion; wood science,
blue and champion,
Michelle Jarrett speech,
blue and champion; Peg
Bassford, horse blue and
champion; David Grady arts
and crafts blue and champion
horticulture, blue.
The 4-H Club is an organization for youth. It is open to all
regardless of race, color, sex,
or creed. For more information contact the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, 753-1452.

Meaty Things
To Write For
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Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!

Consumers are always interested in finding new ways to
save money at the supermarket, especially at the meat
counter. One of the best ways
to economize on pork is to
purchase primal or subprimal
pork cuts and cut them up at
home instead of buying the
customary and individually
wrapped retail cuts.
To help you know what cuts
to buy and how to cut them,
the National Live Stock and
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IT'S"HOMEMADE"—Using nuts. pine unties,dried flowers
and even dried weeds,a person can combine them to make
attractive Christmas wreaths much like the "homemade'
wreath in the photo. They're inexpensive and just a,
attractive as expensive decorations. And they don t
require all that much time to make.

adie Ihaek
LAST
MINUTE

HURRY! SHOPPING TIME
IS RUNNING OUT!

SPECIALS! 4c
MENEM

AM/FM Clock Radio with
Extra-Large LED Display

LCD Display
Calculator
EC-202
by Radio Shack

Meat in the Morning
Meat is an especially important part of the morning
meal for it is a valuable source
of protein. Studies show that
a breakfast high in protein
provided by meat is satisfying.
Other important nutrients
in meat include the B-vitamins thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, 13-6 and B-12 and the minerals iron and zinc. Without
breakfast, it is difficult to get
these essential nutrients in the
amounts recommended daily,
advises the National Live
Stock and Meat Board.
Meat Board is offering the
folder "How to Get the Most
for Your Pork Dollar."
The folder includes diagrams and descriptions for
cutting a whole or halfsmoked
ham, the blade Boston (butt)
shoulder and the whole pork
loin. Also included is a Pork
Buyer's Guide, illustrating
where all pork cuts come from,
and important information on
wrapping and storing pork.
To obtain a free copy of this
money-saving folder, send a
self-addressed, stamped large
envelope to "How to Get the
Most for Your Pork Dollar,"
Dept. CTC, Pork Industry
Group, 444 North Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Save
21%
88
Reg
47 95

95

9

*12-1520

Bane,, extra
*65-602

Wake to buzzer or radio! Extralarge LED clock display can be
read from anywhere in the
room. Clock features snooze
control and sleep switch, time
set controls. Radio has 31/2-speaker and earphone jack

Great stocking stutter! Has onetouch percent. memory key
VISA
CHARGE FT /MOST STORES)

Pocket Phone Directory

LCD Quartz Sport

By Radio Shack

1995

AUTO OIRKTORY

595
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150 Exciting
Electronic/
Projects

Handy Battery
Checker

By Science

Save 40%

Fair •

Spring-Clip
Connectors —
No Soldering
Necessary!

419
Reg. 6.95

Batteres extra

Just press battery in place tor
instant indication of voltage
level. Tests 9V and 1.5V "D".
"C" and "AA" bells. #22-100
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Here's wishing you a holiday decorated in
Joy and laughter . .011 wrapped up with love
and warmth. May you and yOurs enjoy it all'

HAZEL CAFE

498 8962

Battene extra

Ideal for campers and motorhomes. Remote can signal
Master when system is "off".
66 cable included *43-221

Hand-Held Electronic
Football Game

1495

VarGrain

40
Records stereo from
3-speed
changer or
radio. Headphone
Jack Matching
high speakers. 93
*13-1200 T„e

HALF PRICE!

Half
Price!

Selected Electronic Toys!
Just in time for Christmas, Now s your
chance to save big on Radio Shack
electronic toys Hurry in for best
selection!

Reg 29 95
Four quarters of action for
one or two Run pass or
kick -- you call the plays
LED players" and score
status display Action
sound *60-2150 2151
Batterres extra

Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

We will elm Sendai. Ise. Slat Sill pa. lad PIN
reopen /cedar Is. Mt% at
7 a.m.

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Itsaek Store or Dealer Nearest You

We are
Marcus
54 B.C.-

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404
or 753-8220
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AM/FM Stereo
Phono/
Battery-Powered
Cassette System
2-Station Intercom Clarinette -91 by Realistic Save

Formerly Murray Warehousing
8, Farmers Grain 8, Seed
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Time. Stopwatch

Date, Day
Shows hours.
minutes and
seconds. PM
is accurate to indicator StopWatc1 100th of a
seco-.
With battery
#63-5007

Great gift for businessmen'
Instant access to any name
and number. Holds up to
200 names and numbers
#43-109
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Chronomatic'-213 by Realistic
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entered in area competition.
The contest is judged in two
categories, Seniors, ages 14-18
and Juniors,ages 9-13.
Denese Cunningham and
Jennifer Jarrett were chosen
as winners in the Junior division.
Other 4-Hers participating
were:Staci Tidwell, Vickie
Grady, Kim Lough, Scott
Haneline, Debbie I.ittrell,
Dana Westerman, Dal Barrett, Robin Westerman, Tracy
Henry, Valerie Jones, Lisa
Cleaver, David Grady, Leigh
Ann Steely, Tracy Beach and
Carla Beach

Master Dealers Recognized
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Denese Cunningham

From The Desk Of
Jane Steely
County Extension
Agent for 4-H
Four-Hers in Calloway
County have recently completed their project work and
have submitted their records
for judging.
Those completing project
records and receiving awards
were:
Stella Stars 4-H Club - Vicki
Grady, health, blue and chainpion, crocheting blue: Penny
Loafers 4-H Club Shay Mitchell, entomology, blue and
champion, garden, blue and
champion, tobacco, blue and
champion; Steve Tidwell,
tobacco, blue; Dense Cunningham, Clothing I, blue and
champion, Bicycle I, blue and
champion;
Superstars 4-H Club; Sherri
Tidwell, ceramics, blue and
champion, Foods 1 red, Scott
Haneline, Dessert dish
garden, blue and champion,
Tractor, red and champion,
bicycle I, red; Dwain McKinney, dairy, blue and champion, Nita Nute, Foods I, Blue
and Champion, crocheting,
blue and champion, Calloway
Middle;
Leigh Ann Steely, dairy
foods, blue and champion,
food preservation, *red and
cllikkipion. Houseplants, blue
and champion, Foods 3, blue
and champion,clothing 3, blue
and champion; Staci Tidwell,
Foods 2 blue and champion,
woodbuming red and champion, clothing 2 blue and
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By State Republican Central Committee

Forgy Elected GOP National Committeeman
By SY 1{1 \ 1,1
Associated Press V. rite.
LOUISVILLE, Ks . 1API
l'he Republican State Central
Committee has elected Larry
For*. Jr. as the-GOP national
committeeman from Kentuck .
The 41-year-old Louisville

attorney succeeds Ed Middleton of Louisville, who died
several weeks ago.
The central committee gave
Forgy 40 of 71 votes cast
Saturday. His opponents were
Dr. Hoyt Gardner of Louisville
and Gordon Wade of Covington.
-I now know what a man

Two Killed In Accidents
B)The Associated Press

SHAKING A JOKE - Actor Gregory Peck. left, laughs
Js C.,r% Grant tells a stors during the festivities at
frank
western-stv le 65th birthday parts.
(se i.i.erphotoi

State police report that at
least two persons were killed
in weekend accidents on Kentucky highways. The deaths
raise the state's traffic toll to
791, compared with 876 though
Dec. 21, 1979.
Police said John Timothy
Shuffett, 23, of Louisville, was
killed Saturday when the car
he was driving hit a guardrail

ii the Western Kentucky
Parkway about 10 miles east
of Leitchfield. The accident
occurred at 2:30 a.m.
Shuffelt was a native of
Greensburg, Ky.
On Sunday, Billy Dean. 18,
of Hazard, was killed shortly
after midnight when the car
he was driving ran off Kentucky 28 in Perry County. The
accident occurred about six
miles east of Chavies.

1,200 Attend Sanders' Funeral
More than 1.200 persons braved sob ireeinig weather to
witness the burial of Col.
Hai land Sanders, the founder
and international symbol of.
Kent ci kv Fried Chicken
i fie ninety -y e1d Sanders
died I nesday of 010U1110fIla I:1
othsville hospital.
Ile w ;is buried Saturday. in
it a ate double-brested suit
th.d. ,Alorig with his neatly
troned roatee and white hair,
made
re•aomizable
the %wild :
the funeral at the
Alun al Chapel of the Southern
!tapt:st
SI:11111411'y
entertainer Pat Boone san4
.
\\n.
\ Friers I We It
in
deaos and
Touched Nlenem!.
a r'Sanders had
k ear to sing at his
saki that the legenda,:a2::1:• was a i400dwili amA

atponii the world there
peoph: who don't -speak
1-:P,Z,Ish,'• Boone said. but
pm; little round man, with
is their friend.
e, •
:atendine, the services
a ed ,.• 'le:, John N' Brown Jr. .
..ell., naiae his ti,rtune when he
11t KFif from Sanders,
,od .1 • v. Martha Layne
•;11ils.
.
• ,,‘ KV t ,•lticial estimated
•...--,,,. ,-,00 tranchises . in the
.•-••.- Id wide ' chain . were
., vresented• •
Sanders' widow, ilaudia,
r i. isionall, wiped tears from
!Al' e%eS (IIIIMIL; OW ";erl'Ices,

I- -

al>0 •11111Ckl is Iii 11,int•
of Sanders' longtime friends
reminisced about the colonel's
life.
The Rev. J. Edward Cayce,
retired pastor of the First
Christian
Church
in
Shelbyville to which Sanders
belonged, told the mourners
that -Colonel Sanders' living
has made my living easier.
His death will make my dyin.
easier.'
Cayce recounted
ho
Sanders played Cupid for him
alter Cayce's first wife died.
-lie played Cupid like he
cooked his chtelten
pressure and in short order.''
Sanders served as best man
when Cayce married his sci.'lind wife.
The
meditation
iv is
delivered by the Rev. John S.
Chambers, retired pastor of
the First Christian Clma-ch in
Corbin.
'He shanve on through his
family,- he said of Sanders.
Outside the seminary, an
honor guard .of more than 50
Boy Scouts carrying signs lined the circular- drivewa
:Sanders gave generotp:..
the Boy Scouts and nun.other charities.
Sanders' body was taken
Cave Hill Cemetery were he
was buried at a site he had
selected in 1973. It lies in the
shadow of a granite-columned
monument and a bronze
of his likeness sculpted by. I r.
daughter Margaret.
• The colonel feunded K Er
with its secret reCipe of
her bs and spices, 25 years a.
rettrIne! from I.

restaurant business in Corbin,
Ky. Brown, then a young
businessman, built the company into a worldwide multimillion dollar empire after
buying it front Sanders for $2

million in 1964.
Brown later sold the conipany, which retained Sanders
as a public relations
spokesman .and symbol, to
Heublem, Inc. for $250 million.

goes through when he waits
for the jury to return," Forgy
commented after the vote was
announced. "This is the first
thing I have ever Mil for in my
life."
The contest to succeed Middleton stirred an unusual
amount of activity within the
central comnuttee.
One member said he received far more calls about it than
during the recent presidential
campaign.
Willie Greer of I.onclon
drove 1,000 miles from where
he was vacationing in Florida
to participate in the vote, and
said he was driving back immediately.
Although there were fat
tional overtones in the threeway struggle. Fora said in
his brief victory speech that"I
have rancor towards absolutely no one in this party."
Forgy headed Presidentelect Reagan's campaign in
Kentucky. Gardner is a
former president of the
American Medical Association. Wade is a business consultant.
A motion was made to close
the committee proceedings to
news media, but was defeated
by voice vote.

of
Meredith
Ron
Elizabethtown, speaking on
behalf of Gardner, said "We
have an embarrassment of
riches today," and that theme
- all the candidates were able
and good Republicans - was
voiced by representatives of
all sides.
"If there are such things as
factions, Gardner is acceptable and could represent
everyone," Meredith said.
State Sen. Clyde Middleton
of Covington, speaking for
Wade, described him as
brilliant and courageous.
Don Billy Robinson of Harrodsburg, speaking for Forgy,
told the committee "I think it
would be embarrassing to turn
away from the man who led u.s
to victory in Kentucky."
Then each candidate spoke
for himself.
his
Gardner confined
remarks to praise for the
Republican Party and said,
"You have to fight among
yourselves a bit to stand
against outsiders who put the
government first and the individual last."
Wade said that "I can do us
a hit of good in Washington,"
and cited his long friendship
with Richard Richards of

Utah, who tie said will become
the next GOP national chairman.
"I want to be the keeper of
the flame," Wade said.
Forgy spoke for less than 30
seconds, declaring that if
elected "I will give it my best
effort."
, After his victory, Forgy told
reporters that he was pleased,
that his two opponents are his
friends and that he is not a factional candidate.
Forgy, once a traffic
policeman in Washington,
received his college and law
degree at George Washington
University.
He later became a staff
counsel to the House Ways and
Means Committee, then
returned to Kentucky to

become general counsel and
budget director under former
Gov. Louie Nunn.
Ater the Democrats regained the state house in 1971,
Forgy became a vice president at the University of Kentucky, and in 1975 a partner in
the Louisville law firm of
Wyatt, Tarrant and Combs.
He was appointed to the
Council on Higher Education
and is currently vice chairman.
He is a native of Logan
County.
In his new post, Forgy will
serve with-on the GOP national committee with the
committeewoman Nelda Barton of Corbin and State GOP
chairman Liz Thomas of Ft.
Mitchell.
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Downtown GI ocery
Store In Elizabethtown
Destroyed In Fire Sunday
BETIITOWN. K.,
API
The only grocery'
store still serving, • the
downtown Elizabethtown area
was destroyed, by fire early
Sunday morning.
Fire officials said the blaze
at Houchens Food Market was
first spotted shortly after 7
a.m, by a newspaperb9y, who
notified police.
Bob Davis of the
Elizabethtown Fire Department said the fire took about
bolo- to bring under control.

Witnesses said flames shot Jo
feet in the air and several
nearby buildings were
threatened, but firomen were
able to contain the blaze.
Fire Chief Cliff Bowen said
he believes the fire started in
the upper floor of the twostory building, but he said it is
too early to tell.

Tht.

amouht of damages is
unknown and arson is not
suspected and no one was injured, according to Davis.

"That's the way
you want
Men's
or
Ladies

It's not just a voice, it's a chorus. We all wish you a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. Every person in every department of our bank
pledges to always provide you with the newest and finest in banking
services. And to do it in a most friendly and personal manner. We
want to be your bank.
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Prices effective thru Dec 24th
Quantity right reserved
Coorright 1980 The Kroger Co
•

loch of these dens is /eclair ed to be readily available for sole in each
Kroger store except as specifically noted in this ad If we do run out of
on ocIverttsed item we will offer you your choice of a comparable item
when available reflecting the some savings or a raincheck which
will
entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised
price
within 30 days

)•
,, . .

SHOULDER
ROAST
$138

'LitS
.‘
4A

WATER
ADDED

ROUND
BONE

lb.
BUTT PORTION

izapamossmii
Will
g
)pen
)0 p.m. 14
ly and
:00 p.m.1
day's g

Vrrgrnla

'

SAVE

so

BAKED
HAM

i

$349
lb.

FRENCH

DELICIOUS

POTATO
SALAD

89c 89c

CRANBERRY
RELISH
$129
LB

LB

FULLY COOKED

795

.

Turkey Dinners ..

IS

HEN
TURKEYS

TOM
TURKEYS

, _,A4VG

ONLY
ItKlUDES 0. 118 OVEN ROASTED tONGACRE TURKEY • 4 IBS
CORNBREAD STUFFING • I OT GIBLET GRAVY • 1 LB CRAN
BERRY RELISH • SERVES 8 TO 10 PEOPLE

lb.

USDA CHOICE BEEF
SHOULDER CUBED
FAMILY
SWISS STEAK STEAKS "II LB
$158
GENUINE
lb.
•
GROUND
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
CHUCK
LB
STANDING FRESH PICNIC STYLE
RIB ROAST PORK
39 ROAST
3RD 4TH $
2
BOTH RIBS
ELI

Kroger
Garden
NAVEL
ORANGES

lb.

lb. 5P

lb.
KROGER MEAT or

$288I
998

89c

cl NA FT
MAYONNAISE

1201
JAR

1701
JAR

I la
CAN

MARTHA WHITE
515
FLOU R
BAG

44*
/
44.

159
149
99c

POTATO
CHIPS

YOUR
CHOICE

SQUEEZASLT Son

TISSUE

Mushrooms

$129

3

RITZ
CRACKERS

TENDER
BUNCH

FRESH
LB

GREEN ONIONS OR
BUNCHES

99'
69'
69'

$1 00

BOSTON OR

$
HEADS

1 00

lb

1"
lb

$2
99c

KROGER /ATMORE

75 C

PKG. OF rwo
507. TUNS •

KROGER AEROSOL

Cream Topping
KROGER

Cottage Cheese

KROGER VILLAGE BAKERY

White Bread
KROGER BEG

FOR CHRSITMAS GIVE A FRESH

Kroger

tl

11 oz
pkgs.

ICE
909 CREAM

KROGER NATURAL FLAVOR

QUART
CARTON

MINUTE MAID CHILLED

8,m 69c
88c
$11

CHICKEN

.4

BANQUET
DINNERS

09

01

NARISCO

1 3 OZ

49"

$199

(00011 IMMO LIGHT

Lighlty Salted

1 lb.
pkg.

ASSORTED VILLAGE BAKERY

Angel Food Cakes

ASSORTED BANQUET

01 $ 1 49
PIG

Cream Pie

i

RINGS
iscit $1
LOA/
I

59

7302 $1
PUG

69

Strawberries

ROYALITE COCONUT

Layer Cake

Corn Syrup
RID

AVM L ABLE

MUMS

Hawaiian Punch
KROGER

407
PiG

694

KROGER WHOLE
20 07 5 11 29
PIG

KROGER CUT

Corn or Peas

70 01 AO'
BAG •t/

1,
Gol
AAl
VICH
d
BREAD

CHEESE
18 1'2 oz
los

HOLIDAY ITEMS AT SPECIAL SAVINGS!
MAKE KROGER YOUR HOLIDAY HEADQUARTERS!

POT

$499

89c

WAFERS

pkg.

Hawaiian Bread

LOPARVOFS

$149
It 07

$109

*-*

BLACK FOREST OR OLD ENGLISH

$
2
69

ASSORTED VARIETIES MAN MAMA

25 ox.

$119

7 LB
PIG

19

64 02
CARTON

$1188

i
K R
GIRED

Multi Pak 5 Count

LTIRED
kilUrrERSID. .

0
20'
A0
64S

GAL
(TN

PET RITZ
-.:::-Z4-4LAND '0 LAKES
PIE SHELLS 114-kts
BUTTER

I

1701.
cans

FRUIT BASKET

FESTIVE HOLIDAY FLOWERS

JR

!MOWN 'N
SERVE ROLLS

v

6 01
TUB

ORANGE
JUICE
.

)

'&714 894 Rye Bread
KROGER 8 COUNT
74 01 $ 11 29
TUS
Sandwich Buns

LeSUEUR
PEAS

'10.99
$12.99
$11.99

BAKING
HENS

$169
$179
79c

4*‘'

9

1Cr
13B site
99.
010'
B4G 0110

2101
EACH

FRESH FROZEN

4144,

19 i
E Bnt
CREAM

9

Soft Margarine

OPUS

LB

•

Green Giant

k

lb.

HENS

FRESH
HAMS
$129

LB. $2.09

79c kicifISLTEADRD

/
1
2 gal.
ctn.

tub

DEUCIO

INCH
POT

PARTS

V.

KROGER ,
BUTTERMILK

8 oz.

ton State
Golden
Foal
*asbung
sissa

rAllicAs""I"GROW"

FAMILY
PAK OF49,

•

[
Who* or Shot* Porpon

Kro er /
1
2-%

Refreshing

$ 1 00

LARGE
NERD

3 LB
CAN

NABISCO

FOR

FRESH 940 WHITE

seirlSTMAS
CACTUS

FRYING
CHICKEN

Mar Tenn Whole

/

$109 IC*FiESCENT
ROLLS

4 ROLL
PIG

Pailk0
SHORTENING

COOL
WHIP

CALIFORNIA

Popular Pak Basket
Deluxe Basket
Beauty Bowl

USDA Grade A Holly Farms

COUNTRY
WLi5IiSK
HAM
GE
$189 SAUSA
C OR N OH

LOW-FAT
MILK
plastic $
179
gallon

._.v.

Birdseye Fro/en

12 01
PRO

HAMS

39

Plus Deposit

PLAIN OR SELF RISING

COUNTRY STAND FRESH

HALF

•

si

5' OZ. RIG I SOUR (RYAN S. ONION
OR 701 REGULAR RUFFLES BRAND

COFFEE

3
Red Leaf Lettuce 2

'J 14
B AVG

LUNCHEON DINNER BEEF JUMBO
MEATS
FRANKS
LB
$129 COUNTRY STYLE FAMILY PAR
lb
•
SLICED
Mr. Turkey
BACON
LB
CHUNK
MR TURKEY WHOLE
BOLOGNA TURKEY
$109 HAMS
LI

80,$ 1 39
16
Bottle

VAC PAC

Red Radishes

99,

99c

MT. DEW,
DIET PEPSI or
PEPSI COLA

SWEET
PICKLES

Green Beans

HinhuartR
erskWE
ing
y
s or

teed

RHODES WHOLE

Fresh Broccoli

U.S.D.A. Grade A

SMOKED
BUTFERBALL
TURKEYS
TURKEYS DRUMSTICKS
$139

4,7

IIII

Cauliflower

USDA Grade A

lb

s

Avocados

Average

FRESH
TURKEYS

lb.

9

_

10 Lb

1 81879C
1S UP

lb.

the

.
lb.

LIMIT ONE WITH OTHER PURCHASES

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

AMERICAN OR
MUSTARD

ONION
DIP

$1.08

USDA Grade A Wishbone

lb.

tszvietactessEtwatag

ii

Wishbone Reg. or Medallion

Pa II

)

$.4
,
9
.4.
1
4
41/ U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
Beef

HAM

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

post, Porgy will
n the GOP naiittee with the
man Nelda Barand State GOP
: Thomas of Ft.

• CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY OPEN FRIDAY AT 111 A.M.•

ULLY-COOKED

A COSI
wItiti

TER

ative of Logan

obg

OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE 'TIL 6 PM

BRUCE
i°,0,1 49 iit Yams
79" Onion Rings
_

TR OZ
CAN

0 & C ?INCH NIT)

46 02
CAN

3 07
CAN

KROGER STUFFED

%Semi-Sweet Morsels'
'2BAG$1 89 Green Olives

7 01
CAN

79'
45'
99'

SAWNSDOWN

Cake Flour

2Le!$1 03
PIG

•

DEL MONTI

Spiced Peaches
LUCIE LEAF SPICED

Red Apple Rings

R•01 !VI 27
CAN
•

OCEAN SPRAY

Cranberry Sauce

1 ,CCI.
A1 634

GOLD CREST CANDY

Holiday Mix
COLONIAL VILLAGE

SAG 794

"A,994 Assorted Chocolates' gc$339

4110

Sports
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Racers Drop Montana Classic Consolation Game To Maine, 78-65

Frustration Continues For Murray State

LAMONT SLEETS

MISSOULA, MT. - The reWe did not play up to our
cent frustrations for Murray potential throughout the tourState continued Saturday as nament," MSU coach Ron
Maine pulled away from the Greene said. "I know we are a
Racers in the second half for a better team. Our primary pro78-65 win in the consolation blem is on defense. That's
game of the Montana Holiday where we will concentrate
Classic.
when we get back from the
With forward Glen Green holidays."
and guards Jerry Smith and
In the second half, Maine's
Lamont Sleets leading MSU in offense worked the ball pathe first half with 10, eight and tiently against the shorter
eight points, respectively, the MSU defense to hit 62 percent.
Racers shot 58.1 percent from
Once Murray State fell
the field.
behind, it could not regain its
After Smith's layup gave first half form, eventually
Murray an 18-15 edge,the lead slipping to a 78-60 deficit, its
grew to nine points at 34-25 worst of the game, with only 32
before the Racers went into seconds left.
their four-to-score offense for
Maine was led by forward
the final six minutes of the Champ Godbolt, who scored 26
half.
points,20 in the first half. GodBut three turnovers were bolt scored all of his points on
converted into six points by 13 field goals in 21 attempts.
Maine to cut the score to 40-39.
Murray was led again by
The slump continued 'guard Lamont Sleets, who was
through the first six and a half named to the all-tournament
minutes of the second half team for his 15 and 20 points,
when the Racers scored only respectively, in the two
four more points to fall games.
behind,5144.
Three other players were in

double figures as Green,
Smith and Walt Davis finished
with 12, 11 and 10 points,
respectively. Davis was the
top rebounder with eight.
Again, the Racers had the
short end of the rebounds, 3129, while cooling off to a
shooting percentage of 49.1 for
the game after a 39 percent second half.

Maine, which had ranked in
the nation's top 10 teams with
a 56 percent field goal shooting
percentage, finished the game
at 59 percent.
Murray State's record is
now 3-4 as it goes into its
Christmas break before facing
Southeastern Louisiana on
January 3.

Hooker Signs As Backup
Clown For Globetrotters
Gary Hooker, the Ohio
Valley Conference Athlete of
the Year in 1980 and the main
cog in Murray State's co-Ohio
Valley Conference championship last season, will be signing with and joining the
Harlem Globetrotters on
December 26.
Hooker, who was cut in his
tryout with the Seattle Supersonics earlier this fall, will be

used as a backup center for
the Globetrotters.
"They were looking for a
backup clown," Hooker said.
"It just took some time for me
to join them."
As a senior, Hooker was the
Racers' leading scorer and rebounder during a year that included a 23-8 overall record
and two wins in the National
Invitational Tournament.

Steelers Knocked Out Of Playoffs, Third Super Bowl Shot

Bills, Browns Win Division Titles In AFC
Saints 38-27, but failed to overtake Buffalo for the AFC East
title as the Bills defeated the
San Francisco 49ers 18-13. The
AFC Central championship
went to Cleveland, which edged Cincinnati 27-24, while the
Houston Oilers won a wildcard berth by trimming the
Minnesota Vikings 20-16.
The only other division that
had not been decided was the
National Conference's East,
Buffalo and Cleveland won
and the Philadelphia Eagles
division titles and Houston and
won that even though they lost
Oakland assured themselves
to the Dallas Cowboys 35-27.
of postseason berths by winnThe clubs finished in a tie with
ing their games Sunday.
12-4 records, but Philadelphia
Those decisions wiped out
earned its first division title in
Pittsburgh's playoff chances.
20 years on the basis of net
But the San Diego Chargers
points in division games.
must beat the Steelers tonight
However, Dallas' triumph
to make the playoffs, and they
gave the Cowboys the home
know that won't be easy.
field advantage in next Sun"This is our Super Bowl," day's NFC wild-card game
said Hank Bauer, San Diego's against the Los Angeles
special teams star. "Their Rams.
pride is hurt. They want to
In other NFL games, the
show the country they are the Rams edged the Atlanta
champions they are. Anybody Falcons 20-17 in overtime, the
who thinks they won't be Kansas City Chiefs outscored
motivated iscrazy."
the Baltimore Colts 38-28, the
Steelers wide receiver Lynn Detroit Lions beat the Green
Swann agreed, "Revenge is Bay Packers 24-3, the
always a great motivator," he Washington
Redskins
noted.
defeated the St. ,Louis CarIf the Chargers win, they dinals 31-7 and the Denver
will be the American Con- Broncos topped the Seattle
ference's West Division Seahawks 25-17.
On Saturday, the New York
titlists. But if they lose, the
AFC West title goes to Jets beat the Miami Dolphins
Oakland, a 33-17 winner over 24-17 and the Chicago Bears
the New York Giants Sunday, edged the Tampa Bay Bucand the New England Patriots caneers 14-13.
Bills 18, 49ers 13
would go into the AFC wildBuffalo won the AFC East
card game with Houston.
New England stayed alive for the first time since 1966 as
by beating the New Orleans Nick Mike-Mayer's third-

By ALEX SACRA RE
AP Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Steelers are
out of the playoffs, their
dream for an unprecedented
third consecutive Super Bowl
title at an end. But the Steelers
will have a say in deciding
which team,San Diego or New
England, fills the National
Football League's 10-team
playoff field.

quarter field goal from 25
yards out snapped a 13-13 tie.
The Bills added a safety when
49ers punter Jim Miller was
tackled in the end zone after a
bad snap from center.
Patriots 38, Saints 27
The Patriots fell behind 13-3
but rallied behind Matt
Cavanaugh, who threw three
touchdown passes. New
England's victory • kept its
playoff hopes alive and killed
those of the Steelers - and
ironically, it was engineered
by a former University of Pittsburgh quarterback. Browns
27, Bengals 24
Brian Sipe fired three
passes for
touchdown
Cleveland, but it was a 22-yard
field goal by Don Cockroft
with 1:25 to play that provided
the margin of victory and put
the Browns into the playoffs
for the first time in eight
years.
Sipe completed 24 of 44
passes for 308 yards to raise
his season total to 4,132 yards
and join Joe Namath and Dan
Fouts as the only NFL passers
to reach the 4,000-yard
plateau.
Oilers 20, Vikings 16
Earl Campbell gained 203
yards on 29 carries to win his
third
consectttive
NFL
rushing title with 1,934 yards
for the Oilers, who have made
the playoffs all three years
Campbell has been with them.
Campbell, who set an NFL
record with his fourth 200-yard
game of the season,scored the
winning TD on a 3-yard run
with 1:58 left.
Raiders 33, Giants 17

The Raiders assured
themselves of a playoff spot as
Jim Plunkett, their resurrected passer, threw
touchdown passes of 31 yards
to Cliff Branch and 37 yards to
Raymond Chester.
Cowboys 35, Eagles 27
Danny White threw four
touchdown passes - tying
Roger Staubach's club record
of 28 for a season -7,- and ran
for a fifth score as Dallas built
a 35-10 lead. That put the
Cowboys 25 points in front,
just the number they needed
to beat Philadelphia by in
order to gain the NYC East title. But the Eagles rallied for
17 points in the final seven
minutes to secure the division
crown.
Rams 20, Falcons 17, OT
Los Angeles beat Atlanta on
Frank Corral's 23-yard field
goal midway through the 15minute overtime period.
Chiefs 38, Colts 28
Second-year quarterback
Bill Kenney, making his third
straight start after not playing
a down for his first 29 pro
three
games, threw
touchdown passes to lead the
Chiefs over the Colts.
Lions 24, Packers 3
Detroit, 2-14 last season,
finished this year at 9-7, its
first winning record since
1972. Gary Danielson completed 17 of 26 passes for 219
yards and one touchdown for
Detroit.
Redskins 31, Cardinals 7
Joe Theismann fired three
touchdown passes, two o
them to Art Monk, as the Redskins beat the Cardinals.

Meaning Different From Last Year

Season Is At Stake For Chargers,
Punctered Pride Left For Steelers
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO ( AP - A year
ago, when the San Diego
Chargers dismantled eventual
Super Bowl champion Pittsburgh, 35-7, little was on the
line.
This time, 'a season is at
stake for the Chargers - and
punctured pride for the
Steelers.
Out of the playoffs for the
first time since 1971, Pittsburgh can play spoiler in
tonight4s_aatjonally televised
meeting. San Diego, 10-5, must
win to repeat as AFC West
champion. A Steeler victory
would allow Oakland to win
tenders New England,
Oakland and Houston won.
"I think the pride factor will
carry us - and the people on
this team do have a lot of
pride," said Pittsburgh defensive end John Banaszak.
"We have no illusions at
all," said San Diego Coach
Don Coryell. "We know they
.want to go out a winner."
"Their pri,le's hurt,- said
Bauer. "They want to show
the country they are the champions they are. Anybody who

thinks they won't be
motivated is crazy."
"Revenge is always a great
motivator," said Steel:r wide
reciever Lynn Swann.
the title and end San Diego's
season.
' We want to shoot the
works," said Steeler center
Mike Webster.
Hank Bauer, San Diego's inspirational special teams
leader, calls the game "our
Super Bowl."
A sellout crowd of 52,000 is
expected for the 6 p.m. PST
contest at San Diego Stadium.
The Chargers are 31/2-point
choice in the rematch between
the two clubs who tied for the
best record 12-4 in pro football last year.
Pittsburgh, 9-6, was
eliminated from postseason
play Sunday when AFC conThe game marks an end to
the long career of Steeler running back Rocky Bleier, who
has announced his retirement.
San Diego quarterback Dan
Fouts, who has been rewriting
the NFL record books with his
passing, faces a Pittsburgh
defensive line that ranks last

in the league in sacks.
troubled" and listed as doubtOn the other hand, San ful.
Diego, which capitalized on
Fouts, who broke Joe
seven turnovers in last year's Namath's single-season passromp, is the NFL sack leader. ing yardage mark last year,
However, the Chargers could bettered his own mark last
be missing starting defensive week against Seattle. He
end Fred Dean, whose 5-day- enters the game with 4,407
old daughter died Wednesday. passing yards this year, three
Dean, voted the AFC's top. 1,000-yard receivers and the
defensive lineman last year, Chargers' strongest running
was described as "deeply game in years.

Calloway Freshmen
Drop Two Games
In a pair of freshman games
last Thursday and Friday,
Calloway County lost to South
Marshall, 51-36, before losing
to Ballard Memorial, 42-41, in
the final minute.
Todd Albritton was the
leading scorer for the Lakers
in the loss to South Marshall
with 10 points while Mark
Duncan's 20 points were not
enough against Ballard.

Todd Albritton 11, Chris
Sheridan 4, Mark Duncan 20,
Billy Collins 0, Kenny Kingins
6, Dean Cooley 0, Richard
Dowdy 0.
South Marshall (51) Butler 6, Locke 9, Miller 10,
Butler 18, Locke 6.

Calloway Co...6 11 12 12-41
So. Marshall .. 414 12 12-42
Calloway County (41) Albritton 10, Sheridan 4, DunCalloway Co... 2 17 8 9-36 can 8, Collins 2, Kingins 7,
So. Marshall. 14 12 14 11 -51 Cooley 5, Darren Wilson 0,
Calloway County (31) - Dowdy 0, Joe Pierecall 0.

another for Denver. Fred
Steinfort added four field
goals, including one from 55
yards and another from 53.

Broncos 25, Seahawks 17
Matt Robinson, a surprise
starter, passed, for one
touchdown and ran for

GARY HOOKER

Eastern Foiled In Bid For 2nd Straight

Driving 80 Yards In 55 Seconds
Suited Boise State Just Fine
By BOB EGELKO
AP Sports Writer
SACRAMENTO,Calif.( AP)
- There were only 55 seconds
left in the football season for
Boise State, and a national title was 80 yards away in the
Eastern Kentucky end zone.
If you can believe Coach
Jim Criner, that suited Boise
State just fine.
"You saw the players. The
team in unison said, 'There's
plenty of time," declared
Criner after the Broncos pulled out a wild 31-29 Camellia
Bowl victory Saturday on a 14yard touchdown pass from Joe
Aliotti to Duane Dlouhy with
12 seconds left.
The victory gave Boise State
the championship of the 47team NCAA Division I-AA and
thwarted Eastern Kentucky's

try for a second straight title.
Both teams finished the
season 10-3.
Eastern Kentucky quarterback Chris Isaac, playing with
an injured thumb on his throwing hand, rallied the Colonels
from a 21-10 third-quarter
deficit and appeared to have
pulled out the victory with a
60-yard scoring pass to David
Booze with 55 seconds left.
"We thought we had the
game then," said Booze, one
of several players on both
teams who were closely watched by professional scouts.
"All we had to do was hold
them for four downs."
But Aliotti completed three
straight passes to Kipp
Bedard, the last one a 34yarder after a scramble, putting the ball on the EKU 14

After three straight incompletions, Aliotti looked for
Dlouhy and Scott Newman on
crossing patterns, saw both
were covered, rolled to his
right "just trying to buy time
and make something happen," and found Dlouhy, a 6foot-5 tight end, in the left corner of the end zone.
Aliotti completed 24 of 41
passes for 358 yards, with
Bedard grabbing 11 for 212 including a 5-yard touchdown
lob in the second quarter.
Broncos tailback Cedric
Minter, all-time leading
rusher in the Big Sky Conference, gained 108 yards on 22
carries.
For Eastern Kentucky,
Isaac was 16 of 25 for 250
yards, and also had an 11-yard
touchdown run.

Tailback Tony Braxton had
touchdown runs of 7 and 2
yards but was held to 30 yards
in 13 carries as Boise contained the Colonels' ball-control
offense fairly well.
EKU Coach Roy Kidd said
the chewed-up turf at Hughes
Stadium - painted green for
national television, but
wellworn from a season of
high school and college games
- hampered his team's running attack.
Amid all the big plays, the
Colonels also made a crucial
mistake. Trailing 24-22 with
three minutes to play,they lined up for a 20-yard field goal
try by David Flores. But
holder Rodney Bird couldn't
handle the snap from center,
tried to run and fell down at
the 7.

Utah Ranks High On Opponents
List For Cards After 78-59 Rout
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Utah basketball teams rank
pretty high on Louisville's list
of opponents.
Just a year ago Utah handed
the eventual NCAA champions
one of only three defeats with
a last-second shot. In the
• rematch Saturday, the Utes
ripped 20th-ranked Louisville
78-59 - the Cardinals' worst
homecourt defeat in more
than 30 years.
"We thought if we played
exceptionally well we could
win," said Utah forward Danny Vranes, who had a gamehigh 26 points and eight rebounds. "But not by that
margin."
The writing was on the wall
early.
Missing 10 of its first 11
shots, Louisville fell behind 143. The Cardinals were able to
cut the margin to three points
at 25-22, but went scoreless
over the last 5:32 of the first
half and Utah led 40-24 at the
break.
Froni there Louisville, now
1-4, got no closer than seven
points, 44-37 with 15:26 to play.
The same power press that
ruffled Maryland (then ranked No. 4 and unbeaten) when
Louisville won 78-67 in its last
game could not rattle the
Utes, who have gone unbeaten
in seven starts.
Now the Cardinals entertain
big and strong Minnesota
tonight, a team that has won
three out of four games.
But Louisville Coach Denny
Crum is more concerned with
effort by his team than what

1•100..."'•

the Gophers will put on the
floor at Freedom Hall.
"I will never gripe or complain as long as the effort is
there," said Crum after the

stunning loss to Utah. "But
I've got a lot of gripes right
now."
Crum said that he never
knows what kind of effort to

expect from his players from
game to game.
"It's been that way all
year," he said. "I haven't
known what to expect yet."

Holiday Chipper
Special

2 pieces of fish fillet
creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries
2 Southern style
hush puppies

Captain D's,
mu um on um moo
Captain D's
1
"
Reg.$2.20 Save 70'

Holiday Chipper Special
Offer good from Der 22thru Dec 28 1980 Murr,
y iy
one coupon per customer

lin

am me nom sam Ens-

ffs.
404100001101$0611111.100

...fej7-BEST COPY AVAILABLE

tor •
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Outcome Could Shake Up Top Three In Poll

Sc Times

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The UCLA Bruins and
DePaul Blue Demons are
cruising toward a Dec. 27
meeting that could shake up
college basketball's leading
troika for the first time since
the season began.
The third-ranked Bruins will
bring a 6-0 record to the
Horizon in Chicago next Saturday, coming off an impressive
73-49 victory over previously
undefeated Temple at Tokyo's
Yoyogi Gymnasium Sunday.
Top-ranked DePaul, meanwhile, won the Chicagoland
Classic championship over the
weekend, beating
Northwestern 62-54 in the title

o•Mt,

game Saturday. Coach Ita)
Meyer has guided his Blue
Demons to eight straight victories this season and now has
630 victories in his career.
DePaul and UCLA — with
Kentucky sandwiched in the
middle — have held their
respective spots in the poll
since the first week of the
season when defending NCAA
champion Louisville's 86-80
loss to DePaul knocked the
Cardinals out of the No.3 spot.
"It will be close," 18-yearold UCLA freshman forward
Kenny Fields said of the
UCI.A-DePaul encounter,
"probably decided in the last
three minutes."
Fields and frontcourt niate

Mike Sanders each scored 14
points to help the Bruins coast
by Temple in the first U.S. college regular-season basketball game played in Japan.
The Bruins led 49-29 with 15
minutes left in the game. Temple then ran off a string of five
straight points to cut the
margin to 15, but that was as
close as the Owls could get the
rest of the way.
All-American forward Mark
Aguirre scored a game-high 19
points and Skip Dillard added
15 in DePaul's victory, but the
Blue Demons did not put away
Northwestern until they went
on an 11-2 tear near the end of
the game.
Other Saturday games in-

voicing the Al's Top Ten included No.2 Kentucky 61,
Alabarna-Birminghain 53 in
the title game of the Kentucky
Invitational; No.14 Arizona
State 71, No.7 Ohio State 58;
No.8 North Carolina 65, No. 11
Indiana 56; No.9 Maryland 82,
North Carolina State 75 in
overtime,and No.10 Louisiana
State 86,Tulane 72.
Fourth-ranked
Oregon
State, No.5 Virginia and sixthranked Notre Dame were idle.
Sam Bowie scored 25 points
and powered a second-half
surge that carried Kentucky,
6-0, to the title of its own tournament.
Center Alton Lister scored
10 points in a 31-12 spurt in the

first 12 minutes of the second
half as Arizona State dealt
Ohio State its second defeat in
five days. Lister wound up
with 18 points.
North Carolina trailed 30-24
at the half, but Al Wood scored
15 of his 18 points in the second
half as the Tar Heels rallied to
beat Indiana.
Greg Manning scored six
points arid Albert King added
four more in the overtime
period to lead Maryland to victory. Buck Williams' threepoint play for Maryland !fed
the game 66-66 and forced the
overtime.
Reserve guard Willie Sims
scored 18 of his 22 points in the
second half to help Louisiana

Bowie Gets Rave Reviews From Bartow
By CHARLES WOLFE:
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Sam Bowie's performance in
the University of Kentucky Invitational Tournament received rave reviews from a man
whose opinion carries some
weight in college basketball.
"I think Bowie was the difference," Gene Bartow said
Saturday night. "I thought
before this tournament that
(Virginia center) Ralph
Sampson was probably the
dominating big man in
America today. But! think I'd
put him No. 2 after watching
Bowie two nights in a row."
Bartow has watched

countless great players in his guards. He also grabbed 12
re- shooting. We're not getting
time. He and Lee Rose, now at bounds, blocked two shots and
good outside shooting Tight
South Florida, are the only sank four crucial free throws
now from Derrick Hord or Jim
coaches ever to have taken in the last 16 seconds as the
Master and we've got to have
two different teams to the Wildcats held off the Blazers
it from somebody." ..
NCAA Final Four.
61-53.
Bowie's outside shooting is a
Bartow did it with Memphis
"I think Sam is just a
State in 1973 and UCLA in 1976. tremendously great all- mixed blessing, Hall said.
"I hate to bring Same outHe now is coach and athletic American," Bartow said.
director
at
Alabama- "What a credit he is to basket- side and not have someone on
the offensive boards," he said.
Birmingham, which didn't ball."
even have a team three years
"Coming from a man with "We were outrebounded
ago but suddenly is bidding for his ( Bartow's experience, tonight 38-32. His outside
the big time.
that's a great honor," Bowie shooting weakens us on the
boards."
The Blazers were bombed said."I respect his word."
into submission, however, by
"We got excellent play from
The Blazers quickly stifled
the 7-foot-1 Bowie Saturday Sam. both in his shooting and the Rupp Arena
crowd of
night. He poured in 25 points, on the boards," said Kentucky 23,835 by jumping
to a 14-6
including some baskets from Coach Joe Hall, "but I want a lead and led 28-27 at
halftime.
distances usually reserved for balance of his outside
Kentucky regained the lead

for good when a three-point
play by Chuck Verderber
made it 32-30 with 16:48 to go.
But it took Bowie's final free
throws to ice the game.
"It was a much better game
than everyone thought it was
going to be," Hall said.
"Thankfully, we came out in
good shape."
Bowie was named most
valuable player of the tournament. Joining him on the alltournament team were Kentucky's Charles Hurt and
Dicky Beal, AlabamaBirmingham's Oliver Robinson and Idaho State's Dale
Wilkinson.

Cheevers Resting- After Appendectomy

Seahawks Have Highest No-Show Totals

Kt it

By The Associated Press
SEATTLE (
— The
Seattle Seahawks had their
two highest totals of no shows
in the club's final two home
games this season.
The Seahawks had their 28th
straight sellout — regular
season and exhibition — Sunday.
There were 12,906 no shows
in the Kingdome as the
Seahawks completed their
fifth National Football League
season with a 25-17 loss to the
Denver Broncos.

conds
ne

Tailback Tony Braxton had
uchdown runs of 7 and 2
irds but was held to 30 yards
13 carries as Boise contain1 the Colonels ball-control
fense fairly well.
EKU Coach Roy Kidd said
e chewed-up turf at Hughes
adium — painted green for
itional television, but
ellworn from a season of
gh school and college games
hampered his team's runng attack.
Amid all the big plays, the
ilonels also made a crucial
,istake. Trailing 24-22 with
,ree minutes to play,they tin1 up for a 20-yard field goal
y by David Flores. But
ilder Rodney Bird couldn't
indle the snap from center,
ied to run and fell down at
e7.

The Seahawks suffered their
ninth straight loss and wound
up at 4-12. They were 0-8 in the
Kingdome this season.
The Sea hawks had a
Kingdome record 13,142 . no
shows for'their 27-21 defeat
against the New York Giants
Dec.7.
--B(STON (AP) — Coach
Gerry Cheevers of the Boston
Bruins is reported resting
comfortably at Massachusetts
General
Hospital
after
undergoing an emergency ap-

pendectomy.
Cheevers, who turned 40 on
Dec. 7, was operated on. Sunday morning by Dr. Ashby
Moncure, team physician for
the National Hockey League
club, who reported that
"everything went fine with the
operation."
Nate Greenberg, club
spokesman, said the earliest
Cheevers would rejoin the
team would be Dec. 31 in
Chicago. The club is idle until
next Saturday, when it opens a

CHRISTMAS
TELEVISION

six-game road trip in Toronto.
Harry Sinden, the team's
general manager, said he
would discuss the absence of
Cheevers Monday morning
with assistant coach Gary
Doak. However, Sinden said
Doak will probably coach the
team until Cheevers returns.
ST. LOUIS ( API — Oscar
Kahan,an assistant managing
editor of The Sporting News
and former Associated Press
writer, died at St. Louis
University Hospitals Sunday
of complications following
heart surgery. He was 71.
Kahan, a St. Louis native,
joined The Sporting Nears, a
weekly publication based in
St. Louis, in 1948 and worked
there until his death.

Before joining the weekly.
Kahan worked for the old St.
Louis Star-Times and The
Associated Press in New York
and Kansas City.
COPPER
MOUNTAIN,
Colo. AP) — Paul Carson, a
local resident, captur
first
place in the slalom e nt of
the Coors American Pronour
Salomon Cup,vaulting into the
overall tour lead.
Carson, 28, collected 35
points and $2,000 with the victory, for a total of 55 points
and $2,800 so far in the tour.
In the final round, Carson
defeated Laurent Guffond, 23,
of Le Sruyet, France. Carson
took both runs in the dual
course event, winning by
margins of .198 and .068.

College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Pic'
Satarday's Games
EAST
Cantatas 59, Ohio U 47
Fordiuun 47. Si Peter's 34
Geo Washington 62. Si Bontiventure

60.
LaSalle 84, V illanova 13. 3 OT
lung Island U 95, Ark.-1.ittle Rork 77
Manhattan 63, Seton Hall 55
Massachusetts 74, American lianl 71
Penn 92. Davidson 60
Penn St 78, Rutgers 76
St Francis. Pa 93, Fairleigh Dickinson 74
Wagner 88. Hofstra 79
SOUTH
Ahab/one Si 93,Spring Hill 70
Auburn 52, Austin Pray 51
S'Ionda 96, Missouri Western 82
lowsiana St 86, Tulane 72
Jacluon St 89, Flonda A&M 73
Marshall 109. Pitt-Johnstown 87
Maryland 82, N i arolina Si 75, OT
Memphis Si 87, Livingston St 60
Middle Tenn 104, Westrnar 66
New Orleans 52.SE Louisiana 50
N Carolina 65. Indiana 56
N Carohna-Charlotte U. Biscayne 84
Richmond 94, W Virginia Tech 75
Robert Moms81, Baltimore 76
S Florida 90, Roosevelt 57
Utah 78, 1.01.11SY Ile 59
Vanderbilt III, N Alabama 79
Va Commonwealth 81. Georgia Si 69
William & Mary 88, N C Wesleyan 63
Wofford 49, Georgia Teeh 44
MIDW EST.
Alcorn St 72, Toledo 66
Ball St 65. Wayne St. 61
Bradley 100, Valparaiso 17
Butler 69.St lanes 61
Drake 73, Georgetown, Di: 57
Holy Cross 69. Cincinnati 58
Indiana St 83, Pepperdine 73
Iowa 85, Iowa St 59
Kansas 91,Southern Cal 68
Kansas St 76, U.S International 45
Kent St 73, Akron 64
Michigan 102. W Michigan 73
Nebraska 79, NW Missouri St. 59
Oklahoma City 79, Baylor 61
S Illinois 84. Morehead St 60
Tulsa 88, Oklahoma Si 86
Wichita Si 83, Oral Roberts 61
Youngstown St 78, W Illinois 73
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 80. E Kentucky 74
Pan American 85, E Texas St 59
Texas 103. N.Texas St 82
Texas-Arlington 78,Southern Meth 56
Texas-El Paso 95. Texas Add 64
W Texas St 122,5o Colorado 69
FAR WEST
Arizona 93, Charleston 70
Arizona St. 71. Ohio St 58
Boise St 84, Pacific U 81
California 78. Nevada-R enu 59
Colorado 91. Colorado St 69
Idaho 94, Northwest Nazarene 55
New Mexico St. 73, New Mexico 69
St Mary's, Cal 73,Stanford 66
Weber St. 78 McNeese St 63

Thud Place
Oid Ekinumon 72, Santa Clara
Champlos Holiday Classic
CluunpiosalOp
Goruaga 59, Montana 57
Third Place
Maine 78, Murray Si 65
Clicagolasd Classic
Chanspiership
DePaul 62. Northwestern 54
Third Place
N Illinois Ill Loyola-Chicago 65 (YI
Cotton States('ias.ii
Cluamploeship
Florida SI. 64. Georgia 62
Third Place
Missouri 64, Tenti-thattanooga
Dayton Invitational
Cluimplonship
Dayton 72. Mississippi 70
Thud Place
Jacksonville 63 Niagara 44
Golden Gate In,liational
C'haropionship
San Franciw o 91. Duquesne 83,in
Third Place
Ohio 109, Cal-Irvine 99
Industrial National Classic
Championship
Utah St OD, Washington 78
Third Place
Michigan St 77, Providenve 76
Iroo Duke Classic
Championship
Duke III, Detroit 71
Third Place
Brown 80, E Carolina 71
Kentucky !invitational
Champioaship
Kentucky 61. Alabama-Birmingham

5.3
Third Place
Idaho St 91, Alaska-Anchorage 81
Los Angeles llmes Classic
Championship
Long Beech St IOC Nev -las Vegas 77
Third Place
Fullerton St 88. I uyola. Calif .75
Milwaukee Classic
Championship
Marquette 68. Clemson 67
Third Place
Cal St -Bakersfield 48, Illinois St 47
Mountaineer Classic
Championship
•
West Virginia 76, E Tennessee gt 65
Third Place
SI Francis. N Y 60. Delaware 53
Palmetto Classic
Championship
S. Carolina 62. Furman 53
Third Place
Citadel 66, S Carolina St 65
Raindrop Classic
Championship
Louisiana Tech 63. Portland Si
Third Place
N. Iowa 77, Montana St 70
Sun Met Classic
Championship
Fresno St 58. Mississippi St 45
Third Place
SW Louisiana 77,S Dakota St 70
Virginia Tech Classic
Championship
Texas A&M 55. Virginia Tech 52
Third Place
James Madison 77, Pitt 69
Volunteer Classic
Championship
Tennessee 81, Brigham Young 65
Third Place
Illinois 106. Iona 61
Eahibitions
Athletes In Action 62, Oregon 46
, Sunday's Games
Al Tokyo
UCLA 73, Temple 49

NBA Standings
By llie Arranged Hs
Elam CaMereare
Adastir Divislas
W
L
Pet.
Plelachipha
4
32
IS
11
.7511
NCYI Y urk
23 11
.676
Washirsdisi
14 I)
412
Nev. Jersey
12 21
.343
Guard Whin
Milwaukee
X 11
.763
Indiana
70 15
.571
Atlanta
15 X
.428
long.
15 2
.430
12 E
.334
litsrod
09 15
112
Warren Candereare
PrIkhrreat Mika
San Ankrao
24 13
MP
Knouts Clty
15 21
417
Houston
14 Tr
412
Utah
14 21
401)
Denver
11 E
233
tioilao
4 32
III
Pacer lavisim
Phoenix
28
8
778
IA Araieles
24 12
.867
Golden State
17 17
.500
Seattle
17 17
SOU
San Diego
17 :9
450
Portland
16 Si
444
Satirday's GYMS
&stun 107, Cleveland 102
New York 1313, Denver 111
Golden Slate 101, Dallas 98
Indiana 107, Kansas (Sty 103
Chicago 123, Houston 109
San Oleg° 103. Utah 91
Portland 122, Atlanta 119. 111.
Sunday's(Ames
Milwaukee 123, Houston 91
los Angeles OP, San Antrim° it
Phoenix Ill, Portland 100
San Diego 117, Detroit 47
Monday's Game
Phoenix at Seattle
Tuesday's Gaines
Delver at Iticetun
Washington at Atlanta
Kansas (Sty at Cleveland
New Jersey at Indana
Utah at Dallas
New l'ork
Golden Stale at MOLUSA i
[Sinai at Phoenix
116 avngeles.
Portland

rpect from his players from
ime to game.
"It's been that way all
:rar," he said. "I haven't
lown what to expect yet."

4
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19" a.,..,COLOR MONITOR TV/19EC1706W
• Color Monitor System • Energy Censcious'"
1000Io
Solid State Chassis•Modular Chassis Design•Walnut
finish on high impact plastic
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•

3 Ways To Pay
*30 Days Same As Cash
•Up To 24 Months In Store Financing
'Lay-Away Till Christmas

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
70.

212 EAST MAIN ST.
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But in team sports — football, baseball, basketball and
ice hockey, played with large
numbers of competitors, moving constantly in and out of the
game and performing
sophisticated maneuvers that
often require professional
definition — the 21-inch screen
isn't adequate.
The Big Eye can follow men
to the moon and even record
warts on the face of planets
millions of miles away. Yet it
can't simultaneously follow
the movements of 22 men scattered over a 100-yard gridiron.
It doesn't have peripheral vision. It can't get all the action
in. '
In Saturday's game in
Miami between the Rol
and the New

lu
10
14
13

8.
8.
11
19..

4
10
ki
12

SYDNEY, Australia 1API — Ent/
Buehning scored a 6-3. 6-7, 7-6 triumph
over Bnan Teacher to win the 8125.000
Nabisco New South Wales Open
Paul McNamee and Peter McNamara
of Australia beat Vitas Gerulaitis and
Bruin Gottfried 6-2, 6-4 for the doubles title.
SOTIA. Bulgaria API — Per Bertgvist of Sweden beat Vadim Borissov 01
the Soviet Union 6-3, 6-2, 7-5 to win
Grand Prix event.
GOLF
•
TAM.SUI. Taiwan I AP — Hsu ([In-Sac
of Taiwan shot a 2-over-par 71 for a 289
total to win the Taiwan PGA championship by one stroke over Japan's Yotagii
Hagawa
SKIING
ST MORITZ, Switzerland
AP
By The Associated Press
Norman Black, guard, to a 10-day conSteve Podborski finished in I minute.
BASEBALL
tract
54 31 seconds to win a World Cup
American League
FOOTBALL
downhill victory
BALTIMORE ORIOLES -- Annual,
National Football League
Peter Wirrisberger of Austria trailed
ed that Rich Dauer. second baseman,
LOS ANGELES RAMS — Signed Ras
by one-tenth of a second for the No 2
had agreed to terms on a five-year conMalayan, head coach, to a three-year
spot,
followed by Peter Mueller.
tract
contract
Switzerland's defending World Cup
National League
COLLEGE
downhill
champion, third in 1 54 88
MONTREAL EXPOS - Signed Stan
ARKANSAS - Named Don Lindsey
Mueller held on to his lead in the World
Bahnsen. pitcher. to a two-year condefensive coordinator
Cup
standings
with 80 points, followed by
tract
KENT STATE — Named Ed Chlebek
Podborsio with 61 and Austria's Uli
BASKETBALL
head football coach
Spiess
with
56
National Basketball Association
W ILIJ AM & MARY — Named
RAMSAU, Austria , AP , — Alexander
DETROIT PISTONS — Placed John
W James Copeland athletic director. elSavystov of the Soviet Union won the
Long, guard, on the injured list Signed
feche° this spring
men's 15-kilometer race while team male Raissa Smetanina captured the
women's 10-lulorneter event for a Russian sweep in the World Nordic Ski Cup
competition
The Soviet team of Yevgeni Belyayev
Alexander ('haiku and Savyalov was
timed in 1 hour, 33 minutes. 31.22
seconds to win the men's 30-kilometer
cross-country relay event Norway's
squad i Marit Mynnael, Bntt Petersen
40 ... the 30 ... the 20 —
The camera's eye and the and Bent Aunli posted a time of 53 08 97
touchdown!"
microphone's ear can catch to capture the 15-kilometer event
GORISKA PIANINA. Yugoslavia
Professional sports is show all the action of a fight or a
, AP
- Yugoslavia's
Knza
business. It is wed to televi- tennis match, staged as head- posted a time oft minute.Bolan
4590 seconds
to
win
a
slalom event during the last day
sion, its conduit to the masses, to-head combat in a confined
a three-day international competition
its bankroll, its yellow brick area. British commentators of13ORMIO.
Italy i AP — France's Perroad to Oz.
are subordinated and you rine Pelen scored her second straight
special
slalom
victory and climbed to
Unfortunately, in many hardly know they are around.
the No.2 spot in the overall World ('up
cases, TV has worn out its
standings behind Marie Therese Nadu;
There is high drama at of Switzerland
welcome by trying to thrust its
Ptien had a total winning time of 1
own personalities — Howard Wimbledon when a TV viewer mingle.
37 23 seconds
She beat
Cosell being the prime exam- can see every shot, hear the Nadezhdci Patrakeeva of the Soviet
thud of ball against racket and Union by 35 hundredths of a second
ple — over the game itself.
HOCKEY
The British greatly outdo us listen as the umpire — not the
MOSCOW APi — Viktok Zhlutkov
scored two goals as the Soviet Union
in the quality of' their TV
announcer — intones: "Ad- whipped Czechoslovakia 6-2 to win the
sports product, particularly in
vantage, Mr. Borg." An- lzvestia Cup for the 11th time in 14 years
prize fighting, tennis and golf
SENDAI, Japan Api — Us. Internanouncers introduce only with tional
University of San Diego scored
the three main sports we an
occasional comment on three goals in the third period and beat
share.
the
Seibu
Railway Company squad 6-2 in
style or trends.
an exhibition game
TOURNAMENTS
Aggie Holiday Classic
Championship
N Carolina AM- 85. Howard 72
Third Place
Delaware St 75, Winston-Salem 74
Bluebonnet Classic
Championship
Houston 70, Wyoming 61
Third Place
Oklahoma 1W. Arm) 76
Cable Car Classic
Championship
Wake Forest 79, Alabama 66

Transactions

Christmas Dinner
Feast
Open 11:00-3:00

Serving: Turkey & Dressing
Baked Virginia Ham,
Pumpkin Pie, Mince Meat Pie and...
All The Trimmings!

753-2700

.
I.
19.

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
TUCSON, An. API-- Tracy Austin
beat Peanut Louie 6-2,6-0, to capture the
8100.000 Colgate Tennis Tournanient.b •
t!e
leshe Allen teamed with Barbara Potter to defeat Mary Lou Fhatek and Wend) White 7-6. 6-0, in doubles
In a one-set playoff for third place in
singles. Potter defeated Sand) Collins 6-

NBC'S Experiment Not Meant For Football
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Ohlmeyer sought to discover if
AP Special Correspondent
he could give the TV viewer
Now we know. Mr. Big Eye, the drama and fanfare enol' cyclops of the electronic joyed by a fan seated on the 50age, is not quite as captivating yard line while saving him the
a creature when he's lost his constant rat-tattat on the eartongue. Come on back, drums.
Howard. All is forgiven.
He couldn't.
The novel and gutsy experiAs golden as is silence, the
ment wth announcerless foot- armchair quarterback can
ball by NBC's Don Ohlmeyer catch only snatches of the acwas a noble gesture. But, in tion. The electric excitement
the case of football, it just can't be generated over the
won't play.
airwaves. There still is a certain thrill in hearing a human
The network whiz knew this
voice — an anonymous voice,
when it first became the germ
if you wish — yelling over the
of an idea. With him,though, it
inwas half revolution, half microphone: "He's
tercepted the pass. He's at the
crusade.
If it produces even a small
curtailment of the endless
drivel that accompanies
modern sportscasting, it will
have served its purpose.
The idea could work effectively in tennis — and perhaps
even be a 1'V boon to a sport
dulled by idle colloquay. Certainly, it could work in boxing
and,to a lesser degree,in golf,
which needs a TV stimulus.

Gil

Sports In Brief

Purpose Served With Even Slight Curtailment

onents
Rout

AVAILABLE

SPORTS AT.A GLANCE

UCLA, DePaul Head Toward Showdown

Colonial House
Smorgasbord Hwy.641 N.
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ALMOST DINNERTIME — Food service director Glinda Jeffrey helped students get
tables ready for the famly dinner. From left, Lindy Knight, Mrs. Jeffrey, Sheri Swift,
belly Chilcutt.

t.1
AFTER DINNER NTERTAINMENT — Singing and piano playing was featured
following the dinn r. In photo, from left, students Mike Wilkins, Leila Umar, Suzanne
Meek,and Ro
olen sing along with Dr. Steve Schectman.

FAMILIES ARE SERIOUS BUSINESS — Don Brock, director
of the Calloway County Comprehensive Care, discusses
families with Mary Jane Littleton's(left) class.

CELEBRATION OF FAMILY DINNER — Students and their families attended a
traditional Kentucky dinner to wind up their study.
FAMILY HISTORIES — Three of Dick Farrell's eighth grade history students show the
family charts which resulted from their research. From left, Romona Burnley, Farrell,
Rick Grogan and Mitch Grogan.

CLEAN-UP TIME — Principal Larry Salmon pitched in to
help Littleton and the clean-up crew with chore,
following the family dinner.

Changing Family
Styles Are Studied
MMS Eighth Graders
HANDLING PROBLEMS — Dr. Lochie OverberChristopher directs a simulation activityvtfth eighth graders on family conflicts.

,„
DIVIDING DESSERT — Math teacher Jane Blankenship instructs helpers Ann Harcourt
and Bekah Brock before they cut the gingerbread.

ItTAMM55117

glaineAr,
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Our Christmas
Gift To You!
a

20%
OF

FStorewide

We have clothing
for the entire family
Men's Work Boots 8,
Work Clothes 10% Off

Mon., Tue. & Wed.
December 22, 23,& 24
Closed Sunday
Free Gift Wrapping

ETTLE-WORKMAN
Across The Street From
The Bank of Murray.
Downtown

17

Where Your Business
Is Always Appreciated
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"Everybody's part of a
, family" is the first line of a
'song written by Dr. Steve
Shechtman of Murray State
University for use as
background music for a television series on changing family
styles which he recently
helped produce.
For Murray Middle School
eighth grade students it
became their theme during a
one-and-one-half week interdisciplinary study on families.
The students looked at their
own families, thought about
the ways families have changed and ended their study with
a "Celebration of Family"
dinner which they prepared
(with a little help) for their
families.
Eighth grade academic
area teachers began planning
the unit early in the year and
the days before Thanksgiving
were targeted as an appropriate time for the study.
Science teacher Mary Jane
Littleton contacted Dr.
Schectman who offered his
help and support. The television series produced by him
and Mark Singer became the
basis for activities directed by
other community and university resource people in Littleton's science classes. Consultants included
Dr.
Shechtman, Don Brock,
Lochie Overbey-Christopher,
Tom Wagner, Sondra Ford,
Lowell Latto and Sally Guy,
Kevin Kelso and Mrs. Gary
Hawes.
History teacher Dick Farrell emphasized putting
together ancestral or family
history charts. Farrell explained, "Keeping in mind
that family history can be a
basis for the study of all
history, I hoped that the
research process for my
students would result in their
gaining a knowledge of family
interplay with past events and
an appreciation of hereditary
influences which are a part of
their particular lifestyle."
The students became involved with the activity and
researched their family
histories for several generations, using grandparents,
local history books and old
newspapers as resources.
Students in math classes
looked at the financial aspects
of family living under the
direction of math teacher
Jane Blankenship. A study of
a typical American family
with three children resulted in
the preparation of a budget for
a one-month period. The

students learned to figure tax,
insurance, retirement and
other deductions on a grossincome for each employed family member. They also figured
the cost of materials and labor
to paint a house. Another activity involved surveying the
different kinds of family styles
represented in their class and
constructing circle and bar
graphs from the results.
In English classes, students
read stories about families,
discussed their own family
traditions and customs and
wrote "pieces" dealing with
their families. Soine wrote
about incidents which they
remembered, some wrote
about favorite family
members and some wrote
about responsibilities within
their families. Several of the
pieces will be included in a
book of eighth grade writings
to be printed in the spring.
A high point of the study was
the "Celebration of Family"
dinner held during the week.
Food service director Glinda
Jeffrey who also coordinates
the nutrition education program planned with the eighth
grade teachers to serve a
traditional Kentucky dinner to
all eighth graders and their
families. The. menu featured
burg® and gingerbread and
students handled much of the
preparation during exploratory classes.
Art teacher Jean Geurin
designed and helped students
make centerpieces. for the
tables. After dinner, the
guests were entertained with
music by students Ross Bolen,
Suzanne Meeks, Leila Umar
and Mike Wilkins. They ended
the program by singing with
Dr. Schectman "Everyone's
Part of A Family."
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray lodger I Times by
5:30 p.m Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m Saturdays are urged
to call 153-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
aid 6 p m.. Moods, &me friday, or
330 y m and Op. Salardati.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed bye p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
deliver y
The regular business office
hours of The Mono larlitor limesore 1 a.m. Is 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 1 a• IS Net
Saturdays
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You II save
$508 off regular
dinner menu prices
when you use all
---these coupons
Coupon otters good
through Jan 4, 1981

SIRLOINTh

STOCKADE
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Ideal Gift
For Christmas

STORE NOURS
MON-SAT. 9:00-9:00
SUN. 1:00-6:00
NAME!WAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

111W1W--Mi W

VISA'

SPORTING GOODS

Prices Good
Thru Dec. 24

OLYMPIC PLAZA, MURRAY

Himalayan Avalanche
atured
Umar, Suzanne

All

Insulated ,
6
Chamois It
Coveralls
Cloth Shirts
Forest Green
Blue or brown
U. L. Reg. $54.99
Model 5350

20°h

Off

Tough, yet soft, double fleeced cotton flannel. These shirts wash
beautifully
actually get softer with each washing. Two roomy button-down
breast pockets
All collar stays are sewn in.
Excellent to wear hunting, fishing, sports events, working around
the house

$3688

Special

Bear Cheyenne
idents show the
Burnley, Farrell,

Uncle Lee
Gift Certificate

UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
81 UNDER-SOLD

Save On This Gift Certificate Sale
$90oo
$10000 Certificate
Sole
Certificate
$50°° Certificate
s25°° Certificate
$ 10°° Certificate
$7500

U.L. Req. 69.95 Special $5

3X-9X Variable
Special

$14588

3X-9X Acol-Trac
Reg. 204.95

Model 105B Rifle
450 Shot—For The Young Shooter

999

Special $ 1 6388

Remington
Autoloader Rifle

Daisy B-B Gun Specials

Model 742BD1 Custom Deluxe features basket weave
checkering on American
walnut stock and fore-end protected by Du Pont RK-W
finish. Monte Carlo stock
with cheek piece. (Models with ft hand cheek piece
hove left hand safeties both at no extra charge.) S ep receiver is the ultimate
in deluxe design. Has
white spacers on grip and fo -end - plus all the regular features of
the standard
Model 742 autoloader
.30-06 Cal.

Model 1 1 2

Rod And Reel Combination
Christmas Specials
Garcia Ambassadeur 5000 Reel and Lew's G56X Graphite Rod
$7988
U. L. Reg. 92.98
Special
Garcia 200 Spinning Reel And Shakespeare Alpha SP1310 Rod
U. L. Reg. 31.98

Special $2688
Zebco 20/20 Spincosting Reel and Heddon No. 5001 Slickstick Rod
$3 1 88
Special
Garcia 3000 Spinning Reel and Lew's "NBS" Graphite Glass Rod

MiMI &RI E

Length Folded 4' 4"- Blade is 3
Complete With Carrying Sheath

Remington Pump
Centerfire Rifle
Model 760BDL has a Monte Carlo stock and cheek piece. (Models with left hand
cheek pieces have left hand safeties - both at no extra charge). Remington's
handsome basket weave checkering on the rich American walnut stock and fare.
end is distinctive looking - reserved for the Deluxe line only, and the white
spacers on the grip and fore-end- add to the attractive over-all appearance.
Choice of right or left hand model
.270 or .30-06 Col.

Special

$22988

Six-Shooter
Pistol Combo
U.L. Reg. 14.49
$1 1 88

U.L. Reg. 25.19

Special

$21 88

Special

Double Mantle

Lantern
All

U.L. Reg. 36.98

Model 220K195
U.L. Reg. 24.99

U.L. Reg. 54.96
Special $4488
Zebco 202 Spin Cast Reel and Shakespeare Denso-Lite No. 5C-12
Rod
Special $638

88

Ladies Featherweights
$cA88
Reg. 68.95 Special 40-I'
Men's Chukka
Reg. 54.95 Special-$4388

$24988

Special$

Buck Ranger Knife

U.L. Reg. 7.48

$900

BDL Deluxe Grade, 5 Shot
BDL Deluxe Grade Model, 5 Shot

Reg. 299.95 Special

DC

Sale

U.L. Reg. 78.95 Special

$71 8
Special'

IN

Sale $225°

Redfield VVidefield Men's Featherwei$6ghts
288
Low-Profile Scopes Men's Waterproof5
Reg. 181.95

I regular
lu prices
U use en
coupons
ars good
4 1981

$4500
Sale

Sportsman's Boots

NS

30" Draw Right Hand
6 Weight Adjustments
U. L. Reg. $99.95

iU ii

Sale $675°

Browning

L-Jcx5/
74

Hunter
Compound
Bow

U.L. Reg. 11.59

Redeemable after Dec. 25 in the following
departments Uncle Lee Sporting Goods,
Uncle Lee Athletes.

Special $1 9
88

GuA
n az
Cases
210 70 Off
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Employed Through Title IV-C Grant

Your Individual
Horoscope

Carr Murray School Counselor
The Murray Independent
Schou System has a new staff
member, Donna Carr, an
elementary
guidance
counselor Mrs. Carr was
recently employed through
funds generated by an $8,000
Title 1V-C handicap grant

written by Margaret Franklin, recognized that the children
special education coordinator may also need help in personal
for the system.
and social development.
The school system provides
Mrs. Carr develops aceducational programs for han- tivities which hel1 I Iwitt Ow
dicapped students within the
regular and
A
resource
classrooms However, it was

Donna Carr
rejection the handicapped
child may feel and increase
his acceptance by classmates.
She is also planning programs
for parents which are designed to make them aware of the
kinds of help, often free of
charge, available in the corn-

M ay you, our dear friends, be blessed

Jehovah's Witnesses
Assembly
Attend Circuit
4

with a joyous Christmas filled with
peace and happiness. Warm thanks.

David Morris
Electric Co.
506S. 4th

7534944

More than 1400 Jehovah's
Witnesses from Western Kentucky and Southern Indiana
have attended the semiannual circuit assembly at
Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium in Murray,
this past weekend, Dec. 13-14,
according to Garvin R. Doran,
spokesman for the Murray
congregation.
"Bible instruction is one of
the outstanding features of
these gatherings and is for
every member of the family,"
he said,"and at this assembly
attention was given to youths
.4.
.

•
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Amin our very -Q
warm wishes for a
holiday without measure, among
your gifts this Christmas.
Thanks for being our friend.

Hwy 641 S.

Holiday Inn of
Murray

inunity for handicapped
children. She
provides
guidance activities for the
handicapped students and
their parents who may need
this kind of assistance.
Mrs. Carr has been active
visiting public agencies and
civic organizations, acting as
the liaison between the school
system and those agencies.
Daily responsibilities often include comforting an upset
child, offering assistance to
teachers, planning programs
for elementary students, ordriving somewhere within the
region to seek additional kinds
of assistanca,for handicapped
children.
Mrs. Mary' Ryan, principal
of Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools said, We
felt we had a good special
education program, in compliance with the laws dealing
with handicapped students,
but this program allows us to
get into the spirit of the law
and provide emotional support
to the children and to their
parents."

753-5986

, Joyous
Chfistmas

To wish jou
oj_ and
j
- happiness
ot Christmas
l...and
to extend
sincem thanks
to all our

jeitt

nhellik
IN
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If you'i
of Amen
Savings
review
make sill
what you
Are yo
tage of
available
ample?
that sho
What sho
ac-cumuli
Sales ol
been sagp
to invest

Bob Miller
County Judge-Executive
753-2920

Serving you is a privilege and a
delight. List our thanks and
holiday greetings on your Christmas bill offart.

rnunfrv..çncSrQggJs
.

?
RA "
116Hard-in

437-4871

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing

Ida

Lin the spirit of the season — we

hope everybody has the happiest of
holidays wherever you spend it!
Your kind patronage is appreciated.

230•

!IA

We extend
Season's Greetings
and warm
appreciation to all.

*

Stark Bros.
Mobile Home
Sales

1

Hwy 64, N
Benton Kv
1.-••••••
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Veere's hoping you have a wonderful
holiday. Your loyal patronage and kind
friendship are much appreciated.

PAGE 13

Merry Christmas

j
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FOR TUESDAY,DEUENUSF.1123, 1980
What kind of day will tomorDon't overact or a confronrow be" To find out what the tation could develop on
stars say, read the forecast business interests. New
given for your birth Sign.
friends prove stimulating. Enjoy mental rapport.
ARIES
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) .."*".
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A work problem defies soluCompetition on the lob
coupled with domestic con- tion unless you obtain a rqore
cerns keep you busy. Try an relaxed attitude. Takr a
innovative approach and break, relax, then try again.
Curb angry reactions.
you'll find solutions.
PISCES
TAURUS
1. (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Apr. 20 to May 20 1 tilfa-0
A friend could be jealous.
Someone's sneaky tactics
could upset you, but close Doing something new together
allies are quite helpful. Listen aids your cause in romance.
to their advice. Stay clear of Career discussions will prove
beneficial.
arguments.
YOU BORN TODAY have
GEMINI
all the necessary ingredients
May 21 to June 20)
Pent-up emotions may sur- to be successful as a producer
face in romantic relation- of some artistic enterprise.
ships, or children could resent You have executive ability
correction. New job oppor- and would make a good head
of an organization. You may
tunities are possible.
also have an interest in the
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) SO care of the sick and would
Domestic problems may make a fine physician. Do not
mar the day, but a chance en- let a desire to achieve
counter lifts your spirits. material success keep you
Romance is likely, but watch from utilizing your progressive mentality.
expenditures.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22
Resentment could make you
somewhat tongue-tied. A talk
with a family member could
give you a new perspective.
Home life favored.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Others may take issue with
your attitude about finances.
Consult with friends on new
work ideas. Pleasant news
comes unexpectedly.
LIBRA
Sept.-23 to Oct. 22)
Be less insistent on your own
way. Despite some career problems, a new opportunity is in
the offing. Use ingenuity.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 I net°
Malicious words could
\N. .
backfire. Hold your tongue if
Hope your holidays
tempted to speak unfairly.
, chime with\\
Evening brings happier
,
happiness,
outlook. Distant news in/ good health and
trigues.
go4Voetwami
\
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Our thanhs.
Use care in financial dealings now. A friend may seem
unjustly put out. Keep new
ideas under wraps. Let them
develop further.
205N. 4th
CAPRICORN
753-5802
Dec.22 to Jan. 19)

•

•
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Thank you at this holiday season for your

and how they can avoid the
moral and spiritual dangers
prevalent in the world today."
Doran continued, "The
public address on Sunday was
entirled 'Our Refuge Amid Increasing Dangers.' The
speaker, Joseph Scaglione,
district supervisor for The
Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society's world headquarters
in Brooklyn, New York, used
Psalm 91 to show that all
Christians are facing spiritual
dangers today, but that real
security and protection comes
to those who put their trust in
God."
Jehovah's Witnesses are
very active in their respective
communities and on Saturday
28 were baptized as aizesull...4
their Bible educational work-,
Doran said.
Meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall will be back on
their regular schedule this
week, and all meetings are
open to the public.

Fraftes Drake

Gla.c1ChtiAtmaii

753-792:

Northside
Shell

jiappy Holidayt*
Hoping the beautiful memories
of afamily Christmas will be
shared by you and those you love.

Hwy 641 S.

N. 1 2th — 759-1200

753-9131

David Buckingham
Attorney at Law
4th & Maple — 753-2706

friendship and understanding. May the Spirit of
Christmas light your way in peace and goodwill.

Purdom & Thurman Insurance
8. Real Estate
407 Maple

Blackford House
Gallery

753-448

Dixieland Slopping Ctr.
753-8301

law emsralAs

•

Greetings on this holly day! Thanks all.

4,0
461/Po,,,,,-40/ t
Akivisk7,4-

Joyous
OIRISTMAS

.••

Rejoice at the
Birth of the
lir•%rnly King.
Special thank..

G&Y
Farm
Center

PEACE on BIRTH
Wishing you a holiday crammed full of
the treasures and delights of a
wonderful Yuletide! To you and yours,
Merry Christmas.

Hwy 641 S.
759-4440
Taylor Seed
Co.
low Co••• Rd.

731 11741

Murray Appliance
2121. Main
Co.
753-1586

May the radiance and gift of His
love light your way to everlasting
peace and contentment.
Best wishes for a joyous Christmas.

Edwin Cain Construction
821 S. 4th

763-1876

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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U.S. Savings Bonds Owners Should Know Facts

lderful
Ind kind
ated.

5;

By LOUISE COOK
!uglier interest rates. But the
Associated Press Writer
goverrunent estimates that
If you're one of the millions
unethird of all Anwrican
of Americans who own U.S. families still
own the familiar
Savings Bonds, it might pay to certificates.
review your investment to
There are two types of Savmake sure you know exactly ings Bonds now being sold what you have.
Series RE and Series HH.
Are you taking full advan- They replaced the Series E
tage of the tax breaks and H bonds at the beginning
available with bonds, for ex- of 1980, but all outstanding E
ample? Do you have old bonds and H bonds still earn interest.
that should be cashed in?
Series ER bonds are
What should you do about the avitilable in denominations
accumulated interest?
-"faun $50 to $10,000. They are
Sales of savings bonds have sold at half their face value.
been sagging as buyers turned Series ER bonds sold before
to investments that offered
Nov. 1, 1980 reach maturity in

11 years; those sold after Nov.
1 reach maturity in 9 years.
Interest is paid when you cash
in the bonds. The interest rate
on bonds held to maturity was
recently increased from 7 percent to 8 percent.
Series Hit bonds are
available in denominations
from $500 to $10,000. 'They are
sold at face value and have a
maturity of 10 years. Interest
is paid semi-annually. • The
rate was recently increased
from 6', percent to 7', percent. Bondholders must report
the interest annually on their
tax returns.

Interest un Series EL I/0116
- - and on the older E bonds is exempt from state and local
income taxes, however. And
you do not have to pay federal
income tax on the interest until you cash in the bonds.
As a general rule, it is worthwhile to defer the federal
tax until you are in a lower tax
bracket - after retirement.
for example. But there are
sonic exceptions. If you buy
the bonds in the name of your
child - who has no other major source of income
usually pays to report the interest annually. Sinipl rite a

1040 lax
return
tor the
youngster during the first
year of ownership; if the
child's unearned income is
less than $1,000, no tax is due.
You do not have to file further
returns in later years; the
single return is enough to
establish your intent.
Owners of older Series E
boituls, ineal1While, face some
key decisions starting next
year
The government traditionally has extended the maturity
for Series E bonds so that
holders did not have to cash
them in if they didn't want to;

le thaek

ive

TRS-80 Color Computer
The Perfect Family Gift!
The whole family will love it. Provides instant
computing power for personal and family
applications, entertainment, education. Plug
in an instant-loading Program Pak"' or
program it yourself-with vivid color and
sound Priced about 33% lower than any other
comparable color computer! #26-3001

TRS-80 Color
Video Receiver

the lunip sum earned on the 1-1
bonds remains sheltered.

One Day Film
Processing
Frames For Christmas Portraits

_Artcrait Pkoto9raphy
12t4

753-0035

ELECTRONIC GIFT

as
seen
on TV

CHARGE 17
IMOST STORES)

'aff

Give a Calculating
Gift! REaCdVhbaYck

Optional Color Video Receiver extra

$399

Compact Stereo
system Clarinette-12 byPhono
Realistic

5995

One.
1:300C3

21% Off! High-Performance
Stereo Hi-Fi System

'ads

HH bonds. Interest paid on NH
bonds is subject to taxes, but

sQl

13-inch (diagonal) Matches
TRS-80 perfectly, tunes all
UHF-VHF channels #26-3010

)1- fare.

the bonds simply kept earrung
interest. Now, however, the
government has announced
there will be no further extensions for the oldest
outstanding Series E bonds the ones sold between Ma)
1541 arid April 1952. Those'
bonds will reach maturity exactly 40 years from the date of
issue; they will not earn interest after that date.
Holders of bonds can cash
them in and pay federal income taxes on the accumulated interest, or the)
can cash in the bonds and
reinvest the proceeds III Series

ISICEECI
113CIECC
OCCCI3

Save
35°01

diccoo
as-

keg.
69.95

?
e5
4
?
42

Two-speed
Square root, percent,
manual pla2rHs
eac
LCD display with
phonea
,c W idejack
4-kay mernpr*.al
shutoff savek
.
With case, batteries 565-676 '1f11P
#13-1162 lb 115°

beterriff

437-4871

• Realistic STA-100
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
-22 watts/channel,
minimum rms, 8 ohms,
20-20,000 Hz, 0.1°c THD

1

Give a Telephone Amplifier
DU6FONE by Radio Shack

'11111-4.:17:2-;\

Phone Line PoweredNo Batteries Required

Make calls with "hands-freeconvenience! Ideal for use at home
or work, amplifies both talk and
listen. #43-276

High -Efficiency Hi-Fl Speaker
MC-2001 by Realistic

Save$50

— we
of
end it!
Kiated.

Reg.
99.95
Each

3iest

Great Christmas buy! Longthrow 8" woofer and tuned port for deep, well-defined
/
2" wide-dispersion
bass. 21
tweeter for , dramatic highs
/
4" deep. #40-1987
221
/
2x13x81

Cassettes
Save 25% on
60
Minute
90 Minute
Recording Tape!
140
ar.z
. ak
194
Reg. 1.89 Reg.2.59
•
\,....4‘;•-•;•-•""
o limit- buy now' #44-602 603
8-Track Tapes
Minute
BO Minute

40

149 Reg• 194 Reg.
1.99
II
2.59
044840.841

AM/FM Stereo Phono

Telephone Answering
System
\
DU8FONE". TAD-10

Cassette System
Clarinette" -91 by Realistic

Answers callers with
pre-recorded 15 second
message and records up
to 17 calls for later playback #43-254 Batteries extra

Give a complete music system this Christmas!
Records stereo cassettes from 3-speed changer
treble
or radio. Tape pause and Auto-Stop. Bassand
controls Matching 153/." tall speakers. #13-1200

Ports Vision
by Realistic
I'

Extra -large display -tell time from
across the room. Snooze control,
sleep switch,earphone jack #12-1520

One-Piece "Mini" Telephone
ET-100 by Radio Shack

't of His
erlasting
ent.
tristmas.

Save

iction

1
2x2'4,x7" "Hangs up"
Ultra-compact only 1 /
on any flat surface Auto-Redial of busy
or unanswered numbers Universal Dial
System operates on tone or dial phone line
#43-284, white/ 43-285. brown

15

20%

Easy one-hand operation
Accessory jacks Uses minicassettes below #14-815
AC Adapter #273-1435 ... 4.95
Mini-Cassette #44-633 ... 2.99

88

DI

AM Novelty Radios

Save 25%
11

Each

Stereo Headphones
Nova-16 by Realistic

A Great Gift
For Someone
On the Go!

The stereo realism is
sensational! Built-in
controls adjust the left
and right volume levels
and balance. Comfortable
and lightweight. #33-1019

Save

Save
$20

15995
Reg.
179.95

Watch

S

Reg. 139.95
"Priority" switch let's you
00hadirectly
eEnmcallinger enc y
when
for help. #21-1534

6-Band Portable Radio
Patrolman" CB-60 by Realistic

Save $30

By Micronta

The electronic watch that
does much more than tell
time. Built-in 24-hour alarm
Hours. Minutes, p l us
month, day, date
Seconds-With calendar
With battery
PM Indicator
#6,3-5005

FM Converte
For Car
Radio
•

By Realistic

Sirniilated
TV reception

Batienes and DC Adapter extra

The 5" (diagonal) screen gives crystalclear black-and-white pictures- indoors
or out. All-electronic tuning Plays on
AC (cord included), self-contained
batteries or 12VDC. #16-100

Tunes VHF/UHF
police. fire, CB, aircraft, weather stations
AM/FM AC/battery
operation #12-766

Adds FM to any AM car radio for twice
the entertainment! Easy plug-in installation
Uses existing antenna #12-1350

f,

AVAILABLE

1E
R9e1.
Each

Bike Radio. Pushbutton
horn, reflector #12-197
Rolls Royce Car Radio.
10" long #12-963
Telephone Radio.
Hidden speaker, tuning
#12-1921

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
rt."
"
11 410401.2
.
0
.
.
0 4PONI"A"I''

Batteries
extra

401

TRC-427
by Realistic

Enjoy TV and AM/FM
Radio— Anywhere!

Chronomatic" -213 by Realistic

Reg. 47.95

g!V!

Mobile CB Now 36°/00ff!

AM/FM LED Clock Radio

IIITH

Built-In Mike
Auto-Level
Auto-Stop

by Radio Shack

Reg.219.95

Save
21%
3788

Batter.,',
e

31-2089/40-1987 42-2974

Reg. Separate Items 579.80

753-9131

95

995

• Two MC-2001 Walnut
Veneer 2-Way Speakers
• LAB-58 Belt-Drive
Changer with Dust Cover
and $19.95-Value
Magnetic Cartridge

IIULS

"Carry-Along" Pocket
-II
Recorder Minisette'
by Realistic

•••••••111111141,41•11.

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
A DIVISION OE TANDY CORPORATION
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HEALTH
Professional help lauded
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
1 was
DEAR DR LAMB
so happy to see your column
on manic depressions 1 was
hospitalized for nine weeks
due to manic depression 1
was very fortunate that my
children realized 1 needed

professional help or I might
have ended my life or had It
ended for me
I was put on lithium and
luckily I didn't have too many
side effects The doctors took
me off lithium eight months

MSU Graduate Students
Helped To Understand
'Math Anxiety' Syndrome

Chti

Count our very
^
WitrIll wishes for a
holiday %villa nit measure, among
your gifts this (liristmas.
Thanks for being Our friend.

Murray Chiropractic Center
903 Stcamote

1539909

To help graduate students at
Murray State University who
work as mathematics
teaching
assistants
understand the "math anxiety" underclassmen
experience, Dr. Joe Baust, an
assistant professor of instruction and learning, tossed
the dice into the circle and
gave clues as to how a
mathematical equation might

HEAVENLY
PEACE TO YOU
AND YOURS
as you
relive
the miracle
of Jesus.

t-Christmas
Qreettfrigs
ilappy holidays
friends, patrons.
Thank you for
kindness shown
to us.

Max E.
Morris

MORRIS REFRIGERATION
506 S. 4th

Calloway County
Sheriff and Staff
Courthouse —753-3151

753-7205

GREETINGS

erald
angels sing
out our thanks and
warm wishes for your
every happiness

May you enjoy every
minute of a
Merry Christmas and
share its good times
with those dear to you
Thanks all.

Fireplace Shop
Pearly & Charlotte McClure
Olympic Plaza

limac
at014
,
_.14Ait
#11:
Cagle
L

Business
Systems

753-4150

115S 4th - 751.1763

be calculated from the
numbers thrown.
Slowly, the
graduate
students began to figure out
the game and call out the correct answers. As they
mastered the game,they were
allowed to sit to one side of the
circle.
Finally, only three graduate
students, looking increasingly
dejected and embarrased, sat
to themselves on one side of
the circle. They had become
very quiet.
Later, those who had failed
to understand the clues were
asked to describe their feelings. "Stupid," and "lousy,"
were the answers. One
graduate student said he "just
wanted to quit."
"Those adjectives are the
description of mathematics
anxiety," said Baust. "That is
how many students in math
. classes really feel." Tracy Harrington, director
of the Murray State Teaching
and Media Resource Center,
said the fear of mathematics
in underclassmen is common
on college campuses.
"There has been a great
deal of research in the area.
We know the problem exists.
And we know to an extent how
to deal with it," said Harrington.
A second workshop for
faculty
members .in
mathematics and related
sciences such as physics and
chemistry may be conducted
in January. Harrington said
the basic goal of the
workshops is to "learn to empathize and help math anxious
students."
Several mathematics myths
must be first dispelled if the
anxiety is to be relieved. Harrington said myths include that
the student must always get
the right answer; that males
are better at mathematics
than females, and that to perform you must be very bright.
"Teachers, according to
research, tend to believe these
myths and reinforce them in
students," he said.
After dispelling the myths,
students must learn to identify
math anxious students and
begin to help them. Harrington said one way is not to
isolate the students making
their problems at math obvious to the other class
members.
Harrington
said
mathematics may be more
frightening to students than
other subjects because it is an
abstraction. "English, of
course can be very frightening. But mathematics is even
less concrete. There is nothing
solid about it and that
frightens people."
The workshop was cosponsored by the campus
Learning Center and Teaching
Media Resource Center.

ago and I have been doing fine
and was released from therapy two months ago. I wish
everyone knew there is such
great help available. When I
was initially in a deep depression the doctors put me on
Elavil and it brought me out
of that
I had, many family problems with an alcoholic husband whom 1 worshipped and
we raised six sons. Much of
the load fell on me and I just
held it all in and took it. When
I got out of the hospital, my
ex-husband wouldn't let me
back in our home I felt like a
dirty dishrag tossed aside
after having been used to the
maximum. So I got busy, went
back to work and got a place
and soon had my two youngest
children back.
As a result of my treatment, as I got better I never
had any more headaches. I
stopped having the arthritis
pains in my back I used to suffer from. I used to have
severe stomach pains when I
was upset and colitis but all
that has disappeared. Even
my fingernails grew longer.
And I sleep soundly with no
dreams. It is a shame so many
people on this earth who could
be helped don't know how they
could be helped.
DEAR READER — Thank
you for sharing your experience with our readers. I'm
sure your letter will give
much encouragement to others who need help. Your letter
makes an important point --professional help can make a
great deal of difference.
Many people do not know
they are having a depression
and if it is something more
than the ordinary mood
swings that all of us have, it is
not something you can correct
yourself. Good friends and
family members may try to
help people with such problems but they cannot expect
to provide the needed help.
Their support is vital but
medication when needed and
professional help is essential.
You make the point that
you might have ended your
life. People must know that
when a person is depressed
that this is a possibility and
should not take the responsibility of caring for such a
person. Rather let such life
and death matters be handled
by people trained to deal with
such problems.
Everyone has mood swings
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From The Staff Of

601 N. 4th

Westview Nursing Home

753-5370
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It's all around
...that worm
Christmas
feeling!
Enjoy its every
moment!

Valal‘

A

t this holiest of all

seasons, let us
rededicate our hea
and spirit toward
"Peace on earth,
good will to all men."

The Rib Shack
901 Coldwater Rd
753-4171
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It's a great feeling
having friends as
wonderful as you!
At Christmas,
and always,you're wished
all the good things you
so richly deserve.

We,

Wet
,

11,

Il e would like to take this time to thank the

•

people and businesses for their support
throughout the year and a special thanks to the
Fruit Cake sale.

Civitan Club

t

'

v."

the holiday

OWL Mang

May the radiance and gift of His
loye. light giow,4
4,-ftw,c1-actinP
peace a
ontentment.
Best wishes for a joyous Christmas,

Now dor -•`•v••

a

season.

„Juudea to

Lassiter Plaster Co.

PEACE on EARTH

,

throughout„

it

Hopidg that the holy
light of Christmas will
brighten-all Qf yi,240 —
days. To our friends,
special thanks.

,

PEACE ,F
.2
:of

D & W_ Auto Supply

EETINri

(47•

— HAPPINESS

T

•
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Wishing you
LOVE

It is sometimes difficult to
draw the line between normal
mood swings and a real
depression. The progression'
from mood swings to depression is discussed in The Health
Letter number 10-10, Depression: The Ups and Downs of
Life, which I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. Understanding mood swings and depression can enable a person to
live a more satisfying life.
he spirit of Christmas is everywhere
Your letter makes another
point. Many illnesses, such as
filling the world with happiness and joy.
headaches, back pains and
We hope your holiday is brimming
digestive disturbances can be
caused by, or made worse by.
with all good things.
mental factors such as
depression. In these instances
correcting the depression is
the right treatment for the
headaches and other prob
107 N 7th
753-4563
lems.

I

101:
‘. •

Doe's Bank of Hazel
Baal,sr.

4•241$6

the
glow of the
holiday spirit
we wish 011e
and all a
happy. hearty
Christmas:

Pat I
trances
Shea

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

7534312
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Hardin County Teaches Television

ELIZA BETIIToW N,
1API - A large room on the
second floor of the Hardin
County School System's central office building doesn't
look much like a claiosroorn. It
housesis-,Llable -television
cameras, bright TV lights,
microphones, long electrical
cords and a TV control booth.
But the room is a training
ground for students enrolled in

TMA

41. •

$••

the Hardin County vocational
education radio-TV classes. It
is the Hardin County schools'
television production studio.
Bob Cowan, one of the
teachers in the radiotelevision program, said Hardin County's program is the
only one Of its type in the state.
Other schools have some
equipment, but no other
system has as complete a pro-

duction studio like Hardin
County.
The school system offers
two radio-TV classes for high
school juniors and seniors. As
part of their classroom work,
students have produced
videotapes for local
businesses, the
state
restaurant association, the
bureau of vocational education and or

14::1

-4Y10
nas is everywhere
h happiness and joy.
Dliday is brimming
good things.

Currently the classes are involved in making videotapes
on the metric system and on
basic skills. These tapes are
a.leeduled to go to the Department of Education in
Washington, D.C. Then thej
will be distributed to school
systems nationwide, according to Belinda Stark, one of
the teachers in the program.
Gail Jackson, one of the project coordinators for the
tapes, is writing the scripts for
the metric tapes. Twyla Hanna, coorinator for the basic
skills tapes, is writing the
basic skills scripts with the
help of Tom Franklin, a
drama teacher at Hardin Central Junior High School.
(The of the metric videotapes
is a conies called "Days of
Our Metric Lives" and
features the ghosts of metric's
past, present and future and a

tsp*-tp.wo:N.,04-4,40.4.,
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year

talc euf ot characters fea tur erl

on ..Saturday Night Live."

In a recent taping session,
Mitchell Ash, Bart Dennison,
O'Brien McKinley and Greg
Thompson served on the
technical crew while Mark
Isham acted out the part of the
Ghost of Metrics Present.

From All Of Us At

Colonial House

To make Isham look like a
ghost, Dennison held a "jell
screen" covered
with
petroleum jelly in front of the
camera lens. That special effect along with special lighting
and camera angle, P.i1V4'
lsham a ghostly app, • •
Dennison said tic do,
know if he wants to make
television his career, but hienjoys the class.
"It's a change from oi
dinary school," he says. II,
said the class is like "a little
Hollywood."

Will Be Closed 24th, and 26th
December 1980 for Christmas vacation.
We Will Reopen Saturday, Dec. 27th,
1980.

Colonial House
Hwy. 641 N

753-2700

i
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ft
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Jto Supply
753-4563

BEGLEY'S

BOYS VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — The boys varsity
cheerleaders for Calloway County
High School are (from left) Debbie Ferguson, Debbie
Stubblefield, Donna Swift, Nina
Harrell, Debbie Farris, Jill Darnell and Lode Hale.

Sale prices good thru Dec. 28titi‘7

In NM

50%

cJincr

o ntentment.
joyous Christmas.

lursing Home
GIRLS VAR..
.517Y CHEERLEADERS — The girls varsity cheerleaders for Calloway
County
High School are (from left, first row) Karen Travis, Rhonda
McCuiston,(second row)
Lisa Cunningham, Christie McCallon and (standing) Alicia
Adkisson.

Christmas Wraps,
Ornaments

LS
PRAY

this holiest of all

iedicate our hea s

d spirit toward

'eace on earth,

. that you will share th'e delights
• of it's quiet wonder and everlasting
• beauty. For the kindness you've •.

HolidayPictures For
lasting memories
Polaroid
Kodak
SX-70
Instant Color
Film
10„nts Film
666

•
Pus,„ma
Flipflash II

Kodacolor

Flashbar II
10 guaranteed flash,"-

Brass Et
Marble
Table

perfect for

3.

Poinsettia
44049

7534312

AI/All

&RI F

713 S. 4th

6 in. pot

3-6 blooms

753-6800

50
off

use as a

, R88

r

ic

I93

planter

kto„,
6'
4St

red, pink, or white

Timex
Watches

Christmas Lights, Trees,
Hang Up
Wreaths,
Hamper
Gft Wrap any package

299
Early Christmas Close-Out
goes anywhere
fits anywhere

66

or roll over 2.00

'UP

• "'.74%.*4 „

in(
s)c
tailk
c°10+ torn

Brass Spittoon

18 in. high
15 in. circular top,
brass filigree

1688

4

Film

Kodak film
110-24 126-20

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
FUNERAL HOME

afaJ' maw

44°

More uniform light for better pictures

James M. Coleman, Betty D. Coleman,
Jerry L. Lassiter, Glen Wasson
Brandon, Gilbert M. Davis II

4eitift
sac

644

8 guaranteed flashes

Ri will to all men."

2ISMOIES

2 pack
C or D size

At this worshipful season we pray

mons,let us

1=Za

Eveready
Batteries

off

204

••A

Don'tforget the batteries!
Eveready batteries with power to spare

ce and gift of His

75

While quantities last

Central
Center
753-4025
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Von Trapp Lodge Burns Down
subzero (elope! atui esA,
smoke clogged the hallway s.
many people leaped from win:
do w s into snowbanks.
Another 55 guests at a motel
annex across the street were
evacuated as a precaution
We were lucky there was 1111
wind," said von Trapp
"Otherwise we would have
lost all."
His mother, Baroness Maria
Augusta von Trapp, 75, the
heroine of -The Sound of
Music,- fled the lodge in her
nightgown. She watched as the

My LAURA KING
‘41sseiated Press Writer
sToWE, Vt. Al'' Johannes von Trapp surveyed the
smoking rubble of what had
been home for 40 years to the
family that inspired ''The
Sound of Music.
"It's a mess,- he said, his
face haggard. But we will

P-

Fire sparked by a faulty oil
swept through the
ram Fanuly lodge early
Sunday , killing an Illinois man
Ind toreing 46 guests out into

!turner

fla ifivN Lan lied Mt OM to the
ground. consuming all the
mementos of her family's life
iii America. Among them
%ere a portrait of her late husband, Baron George VOEI
Trapp, a collection of candles,
honoraria, awards and keys to

Six people were injured,
some in leaps from windows,
others from frostbite. Two
people remained hospitalized,
including the wife of the man
ho died
The body of Ron Becker, of

Second Opinion Ups Surgery
Cross's survey found, second
opinions made patients more
rather than less likely to have
surgery, because the first
physician's opinion was reinforced by the second.
The survey covered the first
1,500 patients to receive second opinions in the four-yearold program, and showed 70
percent of second opinions
urged patients to go ahead
°with surgery recommended
by the first surgeon. Of the remaining 30 percent, more than
half urged patients to have
their surgery after undergoing

NEW YORK ( API — A Blue
Cross and Blue Shield protrain that 'encourages patients to seek a second docisr's opinion on elective
surgery has increased both
the number of operations and
hospital costs, according to
the health insurance company.
The program — the largest
in the nation — had been
designed to reduce surgery
and costs by- Blue Cross of
rea ter New York.
But in many cases, Blue

peil/L1

_3y Abigail Van Buren

Waiters' Recompense
Rarely Dollars, Mostly Cents
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for telling NEliDS TIPS ON
TIPPING that waitresses need tips to surn-ve. But let tne
give you a little tip, Abby. Waitresses and waiters are not
paid the minimum wage of $3.10. I've been a waiter in
Louisiana for 21 years, and most of those years I earned 36
cents an hour — now it's 85 cents an hour — so if it weren't
for my Lips., I'd be in the poorhouse. Also, if a dish is broken
or a customer walks out without paying. it comes out of my

more medical procedures,
such as diagnostic tests.
Blue Cross's report, released last month at an unpublicized medical conference in
Manhattan, contradicts the
assumption on which the company was operating when it
decided to encourage
subscribers to get second opinions before undergoing
surgery.
"The findings of the Blue
Cross program are, of course,
a surprise to us," William
Toby, regional administrator
of the Federal Health Care
Financial Administration,
said Sunday. "Obviously they
will cause us to re-examine
our second-opinion programs."
But a Blue Cross vice president said the company was not
"distressed" by the findings,
"even though they came as
something of a surprise."
"If our second surgical opinion program has the consequeneeof encouraging seine
hesitant patients to get care
which is right for them, we are
pleased — just as we are
pleased when it has the consequence of deterring care
which would have been inappropriate or unnecessary,"
said Steven Sieverts on Sunday.

Elkton Woman Called Survivor

Salem, Ill., was discovered in
the rubble. His wife, Judy,suffered a fractured spine when
she jumped from their third.
floor windoir Both she and
Gino Fanicella, 39, of Salem,
were listed in good condition.
A faulty oil burner was being blamed for the fire, which
broke out shortly before 1 a.m.
A night watclunan alerted
many of the guests and helped
them escape. "If it weren't for
the night watchman, I don't
know what would have happened," said Sally von Trapp,
wife of one of Mrs. von
Trapp's grandsons.
"There was no way we could
get near our door," said Tim
Ramsey, who jumped out of a
second-floor window with his
wife, Robyn.
Firefighting was hampered
by the cold — the temperature
hovered at 20 below — and
lack of water at the remote
mountain lodge. At dawn,only
four chimneys were left standing.
The building was valued at
$600,000. But von Trapp said
much of what was lost was "irreplacable."
The von Trapps settled in
the lodge, originally a farmhouse, several years after
their flight from Nazioccupied Austria in 1938. The
location
mountainside
reminded them of the
Austrian Tyrol.
The couple and their 10
children first made their living by giving concerts
throughout the United States.
Later, the farmhouse, called
"Cor Unum," meaning "one
heart," served as a music
camp that attracted hundreds
of efuldren each year:
The Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "The Sound
of Music," which romanticized the von Trapps' flight from
Austria, was first staged on
Broadway in 1959, starring
Mary Martin as Maria. Julie
Andrews starred in the movie
version.

ELKTON,

year-old husband, Clark.
Since they married in
August 1979, the Reeds have
had "an awful lot of bad luck."
"I've even thought that
maybe God was trying to tell
us that me and Clark aren't
right for each other," she said.
"But when you've been
through as much together as
we have, you've got to figure
you ought to stay together."
The Hp, who wanted a
family an enough money to
make en • meet," last year
hired on to strip tobacco for
area farmers.
In December, they were
walking home after work

tAEI

K).

Sheena Reed was badly injured when a car ran her off
the road. Eight months later,
she was impaled on a plank
that destroyed a lung. And
after her baby died of
pneumonia, she felt
"destroyed ... that God had
tried every way he could to get
me."
But at 18 she's a survivor.
Ha' friends call her the
"toughest girl in Logan Coutk
ty." And she says,"When you
find somebody who takes care
of you and loves you, you hold
on."
That somebody is her 18-

Jeep Corp. Says CJ-5
Is Safe Vehicle When
'Driven Intelligently'
maneuver" such as a sudden'
turn to avoid an object in its,
path, the report said.
According to "60 Minutes,"
the company said it performed the same tests and the Jeep
did not roll. Correspondent
Morley Safer . said Jeep
representatives declined to be
interviewed.
Al Goldberg, a spokesman
for the Toledo-based corporation, said Jeep's parent company, American Motors Corp.,
was reviewing the program.
The' C.J5, which carries a
basic list price of about 65,500,
has been produced since 1954,
Goldberg said. There are
600,000'C:1 Veil-Cies 611 the road
today in the United States, he
said, although some are the
larger CJ6 and CJ7 models.

TOLEDO,Ohio (API — The
Jeep Corp. says its Jeep CJ5
has characteristics different
from some vehicles, but that it
is a safe vehicle "when driven
intelligently."
The company said Sunday it
was reviewing a "60 Minutes"
program which reported that
tests by the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety
found the Jeep subject to rollovers in certain turning
maneuvers.
The four wheel-drive CJ5 is
the civilian offspring of the
military general-purpose
vehicle first used during
World War II and nicknamed
"jeep" by GIs.
The CBS-TV broadcast said
tests showed the vehicle would
roll over during a maneuver
described as a "J" turn, a
sweeping turn following a
straight-on path.

Mien a Irieffti drove toward
them,intending to make them
dive off the road. Reed made
it. His pregnant wife didn't.
Her left leg was shattered,
her hip was broken, three
vertebrae in her Spine were
damaged and she had a deep
gash in her forehead. Doctors
feared she might never walk
again and worried that her unborn child might be seriously.
hurt.
She was hospitalized for 2'
months and decided "to take
the chance" and carry her
baby to term. The child, Clark
Vinson Reed II but nicknamed
C.J., was born in April with a
cyst on the brain, a "lazy eye"
and a droopy eyelid.
"He was just a little bitty
(hung, a wonderful baby, so
sweet, and pretty, too," Mrs.
Reed said. "We kept-on wanting to believe nothing was
wrong with him."
When the baby was 4-months
old, the Reeds went over to
Clarksville, Tenn., to
celebrate their first wedding
anniversary with a pizza, a
few games of Space Invaders
and a few beers.
On the way home, their car
careened into a concrete
culvert, flipped twice and
plowed through a plank fence.
Reed was thrown clear and
escaped with only bruises.
But a 1-by-6-inch plank
plunged like a spear through
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DEAR ABBY: Why should waitresses have to depend on
the generosity of those they serve to make a living wage?
Their employers should pay them — not the public. Does a
waitress tip the retail salesperson who helps her try on a
dozen dresses or 20 or 30 pair of shoes?
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DEAR WONDERING: Admittedly, the tipping
system is unfair, degrading and demeaning, hut if ii
restaurateur were to eliminate tipping and pay the
waiters and waitresses a living wage, he would have
to charge roughly twice what he now charges. And
that's too rough for most people.
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DEAR ABBY:In Memphis,if we get a 10 percent tip we're
lucky. And while we're on the subject, let a waiter tell you
about tippers. Teen-agers are the work tippers and leave the
biggest mess. Church groups rarely tip at all. Women as a
rule tip .better than men. Most blacks are good tippers and
extremely easy to please. Most doctors are cheapskates,and
teachers and nurses don't know what a tip is. Most senior
citizens are close with a buck and are apt to leave a bunch of
pennies. Policemen tip well, and so do other waitresses
because they know how hard we work. But the biggest
tippers are show people!
TUCKERED OUT IN TENNEbSEE

Inge King 492-8348
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DEAR ABBY: Please let the public know the truth about
how much most restaurants pay their help. Where I work,
the tops is $1.86 an hour. There is no sick pay, no benefits,
no health plan and no retirement. We buy our own uniforms,
tip the bartenders and busboys out of our pockets, and we're
charged for our own meals whether we eat here or not. Add
to that the cost of buying foot-soak, corn plasters and
comfortable shoes,and you'll realize how important tips are.
FOOTSORE IN BALTIMORE
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DEAR ABBY. No complaints from California. I've got a
couple of college degrees but they don't pay the rent. I dig
being a waiter. I like the work,I enjoy the people I meet,and
the hours suit me. A first-class waiter can make a good
living anywhere in the world.
VINNIE IN LA.
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Murray Ky.

6 BIG DIAMOND CENTERS
ONE NEAR YOU...

DEAR ABBY: I'm 53, have been a waitress for 35 years,
and I love my work. In Brunswick, Ga., the tops is $1.90 an
hour. and tips make up the rest. How would you like to serve
four adults and five children a full-course dinner for a $1
tip'.' I.t happens.
BLONDY
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Call 436-2372

.1l~!
NOBODY C' •
IN PRICE...IN QUALITY,.,IN VALUE
...WE'RE THE BIGGFT...DECAUSE
WE'RE THE DEST!

I tniki i.LUSTERS

DEAR ABBY: Correction, please. Here's one waitress
whose hourly pay has varied from 50 cents an hour to $1.50
depending on where I've worked. Our employersNessume
that we will make $3.10 with our tips. Sometimes we do and
sometimes we don't. Very few people realize this. Pass the
word.
HELEN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
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New-fewn dilemmas fade
after. WELCOME WAII011 call.
As your Nesfess, it's my jeb to help ye. make the
most of year new neighborhood. Our 'bopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special 'Macho's. Lets
of facts to save you time and money.
Pies a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll lie Wooing for year call.
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Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

PICKLE BRINE
Leftover pickle brine makes
a good extender for salad
dressings or mayonnaise.

The Jeep also rolled when
making a quick "evasive

Mrs. Reed, shattering tier ribcage and destroying a lung.
A doctor called to the scene
fainted, and as Mrs. Reed lay
conscious, rescue workers used a chain saw to remove the
plank.
Besides severe chest injuries, her right arm and leg
were badly cut and her lower
lip was severed. She needed
more than 700 stitches and
spent three weeks in a hospital
intensive care unit.
Then last month, after their
lives had returned to normal,
Reed awakened . one morning
to silence, not the baby's usual
crying.
"I heard Clark shout, 'Oh,
my God, please no!' and I asked what was the matter," Mrs.
Reed said, "and he just said,
'He's dead, baby.—
The infant died of "walking
pneumonia" according to the
coroner.
"And now there's an emptiness," Mrs. Reed said. "We
don't have all the money in the •
world, but we gave him all the
love anybody could.
"People keep telling me he's
in a better place now. But here
where we are, it just gets
worse, and emptier, and I get .
more terrified."
She and her husband want to
move away and make a new
start in a new town, where she
hopes to live up to her reputation as a survivor.

V

GEORGE IN NEW tit-UT:ANS

DEAR ABBY: I am a retired minister, and nowhere does
the Bible say that anyone is exempt from tithing, which
means giving 10 percent of your income to the church. So
since I give God 10 percent, no way will I put the waitress
who dehvers the best-caliber service on the same level with
God Therefore. I tip waitresses between 7 and 8 percent,
and I am not ashamed of it.
FROM IOWA
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18-Year-Old Injured, Loses Baby
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'Campus Lights' Fans Should Be Surprised In 1981 Play
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Loyal fans of the long- have jobs and find clever ways
running "Campus Lights" stu- to relieve the monotony. A
dent musical comedy produce rundown of the characters
tion at Murray State Universi- finds they are as diverse and
ty should be favorably surpris- comical as life itself:
ed when the curtain opens on
- Gilbert, played
by
the 1981 show scheduled Feb. Gregory Aplin of Marshall
12-15.
County, is the classic Charlie
The important traditions, Brown eternal loser. Although
fine music, lively dialogue and he considers himself capable
polished performances, have and keeps trying, poor Gilbert
been kept. But the boy-meets- is a dummy.
girl plot, which may have
- Frank, played by James
become a little stale, has been Lloyd Fern, Jr., of Calvert Cishelved for the 44th produc- ty, is an aspiring musician. A
tion.
relationship between Frank
Romantic. interludes have and his faithful Sally is about
not been completely written as close to romance as the plot
out, said assistant director gets.
Kevin Jenkins, a senior music
- Sally, played by Terrie L.
major from Benton. But much I.iles of Russellville Route 3, is
more than boy-girl romvce a singer in Frank's band. She
will be presented on stage in has one thing on her mind
Lovett Auditorium.
besides Frank - the marriage
The plot centers on a jean altar.
factory where college students
Ms. Allen, played by

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Jump
4 Scold
9 Beverage
12 Mouths
13 Plague
14 Night bird
15 Fright
I7 Group of sayen
19 Harness part
21 Greek letter
22 Singing voice
25 Possessive
pronoun
27 Run easily
31 Low
32 Posted
34 Cooled lava
35 Chinese
pagoda
36 Decay
37 Scale note
38 Conflicts
41 Dine
42 Close
43 Ogle
44 House additions
45 Coninu,r/ion

49 Enthusiasm
53 Embrace
57 Goddess of
healing
58 Title of
respect
60 Suit
61 Simian
62 Steeple
63 Attempt

DOWN
1 Torrid
2 Native metal
3 Equality

4 Portico
5 Secluded
Answer to Saturday', Puzzle
residence
A P
LIE
PAC
$ TEP
6 Sun god
C.
C
7 Worm
N
R
8 Sob
A
9 Small child
A
10 Female
MM
0
A
sheep
A
A
F•1
11 High - Mus
A
A
16 Greek lett 3r
• TLCCCI
18 Helmsman
20 Greek letter
EAR
A
80T
22 Collect
N
0
E
T
ED
23 Reluctant
D
W
T
0
A
24 Preposition
-ELKS
SEA
PI •
26 Tram
28 Preposition
29 Flower part
40 Caustic sub- 50 Fruit seed
30 Redacts
stance
51 Anger
32 Droop
41 - Paso
52 Spigot
33 Greek Island 44 Jug handle
54 Newt
35 Instructor
46 Edges
55 Knight
39 Ruthenium
48 Domesticate 56 Pigpen
s mbol
49 Ocean
59 Roman gods

Phyllis Ann Love of Brandenburg, is best described as Ms.
designer jeans. She is a young
socialite arid is very, very
rich.
- Miss Harris, played by
Julia Ann Noffsinger of Greenville, is reminiscent of the
Beverly Hillbilly's Jane
Hathaway.She is the extremely intelligent, domineering
secretary who basically runs
the jean factory while her boss
takes all the credit.
- Chuck, played by John
Eric Doerge of Harrisburg,
III., is the student leader. He is
disgustingly clean cut; the
type of student who sits at the
front of the class and becomes
depressed at the prospect of a
B grade.
- Hal Blazer, played by
Jay Hunter Overton of Danville, Ill. Blazer is a caricature
of the egotistical, deep-voiced
television reporter. To the
chargrin of anyone he meets,
Blazer turns conversations into on-camera interviews.
- Jane, played by Melissa
Susan Sanderfer of Park
Forest, Ill., is the plot's plain
Jane. But everybody likes her.
- Eddie, played by Philip
Andrew Bowermaster of
Mayfield, is the least intelligent character. His
friends consider him a dope.
In the jean factory, Eddie has
a tough job in quality control he makes sure each pair of
Jeans has two legs.
- Lee Ann, played by
Stephanie
Benjamin
of
.Evansvilles_Ind..,if not assigned to the jean factory would
have been a perfect
cheerleader. She is an overenthusiastic worker, a bubbly,
bouncy type of girl.
- Mr. Wallace, played by
Ronald Dale. Oliver, Jr., of
Philpot, is the president of the
jean factory. He has little idea
of what is going on inside the
factory because it is difficult
to run a business frozu..a.,gulf
course.
- Pierre, played by Randall Johnson of Owensboro, is
a classic salesman in a jeans
boutique. While trying to impress customers with his line
of designer jeans, he try•s very
hard to have a French accent.
- Mr. Mason, played by
Stuart Bivin of Utica, is best
described as
Archie
Bunkerish. He owns a club
where Frank and Sally per-
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form. He is easily perturbed
and loudly expresses his
endless opinions.
--- Kay, played by Tracie
Joanne Steele of Madisonville.
Kay is a student worker who is
never at a loss for an insult or
tacky remark.
- Mary, played by Kathryn
L. Lefebvre of Cleveland.
Ohio, is a student worker who
is somewhat of a know-it-all.

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP)
Part of the job of an inspector
from the state fire marshal's
office is being a pessimist,
especially when he is checking
a school.
Fire inspectors are battling
Murphy's Law: what can
every possibly go wrong, will.
The fire inspector sees a
broken exit door as a trap, a
supply closet as a breeding
ground for fire and a
chemistry lab as a torch
waiting to ignite.
Deputy
Fire
Marshal
Richard Carlson talked about
how a school inspection is C011ducted during a recent inspection of a Louisville area
school.
Following the common
Practice', Carlson took along a
local fire official. Together
they went first to the school
principal's office where a
maintenance worker was
assigned to-go along and open
doors and act as a guide.
Carlson said schools should
have at least eight fire drills a
year, including one or two
supervised and timed by the
local fire department. It
should take two or three
minutes to clear a multi-floor
building and a minute to clear
a one-floor school.
Carlson took a leisurely, but
111111111:
.schoot.-•
Oceasionally he'd stop to
reach up and trip an emergency light all were working at
this school ) or ask the janitor
to open a locked supply room.
Some of the points Carlson
looked for were:
• Stairwell doors with a
latch so the door could be shut
firmly against expanding gas
during a fire. All stairwell
doors should remain closed
and never be propped open
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l'he production will begin at
8.15 p.m. the everiing-S of Feb.
12. 13 arid 14 arid a imam,
will begin at 2 p.m. on Sunday
Feb 15. Tickets are $4 lor
Ault,. $2 50 for si 111.11

citizens, and $3 for students.
Tickets are scheduled to go
on sale early in January They
may be ordered by mailing a
stamped,
self-addressed
envelope with a check for the
proper amount made out to
Campus Lights ;Ind sent to
Sigma Alpha
can.. ol
Katli ',dein.re. 1;in versity
Station. P. 0. Box 2336, Mumrat. K Y., 42071.

with a trash can or door stop.
• Large signs with simple
Fire and smoke travel up a
directions to the nearest exits.
stairwell like a flue.
•"Panic bars" on exit doors
• Emergency lighting in
rather than door knobs. Panic
dark windowless stairwells
bars are required on exit
and halls.
doors and doors to rooms used
• Separation of classrooms
by more than 100 people.
and halls by one-hour fire
• Classroom doors which
resistant walls and reinforced
can be opened from the inside
wire glass windows.
even if locked.
• Proper maintenanace of
• Sprinkler systems in
fire extinguishers.
•Heat detectors in high-risk classrooms without windows
areas such as storage areas, to the outside.
• Subdivision of long corunoccupied rooms, art rooms,
chemistry labs, kitchens.and ridors by smoke barrier walls.
The final phase of the inshop classes.

spection was a conference
With the principal. Carlson
talked with hini about violations which had been found.
In this case, corrections
could easily be made. A
broken door would be repaired
when a part arrived, teachers
would be instructed not to test
students in the hallways, gym
equipment would be moved
from in front of fire extinguishers and chemicals in a
storage room would be
separated and placed in
special flammable liquid
cabinets.

Caller Warns About Jetliner

By TOM WELLS
Riohacha is a rough-andAssociated Press Writer
tumble town widely known as
BOGOTA,Colombia r AP)- a center for smuggling drugs
Hours before a Colombian into the United States. Pilots
jetliner took off, an
anonymous caller warned it
would not "arrive at its
destination." It didn't. The jet
crashed in a northern Colombian desert, killing all 68
EDITOR'S NOTE: For the
passengers and crew
25th year, AP Special Cormoments after its pilot
respondent Hugh Mulligan
reported an explosion aboard,
writes his Christmas column.
airline officials said.
Investigators headed for the
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
crash site today in the remote
AP Special Correspondent
Duajira Deseit, about 500
NEW YORK ( API - Desk
miles.nuiln*MINotos-in an efsergeant
Martin peered
fort to determine the-cause of
over the green lamps of
Sunday's crash.
jitstice in the 18th Precinct,
Some officials of the
and what to his crime-bleary
don.estic airline are blaming
eyes should appear but Santa
it on sabotage, citing the
Claus trudging in to report a
anonymous threat and the
stolen chimney.
pilot's report of an explosion.
"Let me get this straight,
One airline official, who
Santa," the sergeant sighed.
declined to be identified, said
"Some meany made a heist of
it was believed a bomb explodyour chimney."
ed aboard the twin-engine.
"You got it. And not a copFrenchbuilt Caravelle jet.
per in sight when you need
"It
was
apparent
one."
sabotage," said
Alicia
"Cool it, Santa," Martin
Fonseca, a spokeswoman for
cautioned, relieved to note
the airline, Aerovias del
that the press was still ocCesar.
cupied at a savings bank
She said the company's offreeload up the street. "Let's
fice in Valledupar received a
just have the details."
telephone warning Sunday
The sergeant's ulcer throbbmorning from a caller who
ed like a Salvation Army tamsaid: "It would be better to debourine. The seasons to be joltain the plane because it will
ly always deposits a grab bag
not arrive at its destination."
of human folly on the steps of
-She gave no indication of a- the 18th,
known as Midtown
motive for the threat.
North, Manhattan's busiest.
The plane took off from
"Where was this chimney
Valledupar and flew without
and how come it's missing?"
incident to the Caribbean port
-Stolen," the florid-faced elf
city of Riohacha.
corrected the sergeant. "My
At 2:45 p.m. EST, just 10
post is outside Cartier's, the
minutes after it left Riohacha
jewelers, on Fifth Avenue.
for the northwest Colombian
That wind today would shave
city of Medellin, the pilot
you, so I went for a cup of cofradioed there had been an exfee at the Brew & Burger.
plosion aboard, said an airline
When I got back 10 minutes
spokesman, who asked not to
later, maybe a little longer,
be named because he said he
my chimney was gone. Filchfeared company reprisals.
ed. In broad daylight, on a
The pilot radioed the
crowded street.•'
Riohacha airport control
Martin signaled the precinct
tower that he would try to
clerk to take down the the
make an emergency landing
in the desert, the spokesman
said. It was his last message,
the official added.
The plane had been checked
thoroughly by mechanics only
four days earlier and was
By DENISE BRAZIEL
found to be in perfect condiAssociated Press Writer
tion, the spokesman said.
MIAMI ( AP)- The bodies
Airline officials declined to
say whether it was searched of two Catholic missionaries,
for a bomb after the threat among four shot to death in El
Salvador recently, will be exwas received.
A private pilot who flew humed to determine the origin
over the crash site said of the bullets that killed them,
wreckage from the jetliner their relatives and associates
was scattered over a wide say.
Patricia Donovan said she
patch of desert. In an interview broadcast by a Bogota gave the State Department
radio station Sunday night, the permission to do an autopsy on
pilot said he flew low over the her daughter, Jean, a lay misarea and saw bodies "that ap- sionary. The Sarasota, Fla.,
pear to be torn all apart" woman hopes the make of the
spread throughout the burned bullet will shed light on who
was responsible for the deaths
remains of the jet.
An Indian living in the of her 27-year-old daughter
remote area told rescuers he and three Roman Catholic
saw the plane explode in the nuns.
The Ursuline Order also has
air, the airline spokesman
authorized an autopsy on slain
said.
There were no foreigners Sister Dorothy Kazel, 41, who
aboard the plane, which car- is buried in Cleveland.
The two missionaries, along
ried 62 passengers and six
crew members, said the with sisters Ita Ford and
airline's manager, Alfonso Maura Clarke of the New
Sanchez, in a statement that Yorkbased Maryknoll Order,
made no mention of an explo- had been absent from their
mission in La Libertad, El
sion.
Sanchez said one of the vic- Salvador, for two days when
tims was his 17-year-old their bodies were discovered
earlier this month.
daughter, Maria del Pilar SanA naity officer at the State
chez.

are said to ferry loads of marijuana almost nightly to the
United States from the desert
airstrips around Riohacha.

Mulligan Weaves 1980
Fantasy About Santa
complaint. Santa's outraged
citizen stance spelled trouble.
"Brew & Burger?" he said.
"I didn't know they was big on
coffee. What's the value of the
chimney and how much was in
it?"
"What do I know from
chimneys," Santa shrugged.
Martin figured loss at $30 at
most. Petty larceny, a misdemeanor. The precinct had
more important cases on the
blotter, but he bucked it up to
the squad detective unit in
case the press got onto it.
The first break in the case
from a Radio City Music Hall
Rockette. On her way to the
stage door, she saw a tall man
in a tuxedo and trench coat
hurrying down 52xid Street
with a chimney in his arms.
The man, a waiter at 21, had
spotted
the
unattended
chimney and took it to the
cloak room for safekeeping. A
Wall Street brokerage house
was having its holiday bash in
a private room upstairs about
the time the waiter put the
chimney by the cigar counter.
Leaving the premises full of
the Christmas spirit, the tycoons divested themselves of
surplus cash and checks as
soon as they saw the homeless
chimney.
"Santa," the sergeant said,
while returning the chimney
in a glitter of flashbulbs and
television lights, "makes out
like a bandit on Christmas
Eve." The take came to $678.
Santa won the Bible for having the most chockful
Christmas chimney .
You won't find any of this on
the police blotter. But it might
have happened.

Missionaries Are Among
Those Shot In El Salvador
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women's music fraternity.
Script writers are Laurie
Small of Harrisburg, Greg
Duncan of Poplar Bluff and
Cynthia Turribow of Murray

Inspector's Job Is For Pessimist

I THREW A CHRISTMAS
STOCKIN6 UP tO YOU...
DID YOU GET IT ?

12

While some people drop
names, Mary drops statistics.
Sam, played by Randolph Alan Root of New Richround,Ohio, is another student
worker. He is over-dramatic
in his ways arid riwlodrainatic
in his problems.
"Campu.s Lights" this year
is co-sponsored by Phi Mu
Alpha men's music fraternity
and Sigma Alpha Iota
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Department said Sunday said
she was not aware of any
plans to exhume the bodies.
And
a
Maryknoll
spokeswoman said the order
had not been asked by the
State Department to allow an
exhumation of the nuns'
bodies, which were buried in
El Salvador.
Sister Mary John of the Ursuline Order in Cleveland
said, "The mother superior
along with the family has
agreed" to the exhumation
and autopsy. "We understood
the request by the State
Department) was made for
identification."
Mrs. Donovan said Sunday
she agreed to the exhumation
because she doesn't want
"this to die out. I don't want
my daughter to die in vain."
If the autopsy reveals a
U.S.made bullet, Mrs.
Donovan said it would incriminate the Salvadoran
military' in the deaths because
"any military supplies from
the United States are grabbed
there by the military.
• There is no doubt in my
mind that the military killed
her," she said.

CLASSIFIEDS
1. Legal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Ethelene
Ahart Administratrix. of the
estate of Albert Mart, deceas
ed Exceptions to this settle
ment must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on Of
before December 31. 1980 the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Lynn Warner,
Administrator. of the estate of
Mitzi Lee Warner. deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
December 31. 1980. the date
of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Max W
Parker. Administrator, of the
Osbron.
estate of Howard
deceased Exceptions to this
,ettlement must be filed in the
:alloway District Court on or
lefore December 31, 1980. the
late of hearing.
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Euple Owen
Colson Executrix. of the estate
of Marvin Colson, deceased Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before__
Tetehiber 3T.-1980, the date
'if hearing.
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Hoyt like. Executor. of the estate of Arthur
Like, deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court
on or before December 31.
1990. the date of hearing.
Frances W Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Marquitta Kay
Clifford Howe. Executor, of the
estate of Lowell Edmond Clifford. deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District Court
on or before December 31.
1980. the date of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court.
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Marquitta Kay
Clifford Howe. Executor. of the
estate of Margaret L Clifford.
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before December. 31, 1980, the
date of hearing.
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
I. Leonard Dunnaway. as of
December 20. 1980 with no
longer be responsible for any
debts other than Marie or
Leonard Dunnaway.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court.
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.
Luther May.'2217 Gatesboro
Circle. Murray. KY. Trustee for
Cyrene Wms. Hall. 2217
Gatesboro Circle, Murray. KY
Trust. Robert 0. Miller, Courthouse. Murray. KY Attorney.
Lela .lo Littleton, 1113 Circarama Drive Murray. KY
Deceased. Aggie Lee Paschall,
1113 Cocaram Drive Murray.
KY Executrix. Robert 0 Miller.
Courthouse. Murray KY Attorney
Thadious Delaney. Rt.4. Box
113. Murray. KY Deceased.
Estelle Delaney Rt 4. Box 113.
Murray KY Executrix. George
Ed Overbey. 291 Main St . Murray. KY Attorney
Mary Lucille Doran 1708 Main
St Murray KY Deceased. T C •
Doran. 1708 Main St Murray
KY Executor Nat Ryan Hughes.
204'S Sixth St Murray KY At.
Burnice Morris 1605'7 Olive
Murray, KY Deceased Stephen
C Sanders Main at 7th. Mur
ray KY Administrator Stephen
C Sanders. Main at 7th. Mur•
ray. KY Attorney
Legal Jackson Box II Dexter
KY 42036 Deceased Jessie
Jackson Box 11 Dexter KY
42036 Executrix I Ronal
Jackson PD
Box 1 537
Paducah KY 42001 Attorney
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
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16. Home Furnishings

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

Antique day bed. Best offer
Call 753-6232.

house with
irport and garden, 4 miles
uut for couple or with one
child. Refrigerator and stove
furnished. $145 per month
Call 489-2595.

Mr. Executive...If you were ever
to believe an advertisement,
believe this one! This handsome tri-level is brick and wood
with wrought iron fenced court
yard Now picture this home
setting amongst dozens of tall
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
lawn underneath This spacious
home has everything game
room with free standing
fireplace, family room with
cedar paneling, brick fireplace.
built in bookcases (very warm
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen
has quality cabinets and loads
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms. 3 full
baths. Call 753-1492. We can't
begin to tell it all! Oh yes.
owner will consider partial
financing and owner wants offer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

Two bedruulit small

25 Cubic foot side by side
refrigerator. $1400 new Ice
maker, automatic defrost, i
water in door. $500 Call 7539240.

Brief Cases
Also Many Other Gift Items

1T:Vieuum-C1áiners

fffffffIt

Electrolux Sales and Service.
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760.

,
'

2. Notice

2. Notice
,

s A ready reference
1,10 help you locate
uoto you are 100Ydny;

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

The Pistol People' Invest in a
feeling of security, largest

314 Main Street
Murray. Kentucky 12071
753 0123

'registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5.(502) 885-5914.

C-4612
414ieecretnr•-•-•-,svstiatnto raor WO

with

IMI/T

Tropical Fish Hut,
open 7 days - Sunday's 1 p.m. to 6
p.m.- Tropical fish,
birds, and pets.
Mollies,
Black
$1.59;
regular
special 89'. Gift
certificates, layaways. 327 Eastwood,
Paris. 642-4772.

21" MontOOFIIO,

Daily ride for lob needed to
Mayfield and return to Murray.
beginning January 5th Hours 8
to 3-30.Will share expenses
753-9458

#t ft

You will like our large selection of quality frames.

304 Main
1

11111111

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
children. A limited number of
openings are also available for
3-5 year old children
Transportation provided to and
from . public
school
kindergarten ,programs. Eor in- formatlon, about qualrtychild
care. phone 753-9356 days.
753-1566 nights. or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium View
Drive

TEACHER OF PHYSICAVDEVELOPMENTALLY
DISABLED ADULTS - Full Time - 12 month
position available as of Jan. 19, 1981.
Associate Degree in Occupational Therapy or
similiar area required, prefer Bachelors
Degree in Special Education. Details and applications available at Murray Mental Health
Center, 702 Main, Murray, phone 7536622. Application deadline Dec. 31, 1980.

NOTICE FOR INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, for use of the Murray Water
System hereby requests lump-sum price bids to construct a metal building on Andrus Drive in Murray.
Kentucky.
Specifications, plans and contract documents may
be picked up at the City Clerk's office, 5th and
Poplar Streets, Murray,Kentucky.
Documents may be obtained from City Clerk's office upon deposit of fifty dollars ($501 per set,
twenty-five dollars ($25) of which shall be refundable upon return of such plans in good condition
within fourteen (14)days after the bid opening date.
Bids must be accompanied with a certified check or
bid bond for ten percent (10%) of the bid amount
made payable tothe City of Murray, to insure the
execution of the contract for which bid is submitted.
If the bid is not accepted, the check or bond will be
returned. If the apparent low bidder fails to enter into a contract with the owner of the proposed project
within fifteen (15) days from the time he is notified
of the acceptance of his bid, the bid bond or certified
check will be forfeited as liquidated damages to the
City of Murray. Bidders may not withdraw their bid
for sixty (60) days after the bid opening date. The
successful bidder will be required to furnish an acceptable performance bond equal to one hundred
percent(100%)of the contract amount.
Liquidated damages of one hundred twenty-five
dollars ($125) per day will be assessed for the contractor failing to complete the work in the period if
time indicated on his bid.
Both Federal and State wage rates will be applicable on this project.
The owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids for any reason and negotiate as may be
necessary with the apparent successful bidder.
Bids will be received at the City Clerk's office in the
City Hall, 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky. until 5:00 p.m., (ST, January 7, 1981, at
which times!! bids will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
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indicators Cr02 capability, One touch recoreVit C
43/4"two-way speakers and 3-way powei capab.:ty. IT

Records-Tapes-Stereos

What we do best is care
Needline„153-6333,

5:Cost and Found
Lost on 280 East. Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
Or found call 753-0736

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano
Spruce sound board, excellent
condition $1100 Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers
$500 Call 753-089

Economical clean 2 bedroom
mobile home, small quiet
court, single or double, $85.
Call 753-8216.
For rent:. 12)(65'._. Trailer, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, ac. washer
dryer. Mobile Home Village.
$140 per month. Deposit required. Phone 753-3895 after
5 pm.'
-Furnished 12x65, 2 full baths,
washer and dryer. $150. 7591987. .
Two bedroom trailer, $60 per
month. Also 3 bedroom. 2 bath
trailer for $125 per month.
Ledbetter Church Road. 3546144.
•

24. Miscellaneous

Sunset Boulevard Music

1

22. Musical

28TMOb. Home Rents

Phone 753-3914

University Day Care and
Kindergarten will have some
full time openings fbr children P
0 Dixieland Center (Rear) Chestnut St. Murray 753-0113 IT
lanuary.1981 We have, classes re
for all ages,'in a state It.tensed
,
kindergarten 753-6199 or 753 latotav.stitrQtiir,30'srotowikvrors3ergewcitosreslyruiwvoyocryvv.ioss arc°
2967
BIBLE CALL
"Strengthening your
family" - 759-4494.
"The Princess Adopts
a Baby"- 759-9945.

Alimmew F.D.I.C.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

i rirogroarrynma.blrat,Song-finder, Et switch,
0

er,Iv

Bank of
Murray

(FAO

2
O - STARKS 3i •
SK-31 P
nal stereo b Pioneer.Sto FM/AM
g Pirner
O HARDWARE Olf casaette recorder featug
O

Christmas Club

ALL BUGS

0

1

ot14
100

23. Exterminating
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753-8298
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CARTER STUDIO

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1981

variety. lowest priced, no

PIONEER

MaChineS
niiipment

24. M,scenaneous
Business Services
06. Tv Radio
27 Mobile Home Sales
3, Mob Home Rents
09. heatine-Cooling
bu!.,ness Rental
q. Want to Rent
.
,Z. Apts FOf Ren:
03. Rooms for Rent
Hoi,ses Ft
,Rent
\ 35. rams For Rent
3, Rent Or Lease
" 17. Lrestack-Srlppiws0. i-ets Supplies.
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Prentice
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real tstare
. 44. Lots For Sale
: 45. forms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41 Auto Services
49. Used Cats
30. Used Trucks
;.51. Campers • •
itoati and Motors
.53. ServiCes 8Itteied
54.
F,r. Trade .
)5. Feed And Seed.
16. Free Column

For sale Factory built 16 foot
trailer. Tandem axle, low on
the ground with ramps and
surge brakes. $110411,.197.2.
Chevy 1 ton truck. 4-speed.
350 engine, $3300 Ferguson
30 tractor with frosted loader.
plow, disc. bushhog. auger.
$3500. Call 753-9920.

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.

Cet
11670A/

,r1

-liquipment
1-9Tarn

20. Sports Equipment

•••

15. Articles For Sale

2L-Sorts Equipment

For sale- 19' Tandem trailer
with dot elec brakes. 4' walls.
$1800 or best offer. Dinette
set, cost new $350. sell $200.
1967 Winchester Canadian
:entenial 30-30. $400. Phone
759-4104 anytime.

-For sale: Rampar .R-10 with
Tuff wheels and accessories.
One year old. Call 753-6194 or
753-8298 after 6 pm, ask for,
Phillip.

22. Musical

Toy model trucks, several
models to choose from, great
for Christmas Call 7531372

FOR SALE
Two snow tires, two
highway tires with rims
H78-14 5100. 753 9099 after 3 p.m.

Antique bisque piano baby.
100 years old, original, written
appraisal. 615-232-6505 or
232-5197.
Brother, Zig Zag machine and
cabinet: 30" cook stove; one
load of scrap in and metal.
Sharp cassette recorder.
Marantz AM-FM stereo radio;
Sansui turn table and speakers:
two stack heater. 492-8253.
Firewood, 18-24". seasoned-.
mixed, hardwoods, $25 per
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536.
For sale: New fireplace screen,
antique brass with mesh curtains. $75. 753-1389.
Firewood, seasoned oak and
hickory. 18", 24". Chainsaws
repaired, sharpened. Tree
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853.
Firewootl, cut any length, mostly oaldand hickory. $22.50
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
For sale: Nice telescope, 480X,
practically new, $120. Call
753-1380 after 5-30.
/
2 hp, 2 wheel brake.
Go cart, 31
8 foot, 3 point hitch blade, 4
wheel trailer, 6xI3 feet. Call
753-7833.
Mary Kay kit, literature, 6 vanl
ty mirrors, for $50. Not used
over 12 times. Call 753-5267,
Ai for Laura.
One hp Sta-rite water pump,
tank, and pipe. Call 759-4799
after 5 pm.
Seasoned firewood. Call 4362758.

30. Business Rental
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

k

Roe IAN Arabians, visitors
welcome! Give an Arabian
3.61C2h6ristmas! Will
dtrisver.
e 7f°5`

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC
registered
male.
Chesapeake Retriever for sale
Call 759-4663.
AKC male Bassett hound puppies, 8 weeks old. 489-2599.
AKC Minature Dachshund puppies, championship bloodlines,
$60 to $75 each. Call 5279700.
AKC Male Cocker Spaniel, 8
weeks old, see at 1651 Ryan
Avenue.
Boarding and grooming for the
holidays! Daily or monthly
rates. Heated kennel with outside tuns. Hidden Valley Kennels. 435-4481, Lynn Grove.
Beagle puppies, ready for
Christmas. $10 each. Phone
753-7126.
Dog obedience classes. AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
436-2858.

Exquisite is the word
for this large 4
bedroom home on 2
acres. Has everything.
burning
Wood
fireplace insert heats
entire house. Has 32
baths, family room
and large rec. room.
Live like a millionaire
but on a lot less. Must
see to appreciate.

Apartments for rent, near
downtown:C?I1753-4109.
Available January ,1st, extra
nice new-2 bedroom duplex, in
Northwood, outside storage.
753-0814.
Extremely nice one bedroom
apartment in Sedella, central
gas heat, $125 month. Coleman Real Estate, 753-9898.
For rent: 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove, referigerator, washer.
dver, dishwasher furnished
753-9240.

Sktcht Will•rd 7534IN
lame, Greta 01,1430
Pro... Dyn, 793 5719
l•wit• B•ior 7 513409
lorvy Slo••••••• ••014'we t
793 9334

ti

FOR RENT:
Beautiful furnished
apartment, fully carpeted, half block of
campus. For 4 college
girls. Available now!
Phone 753-5865 days,
or 753-5108 after 6
P-m•

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-3146
304N 12th St
Marray. K y 42071
N4.10.

'Matt

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

11% Fixed rate owner financing is available on this 3
bedroom brick home at 1627
Hamilton Avenue just west of
MSU. John Smith Gallery of
Homes, 753-7411.
410-90-••
On Vagnoha near the
high school is this
beautiful 4 bedroom
brick home with double carport, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
air. Insulated to TVA
Has
standards.
assumable 7% loan.
Attractively decorated
and the price has been
reduced for quick sale.

I
I
i

EXCELLENT
VALUE
1803 Westwood Reduced for a quick
sale,
owner
transferred out of
state, this 3.13.R., 11
/
2
bath, B.V. with central
electric heat and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
kitchen-family room
comb, I dishwasher,
range, exhaust fan, in
county but has city
sewerage and water.
Outside storage room,
carport paved drive,
chain-link fenced
backyard.- ONLY
43,500.00.
THE TIME
TO BUY
%NOW-.
And 1611 Oakhill Drive
is the House. A 2 B.R.
smart (almost) New
home, vertical siding,
tastefully decorated,
C. Ele. Heat Pump and
air contlitioning,
disposal, range,
dishwasher, ekhaust
fan, panelled garage
with , automatic
opener, large lot at a
low low, price of
$33,900. Check this today and get settled in
for the holidays.
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Want to buy a home but interest rates too high? If your income qualifies, apply for an
LOW INTEREST RATE loan today! The money won't last long
at this rate - so don't delay
Call Spann Realty Associates at
753-7724 today for further information

Love glistens ...
in a Keepsake
perfect diamond.
Like a quiet snow fall. a
Keepsake perfect
diamond engagement
ring speaks silently of
love. All Keepsakeperfect diamonds are
permanently registered, with a lifetime
guarantee for perfect
clarity, fine white color
and precise modern
cut. Choose from our
collection of 14 Karat
gold Keepsake ring
styles today.

43ramtrintsrinra
Quarter Million
Dollars in Diamonds

i

el(_cke"
Re•Hteres1 Diantsw.1 Rings

4

Gold and Silver
Pawn Shop

iJ
I'm BOYD-MAJORS
1 REAL ESTATE
1
753-8080

43. Real Estate

32. Aptilaillent

Christmas
Special
Assistant manager needed for
Cove Choice Of
Payless Shoe Store in Murray
A New
Excellent career opportunity 16. Home Furnishings
Kimball Piano
available. Apply in person at
or Organ
One bedroom apartment, near
Payless Shoe in Paducah or Antique mahogany drop leaf
University. 753-8146 or 753
Murray. An Equal Opportunity table 6 chairs Hotpoint 30'
ONLY $995.00
elect r range. Call 759-1322
2437.
Employer
Thurman's
Two bedroom apartment
ACTION PERSONNEL is now
Furniture
FOR SALE
redecorated, adults, no pets
hiring Receptionists. typists,
208 E. Main
Lease and deposit. Call 753
nurses, nurse aides: key punch
Striped couch and
Murray, Ky. 02071
9208 after 4 pm.
operators for its temporary divi
chair. $50. Call
sion. Call 753-9833 or 753
Serv
s
iii- Two bedroom Townhouse apart
party to take up 25. Business 6532.
753-9924 after Responsible
monthly plftment on Spinet Santa suit rentals. 759-4073. merits, - atl carpet, range
ref rigerator,dishwashr
General news reporter for
piano. less than a year old •
4 p.m.
disposal, washer-dryer hookup
weekly newspaper. must have
Clayton's, 753-7575
background in journalism. 35'
Responsible person wanted to central heat and air. 753-7559
mm camera and knowledge of
take up small monthly payment days or 753-7550 nights.
photography. Call 527-3162.
on like new 25" alor t.v. War- Two bedroom duplex for rent
ranted. Clayton's 1-1.--B Music, all kitchen appliances, centra.
Help wanted Days and nigts
753:7575.
heat and air. 753-8146 or 753
Apply in person at McDonalds
27. Mobile Home Sales 2437.
$180 Per Week part time at
lorge selection with savings up to 75 °. new and used
1974 Double wide mobile Two bedroom duplex, axatlablt'
Webster, America's
home
home, 24x36, partially furnish- now, furnished or unfurnished
foremost dictionary company
TV Sets $49.93
ed or unfurnished. All electric Call 753-9400.
needs home workers-to update
Stereos AM/FM 8 track casettes $99.9300
with baseboard electric heat. Two
local mailing lists. All ages. ex i
apartment
room
Very easily heated. $7500. refrigerator, stove, furnished
perience unnecessary. Call 1
1orge Assortment 'Cameras
Phone 1-354-6217.
716-845-5670 Ext 454
Call 753 9240
Including 35 MM $39.93 I
12x55 Furnished mobite home 34. Houses tor Rent
7. Storage Ridgs.
Polaroid or Kodak Instamcrtic
for sale, Down payment, ake
portable
Custom
Built
For rent 3 bedroom house
over payments. Call 753-5307
Start of $9.93
buildings Call 753 0984
double garage. 492-8225.
or 753-2731.
dki
bedroom home in InBell & Howell Movie Projector
14. Want To Buy
li
Liberty trailer, 43x10, with Nice 2
mon
aluminum awning, porch, City for sale or rent. $125
Good used 8 hp horizontal ti
$99.93
underpinning, strap, and an- th. Coleman Real Estate, 753crank shaft engine. Call 492
tiGolf Clubs, Luggage, Radios, Tape
chors. $2000. Phone 753- 9898.
8531 after 5.30
6614.
To settle estate of Willie Partially furnished 2 bedroom
Field
Glasses.
14Decks,
timber
Standing
buy‘
Want to
Glover.
house, North 6th. No pets.
bpprox
selection
and
tracts
arge
shotguns
Will look at all
rifles,
Trailer, 12x65. 2 Deposit and lease required
1974
imately 20 acres and up 751
knives, old and new, some collector
bedroom, central heat and air. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
5592.
Straight Razors, Silver Coins,
Make down payment, take over Spacious 3 bedroom house in
items.
Want to buy 500 lb. 1980
payments. Call 7534127.
quiet subdivision. Central air.
Burley poundage. 753-0671
Sterling Pieces.
wall heaters, 2 car garage.
Rents
after 6 pm
Home
Mob.
28.
We do all types of engraving
W
$350 monthly plus deposit.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Call 753-9436, Monday
15. Articles-For Sale
Trailer Court, located at South through Friday call after 5 pm
Floating duck blind, steel con
4th Street.
Three bedroom house with
struction, year old, excellent
Two bedroom, outside city stove, refrigerator, washer and
753-5281
furWater
limits
on
121
South,
OLYMPIC PLAZA
dryer, $275 per month plus
Dorm refrigerator $80 Call
nished. $90' plus deposit. deposit. 753-3582.
ARVVITTITIVITTIV
753-5267.ask for Laura
Phone 753-5405.

6. HOP Wanted

--

Furches Jewelry
East Side Square

Murray, Ky. 753-2835

Jo

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St.
Across From Community Center

Open Hours
Mon. Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday
Thurs., Fri. 8. Sat. 8:30-12:30

753-3685

••••••••••

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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43. Real Estate
state
It you were ever
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n advertisement,
one! This hand
is brick and wood
iron fenced court
'duce this home
gst dozens of tall
,s with a gorgeous
ath This spacious
everything .game
free standing
Imily room with
ig, brick fireplace.
icases (very warm
U-shaped kitchen
abinets and loads
I bedrooms, 3 full
53-1492. We can't
I it all! Oh yes.
consider partial
d owner wants ofNTURY 21 Loretta

!ARMS NOINES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Listings needed, Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Ererywh•re.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY

19110 Pontiac Sunbird 13,000 miles,
local one owner 4 speed, air conditioner,$4995.00
low cost home loan money
won't last long. For applica
lions, incomes can vary up to
$22.500 for a five member
family Give us a call now at
753-1492 for information oil
this 10 7/8% interest. Yes, you
read nett - under 110o on a 25
year term. Dial 753-1492 We'll
help you. Century 21 Loretta
lobs. Realtors.
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SD 1000 TWO•SPEED
FRONT LOAD
CASSETTE DECK
Two-Speed Operation • Dolby'
Noise Reduchon System •
2..) Extended Range
Illuminated VU I leters• Super Hard Penn pg
ahoy Head • Tape Counter •
Bias ind EO Settings for
°mai CrO, and FeCr Tape ••
Damped Vertical-Load Cas
14
sette Door • Front Panel Mic Input
and Headphone Jacks•
lo4 Total Mechanism
Shut•ON • Cornpon Int Size Rack Adaptable
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43. Real Estate
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LARGE RUSTIC
HOME AND
13 ACITS
Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern.home
n peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
and
out-buildings,
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.
NEW LISTING
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the university.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kitchen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid 30's, and
owner will consider
financing. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for full-time real
estate service.
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Merry Christmas To'
,Mom,
Mom, Dad, Aunt Carrie,
Papa Curd, Uncle Van,
'..,Don, Emma, Roxi,
Donnye, Emily
&
'Joshua.
,A love Deidra

ake
Merry Christmas
Kate and Happy
Wedding.
Love, Dave

.now fall. a
Ike perfect
igagement
silently of
Keepsake
monds are
mtly regisa lifetime
for perfect
white color
se modern
e from our
if 14 Karat
psake ring

Daddy,
MERRY CHRISTMAS
& SURPRISE!
Jo Ann

To the ones I love, to you and
the little one on our second
Christmas together. Please
"take care and have faith.
R.D.E.

10,1TN

)sake

amend Ronal

Iry
753-1835
I

R SHOP

?AO

12:30

AVAIL ABLE

'/
1
4'Vct
T",
To: Lenon & Cloteill
Merry
Christmas!
We love you!
Jerry, Jo & Ronda
Merry Christmas
Jerry, Melissa
Laura.
love, Pat.

4.,

L & B Residential Carpet Cleaning 759.1147

t 1114fPriflAIT ,lis te Ott11
t
BASIC JEANS
t

12.95

LEVI BELTS
2.95

60% Sa,ngs
ft

ALL INSULATED BOOTS HAVE
BEEN MARKED DOWN

Vernon's
:Western Store

Olympic Plaza
3
Murray, Ky -(502) 753-9885
3
lit i lill)ehtfa Int etatftio

to

46. Homes For Sale

Merry
Christmas
Jared &
Russell
From
Pete & Penny
Merry
Christmas
Larry, Maria,
& Dusty
From
Pete, Penny,
& Seiko

Honda Express, excellent con
dition. 700 miles, price $300
Call 753-5159.
1975 Honda XR-75. in good
condition. 753-7904.
1976 Suzuki RM-250. new bore
lob. by air shocks, asking
$450. Call 753-3861 before 5
PM.
1980 Yamaha 650 Special. lik,
new Call 753-7358 or can hi,
seen at Town & Count!,
Yamaha

1977 Chevette. 33.000 mile',
orange Good condition Car
after 5. 759-4526
1978 Camaro. extra nice, lov.
mileage Call 153-/195 after 4
pm
1974 Chevrolet Vega Stalin,
wagon, automatic, ail
steering, looks and funk ,
great gas mileage $890 Li
4R9 2595
_
FOR SALE
1979 Mork V Cartier
Sunroof all power
23,000 miles, 75,1
4647 tiller 6 p.m.

COURTNEY SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR 8,
SAW SHOP Coldwater, 489-2853.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)

Quunrs
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ft
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Fire
911

.,ALL TYPES Of WOODWORKING
sAIEW RIECIVE1V CADMIC
,TOPS
eCANIVE7 NAROWARE
Awe
•CUSTO*1 WAIT KITCHEN CAISIVETS OA GIVE ECAJA 0513
c•stivrrs•*AV FACE LIFT VIIITNOtIT rEAMNG Twos au,

Police
911

1212 Main. Mawr*, p., 753-6.94TO

49. Used Cars
1967 Buick Grand Sao!'
Coupe, collectible, good cond,
hon, minor repairs needed. Cal!
753-8860

Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed pc,
your specifications. Call Sea,
753-2310 for free estimate.
Heating retligerann. electric,
repair. Bob Refrigeration Se'
vice. Hazel Kentocky 498-837
or 753-7829 BJbby Lockhart
Insulation blown in by Sear'
save on these high heating an:
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753
2310 for free estimate.

Dial-A-Serrice

House for sale by owner. FHA
approved Large lot, storage shed. $29.900. 759-4784.

47.Tiotoi-cfc-fei
1qPiF1
,

Fence sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753 2310 for tree
estimate for your needs

1171 'V, r.:
44. .4 44 4

WIV

Merry Christmas and Happy ci
18th Anniversary.
From your loving daughters,
Melanie, Amy, and Debbie

-vices Offered
53. &er

Town & Country
Yamaha

wig

To: Ronnie and Joshua
Merry Christmas to the ,st
nicest two guys I know. I love
you both.
Cindy

,r
\'Dear Mom and Dad,

4

Need work on your trees' ToppANOTHER
ing pruning shaping comNEW LISTING
plete removal and more Call
Quality 4 bedroom
BOWER'S TREE SERVICE for
home near Murray
professional tree care 753High School, fresh on
8536
the market. Home has
Pr if essional
recently
painting.
been
paperhanging. paneling Comredecorated
mercial or residential 20 years
throughout, insulated
experience Free estimates!
to TVA standards, and
759 1987
chain-link fencing added around backyard. "Not only does he
have looks and personaliALUMINUM
Excellent location and
ty, he can afford to pay the 20 percent interLay-Away Now!
SERVICE CO.
excellent price - upper
50's. Phone 753-1222, est rate."
Aluminum and Vinyl
Kopperud Realty, and
Siding, Custom Trim
let the "Home Teams"
Work, References,
43. Real-Estate
49]Jied-Cars
go to work for you.
753-0b89 Day or
OPEN EpoNoN
%will
owy 94
1111114 7
314
E5
41
bisA
CLOSE TO
Night.
1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 4UNIVERSITY
S Purdem & Thurman ‘. door, body and motor in good
Stop! Fur d, )1J. r.
0
Another new listing
condition $400 Call 753Insurance &
0
roofing. carpentry plumbing
near the university.
0N 5463
o
Real Estate
end electrical work. look no
Proud older brick '
)
1 Seuthside Court Sq. 1
1 For sale 1974 Chevrolet El
more! Call 753-9226 or 753home on wooded lot.
Camino 55. 350. automatic,
Murray, K
Kentucky
9623 We'll do your lob large or
Fireplace in living
air-conditioned.
ps.
pb. AM-FM.
small All work done to your
753-4451
room, formal dining
§ 8-track stereo. Excellent condi
satisfaction
room,3 bedrooms,and
hon. 56,000 miles. $1800
Wet basement' We make wet
attached garage. Sellfirm. 753-6156
44. Lots For Sale
basements'dry. work completeing to settle estate. OfTrucks
Used
51.
50.
Services
Offered
1976 Ford Granada. 2-door,
ly guarenteed Call or write
fered in the mid 40's
Tract of land approximately 17 looks good,
runs good. 53.000 1978 Ford Van - white, air. K & I( Stump Removal. Do
Construction
Co
you Morgan
acres, level. cleared. 372 ft. miles. 6 cylinder
through
Kopperud
Will take loan cruise, o. tilt.. tinted glass. need stumps removed from Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
frontage lust past Kingswood value
Realty, 711 Main
$1975 Call 489-2595.
automatic. power. $3500. 753- your yard or land cleared of KY 42001 or call day or night
Subdivision, State Highway
Street.
stumps? We can remove 1-442-7026
1550.535.000 firm' Call 703-_ For sale 1975 Opel Manta 4953.
• ----- -opr tii-24'"WOW lie. 1frf
-530841 miles. bargain 751
iVeway -Wilt-Frock
921-1403 Otter 6 pm... -For pie- 197-4 Ford pickup F- fur
Wooded lot provides serene set5281.
ground leaving only sawdust and Ag lime, also have any type
100. goad condition, power
ting for newly decorated three
and chips Call for free of brown or white pea gravel
45. Farms For Sale
1972 Olds Tornado front wheel steering.
automatic
bedroom brick located lust
drive, .excellent -,condition. transmission, red and white estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 Also do backhoe work Call
west of Southside shopping.
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
Potential!! Prime location $500 Call 753-0920
$1295. Cali 753-4114
Fenced backyard provides
753-6763
security for small children and 181 2 acre 4arm with frontage 1975 Plymouth Fury, ac, ps. 1973 International 1600 truck
Let us take your complete
on 3 roads, 2 bedroom house
Will lay carpet vinyl or tile
pets. Glassed in back porch
Story
in
pb. 4-door sedan. $1095. 153- air-Conditioned power steer'
Wedding
with good well. With down payCall.7F
3 atter 6npm
5r9e
-1e82c01
Photographs. You can get
lust off U-shaped kitchen pro1698.
mg. radio. 14' bed, $3500
ment. owner will consider
napkins and invitations from
vides seclusion and privacy
753-8061
financing to qualified buyer. 50. Used Trucks
us.
Transferrable loan available
Don't delay call today for ap- 1973 34 ton Camper trailer
10 Month old black male cat
with lower than current inCARTER STUDIO
pointment, 759-1322 or 489- Special. 68 000 miles. Call 53. Services Offered
and 10 month old calico cat
753-11291
terest rate. Dial 753304 Main
'
,J.:
Call 75'
2365.
Custom made cabinets, music
759-1816 after 4 pm
1492. Century 21 Loretta lobs.
centers, book cases. hutches
Realtors
liii
Reasonable 436-2566
.
iii I
concrete and block work. Blo
Tired of the problems
garages. basements. drivewa!,
of rental property?
(Wrangler, Levi and Lee)
walks, patios steps fr-•
Then call us and see
estimates Charles Borne!'
what alternatives are
$
753-5476.
available. Coleman
Carpet
layer. years of
One Rack Of
Real Estate, 753-9898.
perience. $1.50 yard. Wre•
e
guaranteed Hazel Carpet S•
vice. 498-8950.
•
•
Driveways and parking
Each
are,
star ESTATE
white rocked and graded. Fr
MANAGEMENT
& PROPERTY
estimates. Clifford Gams,753-5429.. .

tmany items have been marked down with up
0

•; Merry Christmas
• Debbie & Mon.
From Gory

4
f

Yamaha
Champ.

753-1222
01&.

WESTERN CLOTHES
HATS

To: Ron
Hope to share a lot
of Christmas with '
'- you.
Love, Ronda

A

MAGIC HAT
"Chimney Sweeping
in the fine old
tradition"
Business 436-2731

Sheriff
753-3151
Ambulance
753-9332

Robinson 8 Day
Painting
Contractors
753-5292
FALL SPECIAL
10o OFF
All Paint
And Labor
(With This Ad)
fuser-fenced - Quality Work
Very Reasonable Prices

FREE

Leather Repair
Custom Work

Termite
Inspection

Flies, Roaches
Silver Fish
Shrubs

Clothing, Saddhoilt
Harness, Purses
& Billfolds

KELLEY'S TERMITE
& PEST CONTROL
13th Sr

753-9736

753-3914

Murray

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
muinight

Ky

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
**
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Of>
Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air
Conditioning Sales
Soles and Service
Modern Sheet Metal
I. Service Departments

753-9290

is
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I, Deaths and Funerals I
Robert E. Johnson
Dies At Hospital
Robert E. Johnson of Murray died Sunday at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. He was 53 years of
age.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Shirley Johnson, Murray; one brother, Dr. Lee
Johnson, Columbus, Ohio;
three nephews.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society,
Kentucky Division, Medical
Arts Building, 1169 Eastern
Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
40217.

Final Rites Held
For Mr. Farmer
Final rites for Lawrence H.
Farmer of 1319 Poplar Street,
Murray, were held Sunday at
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist.
Pallbearers were Solon,
Sam, and Glen Farmer, Bobby Bohannon, Eugene Scott,
and Paul Mansfield. Burial
was in the Pleasant Grove
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Masonic rites were conducted Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Farmer,84, an agent for
the I. & N Railroad for 60
years, died Friday at 1:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Benton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mabel Washam Farmer,
daughter, Doralyn Lanier,
and granddaughter, Damara
Lanier, all of Murray, and one
brother, Frank Brooks (Zack)
Farmer, Benton.

Mrs. Duncan Dies
At Home; Funeral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Verdie Duncan of Dexter Route 1 died Friday at
11:45 p.m. at her home. She
was 78 years of age and the
wife of Joseph Frank Duncan
who died Aug.5, 1980.
The deceased was a
member of the Pentecostal
Church. Born April 13, 1902, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Millard F.
Weatherford and Frances
Agnes Lutton Weatherford.
Mrs. Duncan is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Drennon
(Irene) Cantrell, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Jack
Garland,
(Lorelle )
Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs.
Lora D. Merrell, Blytheville,
Ark.; four grandchildren Ted and Howard Garland,
Barbara Harrison, and Reba
Jo Boley; one great grandson,
Mickey Harrison.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Donnie, James,and Leon Duncan, Howard and Ted
Garland, and J. C. Schroader.
Burial will follow in the Temple Hill Cemetery.

Veteran In Miami VA
Hospital Picks Up Radio
From Head Shrapnel

Richard C. Reed
Dies In Accident
Sunday At Sedalia
Richard C. Reed, brother of
Mrs. Donny (Shirley)
Buchanan of Murray Route 6,
was killed Sunday about 6:30
p.m. on Kentucky Highway
339 south of Sedalia, according
to the Kentucky State Police.
Reed, 38, was pronounced
dead at the scene of the onecar accident by the Graves
County Coroner. State Police
said Reed was thrown from
the vehicle when it overturned.
The deceased was an
employee of the General Tire
and Rubber Company,
Mayfield. Born Sept. 16, 1942,
he was the son of Alma Harpole Reed, who survives, and
the late Coy Reed.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Joyce Perkins Reed, one
daughter, Sheila Gail Reed,
and two sons, Jeffrey and
Richard Lynn Reed, all at
home, Mayfield Route 1; his
mother, Mrs. Alma Reed,
Mayfield; three sisters Mrs. Buchanan, Murray
Route 6, Mrs. Brenda Garber,
Graves County, and Miss
Sharon Reed, Mayfield; one
brother, David Earl Reed,
Graves County.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of _ the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with burial
to follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery There.Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today ( Monday ).

"TRASH" SCULPTURE - An artist adds another piece of scrap to a "trash" sculpture created by New York artist
Nancy Rubins at a shopping center in Berwyn, Ill. The $25,000 commission was paid by David Bermant, president of
the firm that owns the shopping center in Berwyn.
(AP taserpholo)

Despite Solidarity's Ban On Strikes

Polish Workers Continue Protest

By STEPHEN H. MILLER
coupons guaranteeing each
Associated Press Writer
resident at least 1.1 pouncls of
WARSAW, Poland ( AP) - choice meat and about a
Workers in a central Polish quarter pound of butter for the
town continued a maverick Christmas holiday. But the
meat rationing protest today demonstrators say there is not
despite a ban 411.trikes _ .enough_butter and meat to
ordered by Solidarity, the na- redeem the coupons.
tion's largest independent
The protesters are backed
union, in a bid to ease tensions by workers at the Belchatrny
between Poland and its Soviet coal mine and at unspecified
bloc neighbors.
factories who declared a
The protesters occupied a strike alert, Kotlinski saki.
district government building
He said the Piotkrow protest
in the central town of began with the approval of the
Piotkrow Thursday and are Solidarity inter-factory comwaiting to meet with govern- mittee, headquartered in the
Word has been received of
ment officials, Solidarity southern city of Katowice, but
the death of Nicholas J.( Nick I
Stanislaw was not supported by the
Krafchik,formerly of Murray, spokesman
Kotlinksi said.
union's executive committee
who died Saturday. He was
He said the demonstrator4, in Gdansk.
•
reported to have been elecsent a letter to Deputy
'the union's national leadertrocuted at Henderson while
Premier
Mieczyslaw ship has banned strikes by its
repairing a downed power
Jagiewski in Warsaw asking estimated 10 million members
line.
how long officials "will con- until at least Jan. 15 in an efMr. Krafchik, 35, was a
tinue to force us to continue fort to ease tensions between
lineman for the Hendersonthe occupation strike and Poland and its Warsaw Pact
Rural Electric
Union
allies and reduce the possibiliCooperative Corporation. His strike readiness."
Those leading the sit-in ty of Soviet military intervenco-worker was reported have
claim
local
allotments
of
meat
tion.
been treated for trauma and
and butter rations are only 40
The food rationing imposed
shock. percent of the national in Poland last week is the first
The deceased graduated
average.
such program since shortly
from Murray State University
Government
officials after World War II and has
and formerly operated Shirley
Florist and Garden Center, agreed, the protesters said, spurred long lines of holiday
Murray. While here, he was and issued additional ration shoppers at those stores that
still have food.
also a member of the Murray
Meat shops were kept open
Moose Lodge.
in Warsaw on Sunday to give
He is survived by his wife,
residents an extra day to
Mrs. Alma (Jo-Jo) Campbell
redeem their coupons, and
Krafchik, and two stepsons,
people stood in line at some
Brad and Chris Thomason, 212
shops through Saturday night.
Shenandoah Place, HenderTerry Joe Sledd, son of Mr.
Those in line at one store
son; his father, Nicholas J.
Krafchik, Sr., Florida; foster and Mrs. Joe Sledd of Murray, Sunday demanded that it be
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Steve is listed in stable condition in
Room 534, Lourdes Hospital,
Wargo, Bridgeport, Conn.
The funeral will be held Paducah, after having been
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the injured in a one car accident
chapel of the Tapp Funeral Friday morning.
Kentucky State Police said
Home, Henderson. Burial will
Sledd was traveling west on
follow there.
TOCCOA, Ga. (AP)- The
Interstate 24 near Lake City acquittal of former Tax Comwhen his car ran off the road missioner Donald Addison in
hitting a guardrail. He was the death of his political rival
Federal
News Service
Market
pinned in the car for about 45 forces a new look at charges
December n,1980
minutes
before
being against two other men, says
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
transferred to Lourdes at 8 the prosecutor in the case.
Receipts: Act. 693 Est. 450 Barrows &
a.m. Friday, according to
Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows uneven-under
After deliberating 14 1 2
500 lbs steady to $1.00 lower over 500 lbs
Trooper Glenn.
hours over two days, a
mostly $1.00 higher
Sledd was returning home Superior Court jury Sunday
US 1-2210-24011w.
044.75-45.00
US 2210-250 lbs
544.25-44.75
for the holidays from his found Addison innocent of
US 2-3 240-260 I bs
$43.7544.25
studies at Eastern Kentucky murder in the execution-style
US 3-4250.270 lbs.
143.00-43.75
Sows
University, Richmond: He suf- shooting of Stephens County
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
53400-3500
fered a broken hip socket and Tax Commissioner Elizabeth
US 1-3 300-450 I bs
034.0636.00
US 1-3 450-500 ItiS
lacerations to the leg and foot, Williams.
536 00-38 00
US I-3506650 lbs... $38.00-41.00 few 42.00
according to family members.
US 2-33101-500 lbs.
Addison, who was to face
$33.00-34.00
Boars over 300 lbs. 29.00.30 50
Mrs. Williams in the Aug. 5
primary, had been accused of
arranging her July 31 death
Happy
LOUISVILLE, Ky I API i USDA -for his political gain. She had
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
ousted him from the post in
1000; compared to last week's close
Year'
1977.
slaughter steers and heifers 561 higher:
cows 1-2 higher; bulls steady ; calves and
After the verdict was anvealers fully steady; represented
nounced, District Attorney
feeders steady to firm
Slaughter steers choice 1,000-1,520 lbs
V.D. Stockton said he would
63.90-65.50; mixed good and choice 1000have to re-examine the cases
1250 lbs 61.90-63.90; good 1100-1250 lbs.
against John Michael Jones,
59 25-61.90; slaughter heifers choice 9001050 lbs 62.41330; mixed good and choice
29, of Greenville, S.C., and
-1
%1
•
850950 Its 60-62. standard and good 900fAi r
Raymond MacJunkin, 35. of
1050 lbs 55-60.
Even
Slaughter cows commercial 46-48.50;
Franklin County,Ga

Nicholas Krafchik,
Former Murrayan,
Is Electrocuted

Terry Joe Sledd
Hospitalized After
One Car Accident

Hog Market

New \

Open Everyday
Christmas and New Year's Day
10000 n. till 10.00 p.m or Later Every Wight

Superior Fireworks
With The Best Prices
Come see us for the best selection in West
Tennessee. Great Stocking Stuffers To Sta-1 Your
New Year With A Bang.

C

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Christmas came early for
state Rep. Jerry I.undergan
when plans were announced
for a 150-bed hospital on Lexington's east side.
"I feel like Santa Claus has
come early to Lexington,"
said the
Democratic
legislator. "I'm strongly convinced that the need is here for
another hospital."
But some administrators of
the city's four existing
hospitals were not convinced,
about the 150-bed, $22 million
facility that will be built by
Louisville-based Humana Inc.
Just hours before Humana's
plans were unveiled, St.
Joseph Hospital broke ground
for a $23.5 million expansion
and renovation project.

FREE!
Kentucky Approved
Fireworks With
This Ad.

"74

utility 43-49; high dressing and high boning percent utility 49-51.80; cutter 4044 50: canner and cutter under 800 lbs
35-40
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1980 Rs
6025, yield 1-3 1100-1700 lbs 56-59.75.
yield grade 2 900-1150 lbs 46.50-54 50
Slaughter calves and veal. rs chou
130-300 pound vealers 65-75; trulividual
prime at 82; good 6665. rho cc 306400
Its calves 57-63.50, feeder steers
medium frame 1 31e1-400 Ills 65-70; 400500 Its 65-72 50; 500-600 lbs. +4-71: a few
780 lbe at 65; medium frame 2 300.500
lbs 55-65. 500-700 lbs 55-64. large frame
2 mostly holsteins 400-600 Its 55-58, 600/130 Its 47-55. heifers medium frame I
300-500 lbs mostly 55-61. a few up to
6350; medium and small frame 1-2 400600 I bs 50-5850
BOO hogs compared to last Thursday.
barrows and gells are two dollars
higher, U.S 1-2 210-24e lbs 40-4630, No
2 220-260 lbs 45 50-41.. 2-3 220-270 lbs
44 50.4550. No 3 225-70042.4043 50
Sows a dollar to i's higher; 1-2450660
Its 40 50-41 80, 2-3 350-450 'be 39-4056
utility 300-400 lbei 32-37, boars over 300
lbe 32-34.50; under 300 lbs 2530 25, 25
sheep untested early.

Prosecutors had contended
that James Everett Castell,
35, of Greenville, fired the
shots in exchange for $1,500
from Addison, that Jones
drove Castell to Mrs.
Williams' home and that MacJunkin arranged a meeting
between Addison and Casten.
Jones and McJunkin have
been charged with murder. In
an earlier trial, Castell was
convicted of murder and
sentenced to death.
"it's just two juries and two
different opinions," Stockton
said after Addison was acquitted. "If he's not guilty, of
course MacJunkin couldn't
have gotten Castell for him."
Addison, held without bond
since his arrest in August,
returned home Sunday for the
first time in four months. He
testified in his own defense
Friday, saying he had nothing
to do with Mrs. Williams'
death.
He declined comment on the
verdict.
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To test the tentative
diagnosis, Liggett said he
plugged in a radio earphone so
only he could hear the radio
and asked the man to tell him
when the music stopped and
started and when the news
came on.
"He knew exactly when the
station stopped playing one
song and switched to another.
It was incredible," said Liggett.
Liggett said he would have
liked to have tested the patient
further, but the man left on his
own and hasn't returned.

No Injuries Reported
After Bomb In Penn
Station Locker Explodes
NEW YORK tAP) - Two
bombs planted in lockers exploded Sunday evening in a
waiting area of Pennsylvania
Station, crowded with
weekend shoppers waiting for
trains, but no injuries were
reported, police said.

-4Merry Christmas A_
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Stock Market

Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
...
kinencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
GeneraWynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
liardees
Heublein
IBM
Jerico
K -ma rt
Kuhn's Rig K
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Tobacco
Wendy's

- 4 11Wwe

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The patient said the sounds
he heard were muffled, but he
said he could differentiate
between music, news and
commercials.
Using a borrowed radio,
Liggett asked the man to identify the station. The man flipped the dial for a few minutes
and then cried,"That's it." He
was tuned to 560, the frequency for Miami radio station
WQAM.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Ininet of dock of local Interest at
noon. EDT. tadsy, ft.-Nailed to the
ledger & TImeo by Fled of 51.40Osart.
CorP-. ff mow.are as follows:

Ideas

responded. Liggett said it is
medically unusual for any
source of hallucination to be
unilateral.
When laggett asked if the
sounds ever changed, the patient's answer was more surprising. "When I went to Fort
Lauderdale, the music changed," he said,

fragments of two "quite
powerful" pipe bombs in the
lockers.
The multi-level station next
to Madison Square Garden is
used daily by thousands of
Amtrak, Conrail and Long
Island Rail Road passengers.
"I do not feel there is a need
Damage was limited to a
for another hospital at this
The station was evacuated
bank of main-level lockers
time," said John C. Pratt, ad- for two hours after
the blasts, between a stairway and a
ministrator
of
Good which officials said occurred
small restaurant catering to
Samaritan Hospital.
about 10 minutes apart, just
commuters. The waiting area
"No, I do not think there is a before and after 6 p.m.
is one flight below street level,
need for an additional faciliPolice chief Milton under
Madison Square
ty," echoed Tom Smith of Cen- Schwartz said police
found Garden.
tral Baptist Hospital. "After
we ( local administrators)
have had an opportunity to sit
down and discuss it, we'll have
more to say."
Sister Michael Leo, St.
Joseph president, stopped
short of saying a fifth hospital
wasn't needed. But she did
cite a report by East Kentucky
Health Systems Agency Inc.,
which said Lexington already
has too many hospital beds.
"According to (the report),
this 17-county area is overbedded," Sister Leo said.
lit Choice-52,900.00
The agency, based in WinAsk For
2nd Choice-52,650.00
chester, is the federally
Joe Dortch
3rd
Choice-52,400.00
designated health planning
or
4th Choice-52,159:00
agency for 68 counties in cenLast Choke-S 1,900.00 Dwain Taylor
tral and eastern Kentucky.
"According to their (the
agency's) formula, St. Joseph
Keep That Great GM Feeling
showed a need for 32 beds,"
Sister Leo said. "I wanted 36
but I cOuld get only 32. Up to
753-2617
this time, they've been sticking to this formula."
The agency projects I.exington will have a surplus of 35
or 36 beds by 1985, she said.
"They (Humans) are going
to have to go through the certificate of need process and
they're going to have to go by
this formula,"she said.
Dr. Peter Bosomworth, vice
president of University
Hospital, seemed to favor a
fifth hospital. He said University Hospital has been overcrowded for several months.
"It's our impression we cannot get into the hospital all the
patients that are being referred to us," Bosomworth said.
"I cannot judge what the best
solution to bed requirements
is in Fayette County. This will
ultimately be decided by the
health planning agency,"

Christmas Comes Early
With Lexington Hospital

Acquittal Of Man Forces
New Look At Two Others

Livestock Market

,
Q

kept open until all its supplies agency PAP reported Sunday.
were sold. The shoppers conKania's criticism of the
tributed the equivalent of 33 Committee for Social Selfcents each to pay store clerks Defense - known as KOR to remain on duty and the represented one of the few
store stayed open until 2 a.m.
times the party leader has atMeanwhile, _ Stanislaw tacked a dissident group by
-Kania, the first secretary of -name. His remarks against
Poland's Communist Party, the group, a strong ally of
accused the country's leading Solidarity, echoed recent
dissident group of making statements in the Soviet
statements "aimed against media charging that Poland's
the basic interests of our independent unions encouraghomeland," the state news ed "anti-socialist elements."

MIAMI
AP) - A
psychiatric patient at the
Veterans
Administration
Hospital can hear radio commercials and country music
blaring inside his head, and
doctors say shrapnel embedded in his skull from an old war
wound could be the receiver.
"It's incredible, but I think
it is true," said Stephen Liggett, a third-year medical student at the University of
Miami Medical School. Liggett, who also has a Ph.D. in
physics, discovered the
strange ailment earlier this
month.
"I can't explain it. I'm tired
of trying to figure it out," he
said.
The patient, a 28-year-old
Vietnam War veteran, carries
about 10 fragments of metal
still embedded in his skull.
Severely depressed and
complaining of headaches,the
man walked into the VA
Hospital recently and asked
doctors for help.
The man underwent a complete neurological workup •
after being admitted to the
psychiatric ward. When doctors asked him the routine
psychiatric questions about
whether he heard music, they
were surprised to hear the
man say yes.
"Both ears?" Liggett asked.
"No,just the one," the patient
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Now Thru Christmas
Just Arrived!
Large Shipment Of Velour

Shirts

CHRISTMAS SALE
at
KING'S DEN
9-9 M -S Bel-Air Center 1-5 Sun.

*FREE GIFT WRAPPING*

.4Merry Christmas A

